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THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett) took the Chair at 2.15 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - MILK BOTTLES
Reintroduction Request - Plastic Container Pollution

MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands - Premier) [2.17 pm]: I have a petition which reads as
follows -

To the H-onourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled,

We, the undersigned, note:

The average Australian throws away 680kg of rubbish per year and one tenth
of that is plastic.

Plastics do not break down naturally and when incinerated many give off a
poisonous gas. Therefore plastics pose an immense disposal problem.

Plastics come in many forms, and do benefit our society in some areas, but we
as householders wish to stop the unnecessary production and useage of
throwaway plastic containers.
No recycling process is available in Western Australia for milk containers.
Even when recycling is introduced, plastic milk containers will only be
recycled in a small number of times and then dumped, to pollute our
envirornent for hundreds of years.

We therefore request that the Legislative Assembly act to ensure that bottles axe again
used as milk containers.

Your petitioners humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 31 914 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of
the Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 113. ]
PETITION - GRAYLANDS HOSPITAL

Prison-Forensic Unit - Establishment, Opposition

M R H ASS ELL (Cottesloe) [2.19 pm]: I have a petition which reads as follows:

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned respectfully showeth:

That the comnmunity is extremely concerned about Government plans to establish at
Graylands Hospital a prison/forensic unit for mentally disordered offenders and
persons who have committed serious offences but have been found "not guilty" by
reason of insanity, particularly because such unit will now be in the heart of a
residential area and close to a public primary school and private college and therefore
your petitioners humbly request that:

L. Plans to establish the prison/forensic unit be abandoned forthwith; and
2. Any future plan to open a prison/forensic unit within a populous suburb and

next to schools and playgrounds be fully discussed with and justified to the
community and all relevant authorities and interests before such future
decision is made.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.



The petition bears 202 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 114.]

PETITION - LAND
Leschenaulr Location 23, Part Lots 5, 131 and Lot 6 - Residential Development

Opposition

MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell - Minister for Community Services) [2.20 pm]: I have a
petition couched in the following terms:

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned residents of Clifton Park, Eaton and surrounding districts, pray
that the Government will not approve the residential development as proposed on Part
Lot 5, Pant Lot 131 & Lot 6, all portion of Leschenault Location 23, for the following
reasons:

I . The area is the north-west floodparh of the Collie River and if filled, as
proposed, to 3.1 metres A.D.H., the south-west floodpath will be inundated to
a much higher level during peak floods thus endangering properties in Ennis
Street and Pratt Road, Eaton.

2. Government Authorities have recommended, on many occasions, that
floodplains be left devoid of manmade obstructions and instead, be made
available as recreation or conservation areas.

3. The 'Greenhouse Effect" will undoubtedly cause an elevation of peak flood
levels in the years to come therefore extreme caution must be exercised before
any decision is made regarding the elimination of any floodpath, natural or
otherwise.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 916 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 115.1

PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FOR ADMINISTRATIVE
INVESTIG AT IONS - CAR ACCIDENT LETTER TABLING

Bull-P eters Inquiry - Progress Letter

THE SPEAKER : 1 have received a letter from the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administrative Investigations in respect of his involvement with the police following a car
collision. I table that paper.

[See paper No 63.]
In respect of the reference from the Legislative Assembly of a matter concerning the
Commuissioner of Police I have received the following letter -

I write to inform you that I have conducted interviews and taken evidence on oath in
connection with my investigation on the following dates -

Monday, 20 November 1989
Tuesday, 21 November 1989
Wednesday, 22 November 1989
Thursday. 23 November 1989
Friday. 24 November 1989
Sunday, 26 November 1989
Monday, 27 November 1989
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I confirm that my investigation is advanced to the stage where I would expect to be
able to present you with an interim report before the end of ts Session of Parliament.

E.G. FREEMAN, Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL

Committee
Resumed from 23 November. The Chairman of Commn-ittees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr
Parker (Treasurer) in charge of the Bill.
Progress was reported after Division 60 had been agreed to.
Division 61: Office of Technical and Further Education, $128 845 000 -
Mrs EDWA.RDES: I am glad you read out the full title, Mr Chairman, because it is very
important. I am concerned with what is happening within TAPE at the moment. The shift of
moneys from the general education community-type programs, general education programs
and the entrance requirements for further tertiary study appears to be the sole object of the
Government at the moment. This shift has resulted in drastic course cutbacks and cancelled
courses and those moneys are obviously being channelled off into the training components of
TAPE. At the moment those training components represent approximately 30 per cent of the
courses. If the Government intends to cut back on particular courses, and courses such as
office and secretarial skills at Perth Technical College, and say that students engaged in those
studies can now go off into what is now a training component of TAFE, the Government is
not looking at dhe educational requirements of the community. Training is totally different
from education. Training is a set of components or ideas without developing attitudes;
education is totally different from that. The Government will prevent the access to TAPE of
people who normally would not have the opportunity to enter any other form of tertiary
institution.

TAPE has its place within the area of higher education, and it is important to make sure that it
does not become merely a training institution. It is important that TAPE retain its educational
component. After all, it is supposed to be all about technical and further education. I was a
graduate of TAFE and without the opportunity of going to Leederville Technical College 1,
perhaps, would never have been able to get into the University of Western Australia. There
are a lot of mature age students like myself who would be in a similar position. The
suggestion has been made that the office of TAPE should move from the Minister for
Education, to the Minister for Employment and Training, linking TAFE to the training aspect
rather than the educational aspect. [ am totally opposed to such a move.

Another aspect I would like to raise is the position of executive director. We have had
executive director after executive director, which creates a lack of responsibility on the part
of the people who make decisions, because they will not be in the position to implement the
decisions they make. For the continuing confidence in the office of TAFE it is important that
some stability be restored to the executive director position. Economic goals should not be
the sole criterion for TAPE with education per se having little value; the education of our
children and other people in Western Australia should have top priority.
Mr KIERATH: I refer in particular to the pre-apprenticeship courses at TAPE. We have
been concerned for some time about the cut in numbers and the rationalisation of the
pre-apprenticeship courses; I understand a 23 per cent cut in Commnonwealth funding
occurred, which has been used as the rationale for the restructuring of courses. People
involved in the various industries - especially those in the craft associations - have
approached me expressing concern about the situation, and citing the statistics demonstrating
the success of the pre apprenticeship courses, with in excess of 90 per cent of apprentices
being placed in jobs and having a high success rate. Also, concern has been expressed that
course rationalisation has resulted in people crossing from one extremne of the metropolitan
area to the other to attend courses. For example, people from Whitford doing the automotive
electrical trade course must travel to Carlisle, while people south of the river undertaking the
hairdressing course had to travel to Balga - although this course has now been reinstated, for
which I congratulate the Minister. I hope the Minister gives consideration to reinstating those
courses; indeed, I go further and suggest that more emphasis should be placed on
pre-apprenticeship courses generally.
AY279i- 3
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Mr AINSWORTH: The member for Riverton outlined some of the difficulties with TAPE in
the metropolitan area. From the country viewpoint there are other concerns: One involves
the location of a TAPE centre at Midland to service the so-called Midland area and the areas
extending beyond that. We would rather have a TAPE centre established on the Muresk
campus at Northam and have all tertiary and further education courses for the entire rural area
provided there, to work in conjunction with Muresk and the other tertiary agricultural centres
that might also be placed on the campus. Many of my constituents are concerned at the
curriculum offered by TAPE. They see TAFE as driven by the bureaucracy rather than on
behalf of the conmmity. I know that in some cases people have made requests for courses
and they have been provided, but by and large much of the curriculum material made
available is provided as a result of head office policy rather than on the basis of the needs and
requests of the people the course will service.
I support the proposal outlined by the member for Kingsley by which the administration of
TAPE would remain with the Ministry of Education; it is important that TAPE is regarded as
an educational rather than a training facility. From my point of view, the need for the
location of a TAFE centre for rural education at the Muresk campus cannot be stressed
enough.
Mr TRENORDEN: I was involved recently with the people associated with the activities of
the Avon foundation in trying to get courses established relating to value adding activity.
There seems to be a void in the TAPE system in understanding the training and education
requirements to enable value adding to be implemented in country areas. People have come
to realise that if this nation is to balance its deficit, it requires a four per cent increase in items
to be sold overseas, and those items will largely come from value adding in agricultural and
mining areas. In discussing with TAPE future training requirements and the encouragement
of an attitude to make country people receptive to the necessary changes, TAPE replies that
when the change occurs we should go and see it; TAPE seems to be a decade behind
everybody else. The truth is that if we wait for the situation to occur before the mechanism
for training is established, particularly in the rural areas, where about 52 per cent of people
leave school at the end of year 10. there will be a dramatic need for people to undertake
further specialised training. If the needs are not met at the time of change - it should be
slightly before - we will not be able to provide the type of work force required to be
successful in the modem world. The only way we will succeed is by being in the forefront of
technology in the area of value adding; therefore, we need to be well trained to have well
thought out enterprises succeed.
Action is also required to help with the training of country businesses and the employees of
those businesses. TAPE has resisted that need for a considerable period. It runs off the shelf
courses in country areas - I am not saying they do not help, as they do - but the courses would
be more substantial if they were put together based upon the needs of country small
businesses, because a dire need certainly exists. Again TAPE has said that once the need is
demonstrated, it will do something about it. I would have thought that the need was evident;
in fact Minister Grill pointed out last week that he understood that the need existed. TAPE
seems to be a little slow in recognising those needs.
Mr WATT: I place on record my very strong support for the Great Southern Regional
College of TAPE to be given funding, as it is seeking $20 000 to implement a master plan to
establish a learning resource centre at the college. One of the things that has made me feel
rather proud has been the development and growth of the TAPE college in Albany during the
period I have been the member for Albany. However, it has hopelessly outgrown the library
facilities available to it. The Albany college has led the regional colleges in providing
tertiary educational opportunities through contracting and other arrangements with the
universities and the colleges of advanced education. Many people in country areas are trying
to study some of the first year courses through the TAPE college either on a full time or part
time basis. If the work of the regional officer - I am not sure of his title - Bruce Manning, is
added to that, they have encouraged people throughout the region to participate in a wide
range of study activities. However, the library facilities are hopelessly inadequate. I said that
some money is needed for a master plan, but the problem is that those people are trying to
provide a multifaceted or multifunctional facility so that people who are doing post secondary
studies through TAPE and people who are doing tertiary studies through the universities can
use it and not get bogged down in the area where the funding will come from.
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I urge the Minister to get the parties together to try to rationalise the problem so that the
facility can be provided without problems about where the money will come from.
Somebody from the State Government needs to take a hand in this matter and obtain funding
from the State and Federal Governments so that this can be achieved. There are many
dedicated people down there and a significant number who are disadvantaged by their
remoteness from the metropolitan area.

The TAPE college is trying also to establish a computer network throughout the region with a
database being provided at the great southern college which could be accessed by people
studying throughout the region. possibly from a tenminal located in local shire offices or
libraries. I understand that an application has been made to the Federal Government for
special funds for this purpose. I think that is important and I urge the Minister to support the
application for ths worthwhile purpose.

Mr TROY: Like the member for Kingsley, I had some years in technical and further
education institutions. I recall also how beneficial they were to me.

In relation to the cutbacks in courses, people need to recognise that TAPE has reached a
position in recent years where it has managed, to a great degree, the resources within each
college. Under the proposed changes to clustered campuses, that principle will be continued.
It is a very important principle because it clearly attempts to give the college a degree of
autonomy to satisfy the demands of the local area. That is an important development, but it
does not mean that budgets will be unlimited as a result of that. I think that all Ministers
would love to have two or three times the amount of allocation they receive now for various
areas under their portfolios. We could all do so much more. However, the colleges work
within their budgets and with a degree of autonomy under that resource agreement.

Perth Technical College has undertaken, for a considerable time, secretarial courses. It is
now proposed to push those courses out of the centre to inner ring colleges to create
vacancies for other demands in that area. Those courses may be repositioned, but certainly
the demand can be satisfied. That is always the balancing mechanism that must exist
between very specialist courses -I am not necessarily suggesting that that one is. A specialist
course may be taught at only one college and it is difficult to avoid people having to travel
across the metropolitan area to attend that course. If we look at the overall context of the
secretarial courses going to the colleges close to Perth but away from the Perth Technical
College and Perth Technical College picking up other demands, a reasonable balance has
been achieved.

Mrs Edwardes: Girls attending Perth Technical College and the Office of Secretarial Skills
work in the city and it is convenient for them to go there after work. Because these courses
are being pushed out to other suburbs, they will not be as accessible to the girls. That is the
reason that Perth Technical College has always enjoyed a large number of people doing that
course.

Mr TROY: That point has not been ignored. However, it is a mailer of getting a degree of
balance between where the courses operate. The TAPE system overall was involved in that
as part of its resource management at a central level and within the colleges. My
understanding is that it is currently reviewing the extent of those courses. However, it was
decided that all of the courses being concentrated in Perth could not continue. Consideration
was given to travel requirements of students prior to their courses rather than after them and
many of the centres that were proposed as alternatives were not that far away. It was a matter
of identifying the demand in particular areas outside the immediate area of Perth. There is a
need for a degree of balance with the courses as I have mentioned before.
In the debate on vocational training, it has emerged very strongly -it is a healthy sign - that
we are realising the benefits of vocational training across this State arid across the nation.
Because of the focus on debate on vocational training, general education has been forced to
take second position. That situation will not last because, as has been evidenced in every
country around the world that has lifted its vocational training, general education levels have
lifted with it. I anticipate that next year we will see an increasing demand for general
education standards to be lifted, particularly for people who are the same age as I because
people with 10 or 20 years left to work need to lift their general education standards so that
they understand the changes in technology to which they are being exposed. That is
happening in other parts of the world and it will happen in Western Australia.
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I reassure people involved in general education that the concentration on vocational training
will not diminish general education levels; in fact, they will be enhanced. The demand for
that to happen will beg-in to emerge very strongly in a few months. There is no intention to
change TAFE's involvement with general education.
It is important to raise the level of debate in the community about the need for vocational
training. Currently, the level of State and Federal contribution to vocational training puts this
country and this State in about third or fourth position in the world by OECD standards. The
private sector's contribution to vocational training is a lot lower than that - at about twenty-
third or twenty-fourth position. I think industry recognises that and is prepared to do
something about it. Many parts of industry are spending on vocational training and some to
arn equivalent of 11 per cent of their payroll tax on vocational training so there is a general
awakening of the need for vocational training and I think we are on the verge of a revolution.
That will drag with it the demand for general education in my view.

The member for Riverton referred to pre-apprenticeship courses. This is a changed
circumstance. Three or four years ago, pre-apprenticeships were introduced with very good
reason. Youth unemployment was at about one in three in an overall unemployment level of
about 12 per cent in this State. We urgently needed to address what happened with our youth
when they left secondary education well before year 12. The retention rates were low. They
were being encouraged to join the unemployed because unemployment dollars were available
to them. The pre-apprenticeship courses were introduced to solve that problem and were a
very useful bridging aid. Things have changed dramatically and the level of youth
unemployment has dropped significantly from 1:3 to 1:10. The number of children
continuing at secondary school has increased and my colleague, the Minister for Education,
has previously referred to that. Those factors changed the circumstances which existed when
pre-apprenticeship courses were introduced. The member for Riverton referred to a
23 per cent reduction in funding from the Commonwealth Government. The member has
used facts selectively in presenting his case. There may well have been a decrease in
spending on pre-apprenticeship courses, but in overall terms the vocational training budget
has not decreased. Other areas have received dramatically increased funding.
Mr Kierath: I have your Press report.
Mr TROY: The member should read it carefully because the facts are included in the Press
release; but I cannot guarantee they were all reported in the paper. I will make a copy of the
Press release available to the member if he desires. A change has occurred with
Commonwealth funding which has had a bearing on pre-apprenticeships.
Mr Kierath: Can't you see that you can use pre-apprenticeship courses on a far wider scale?
Mr TROY: No. The overall allocation of funding from the Commonwealth has not been
reduced and the State is holding on to pre-apprenticeship courses to the best of its ability. I
have addressed the areas in which there are difficulties.
Mr Kierath: If there is no cut in funding, why has there been a cut in hours and courses?
Mr TROY: I acknowledged that there had been a cut in pre-apprenticeship funding from the
Commonwealth. but that funding has been diverted to other areas of need. The overall
allocation has not been reduced.
Mr Kierath interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I advise the member for Riverton that this is the general debate
and not a question and answer session.
Mr TROY: The member for Roe referred to the central wheatbelt region. I refer him to the
comments of the member for Albany about regional colleges of TAFE and how successful
the Albany college has been. Albany and the Geraldton college are both models of how
TAPE can play an important part in those regions. There have been a number of competing
interests regarding the establishment of a central wheatbelt college. The member for Avon
pushes vigorously the question of an Avon facility and, no doubt, the member for Roe's
leader would advance Merredin, together with other places, as suitable locations.
I am not interested in bricks and mortar for TAPE; I am interested in courses. A Canadian
vocational training institution involved in vocational training does not own one building. Its
total resource goes into the operation of courses, with wonderful results. Instead of being on
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the parochial barrow of having something built in a particular town we need to address the
question of where and how the resources are being expended. I share the view of members
opposite that there is the capacity for providing training courses in country areas and, when it
occurs, it will be of benefit to the State and to the nation. I hope that at that time I will be the
Minister responsible for TAPE because I will gladly support it in an effective way.
Mr Omodei: Is the Canadian model a sort of correspondence course?
Mr TROY: No, it is not. It has a range of delivery systems. It illustrates that bricks and
mortar are not needed to deliver a course. Videotapes and satellite learning are being used,
which we are not curntly utilising.
As the next stage in the development of TAPE I am happy to explore the concept of
independent colleges in country areas. I have indicated that to a number of people, including
representatives from the Country Shire Councils Association when I spoke to them a couple
of weeks ago. There are pros and cons for the operation of independent colleges and they
need the facility of a larger organisation when there is a disruption to a resource.
In the future there will be a strong argument about the provision of a college in the central
wheatbelt area. Towards that end the Minister for Education and I are exploring the avenues
of greater utilisation and exchange between TAFE and Muresc. We are moving down that
path. I will have a close look at the point raised by the member for Albany regarding the.
master plan. However, Albany is doing very well in comparison with other regional colleges.
The regional colleges of TAPE are probably more advanced than is the metropolitan system.
That is the reason for the proposed changes to the metropolitan system.
Mr Wan: We want to be the leaders and not be brought down to the lowest common
denominator.
Mr TROY: Albany will not. If we change TAPE from a 36 weeks a year to a 50 weeks a
year operation, resources which currently are being expended on buildings and not being
utilised properly will be released for training courses. That is my intention and I hope I have
the support of members opposite to do that.
Division 61 put and passed.
Divisions 62 to 65 - Hedland College, $5 594 000; Kalgoorlie College, $4 671 000;
Karratha College. $5 026 000; Western Australian Post Secondary Education
Commission, $1 323 000 - put and passed.
Division 66: Secondary Education Authority. $4 424 000 -
Mrs EDWARDES: I ask the Minister if she can advise when the recommendations of the
Andrich report, will be implemented.
Dr LAWRENCE: Members will be aware that last year I commissioned from Professor
David Andrich a report on a number of matters related to tertiary entrance. At that time
pressure was being mounted quite reasonably to improve post compulsory provisions for
non-TEE bound students. As a result, the Andrich report and an internal document involving
TAPE will be considered by the Secondary Education Authority for recommendations. I
hope it will be reporting later this year or early next year. The proposal that we increase the
number of subjects that contribute to the aggregate from three, four or five to four or five has
been generally endorsed. I hope that it will be approved by the Opposition. It will be
introduced not next year, but in the following year because schools need time to adjust.
Division 66 put and passed.
Division 67: Academy of Performing Arts, $3 872 000 - put and passed
Division 68: Country High School Hostels Authority, $1 682 000 -
Mr AINSWORTH: This has been a very controversial topic in the last few months and is of
vital importance to the people represented by the National Party, since the majority of the
high school hostels are located in country areas.
Last year a committee of inquiry, under the chairmanship of Hon Mark Nevill, investigated
the operations of the Country High School Hostels Authority. That committee made several
recommendations about changes to the administration of the authority and also at hostel level.
However, the overriding recommendation was for the retention of the authority. The
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National Party supports that because it is vitally important chat a local board should control
these hostels. This aspect has proved critical for a number of reasons; there is greater
capacity for strict financial control at a local level than if the hostels were run by a centralised
Perth administration, and also the individual needs of local hostels and parents can be met
more easily. I refer, for example, to disciplinary control which cani vary from place to place
depending on local conditions. Decision making on the collection of fees where a default has
occurred, or consideration of the special financial circumstances of an individual can also be
handled more easily and effectively on a local level.

The National Parry considers that the training and accreditation of supervisors and wardens
should be improved and increased. It is very iimportant to ensure chat the people in charge of
our children are adequately trained and are provided with a career path so that the profession
attracts good quality people. The overriding consideration in all these matters must be
parental confidence in the administration of the hostel system because without that the system
will break down. A report was made to the Minister from an internal commuittee of the
Ministry of Education advocating the closure of the hostel authority, with the administration
being taken over by the ministry. [ commend the Minister on her recent announcement that
that recommendation will not be implemented and that the status quo will continue as far as
the structure is concerned, although there will be some reviews and changes within the
administration of the authority.
The important aspect frbm the point of view of country parents and other people involved
with these hostels is that the current system will continue, and the required changes will be
made to it. The inadequacies in the presenit system were quite clearly identified by the
committee conducting the inquiry last year, and it must be remembered that it reached its
conclusions as a result of submissions made by board members and a wide range of parents.
Although the inadequacies of the current system were recognised, the parents and board
members wish the present structure to remain and the required adjustments to be made to it.
The Minister has announced that will take place. and the response in my electorate and from
other people who are concerned about the authority has been most positive. Everyone is
relieved and pleased with the Minister for Education's decision on this matter, for which I
thank her.

Mrs EDWARDES: I endorse the commnents made by the member for Roe; I commend the
Minister on her decision to retain the authority because I think it is very important to keep the
decision making process in the communities where it is best dealt with. That is obviously in
keeping with the Govemnment's policy of the devolution of power in the education system.

Dr LAWRENCE: F thank both members for their comments. They will be aware of the
broad outline to retain the Country High School Hostels Authority and to make the required
adjustments internally. A number of propositions will be specifically developed in relation to
financial and other matters. A difficulty remains with hostels which are deficit ftunded.
There is a possibility that the ministry will pay for hostel staff, which would not only have the
effect of putting them all on a reasonable Financial footing, but also significantly reduce the
cost to country parents. I hope it can be addressed in the next Budget. If the ministry were to
take up the salary costs as a direct call on CRF rather than their being part of the hostels'
budgets, it would put all country people in a better position to send their children to these
hostels if they wish to. It is yet to be discussed.

Division 68 put and passed.

Division 69: Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority. $12 641 000 -
Mr BLAJIKE: I welcome the change of administration that has taken place at a ministerial
level, and I believe Aboriginal people will be expecting great things as a result of the change.
Aboriginal people are very hard on their own people, but that goes without saying.

I question why changes have been made in Aborigrinal affairs throughout Australia, and I
particularly question the way some people - who in my view have provided outstanding
service not only to Australia but, more importantly, to Aboriginal people - have been attacked
and vilified. One such person is the former Commissioner for Aboriginal Affairs, Mrs Sue
Lundberg. Mrs Lundberg is currently a magistrate at the Children's Court and, no doubt, she
is performing an important role in that position. However, rumours; of discontent have been
circulating throughout the Aboriginal community in connection with the reasons
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why Mrs Lundberg left the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority. Whether those comments
are right or wrong, the Aboriginal people of Western Australia have lost a very good, positive
and sound administrator.

Another Western Australian who has lost her position, this time as a direct result of a political
attack, is Mrs Shirley Macherson. I am sure the Minister knows Mrs Macherson, who is
an outstanding Australian. She camne from the Geraldton region and has set an example of
which all Australians can be proud. She had been vilified and was obliged to leave her
position as Chairman of the Aboriginal Development Corporation. In my view that is a
tragedy for Australia and for Aboriginal people. She is an Aboriginal woman of great
integrity, who became the victim of political intrigue. It behoves members of Parliament to
remove Aboriginal affairs from the world of political intrigue and to treat everyone in the
best and most reasonable way.

I note that Mr Cedric Wyatt is now the commissioner. He is a forner Sister Kate's boy.
Cedric Wyatt was formerly with the Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs and
was acting General Manager of the Aboriginal Development Commission. He has a massive
role to play in healing the breach I have mentioned. I hope sincerely that he is successful.
However, there are many people who will criticise him and condemn the important role he
plays. I will give him whatever support I can to heal that breach. These are the changes of
direction for Aboriginal people who will judge the Minister on her ability to implement that
change to advantage.

I will raise two further matters in this general debate instead of under the items. First, can the
Minister give a breakdown of the funding for the Aboriginal communities development
program which will cost about $10 million this year? That program provides power, water,
and what are regarded as other essential services. This has been an important program, but
one criticised by many people who do not understand its full import. It is important that the
Minister provide members with a schedule indicating what that program is funding, where its
money will be spent, what communities will benefit from it and the number of people
involved in those communities. Secondly, the special projects area has an allocation this year
of $1 .808 million, an increase of $1.4 million over the figure for last year of $483 649. Will
the Minister provide a full explanation of the reason for that increase and where that funding
will go?

There are many good people who have been achievers and who deserve recognition of their
achievements: Aboriginal health services, which has come under criticism which needs to be
resolved; and the Aboriginal Legal Service, which has also been criticised for providing legal
assistance to Aboriginal people associated with the Swan Brewery site. The Government
should clearly state its policy in relation to that matter. I am hopeful - but probably
dreaming - that there will be less politics and more reality exhibited in the field of Aboriginal
affairs.

Dr LAWRENCE: I thank the member for his comments, particularly those supportive of
those excellent Aboriginal people he has named. I too wish that we could get on with the
business of ensuring a level of provision of services sufficient to the needs of the Aboriginal
community. Indeed, it goes beyond that. One of the principal roles of the Aboriginal Affairs
Planning Authority is to ensure that other departments do what they should. It has a small
budget and the reality is that health, education, welfare, housing and other services are
provided - and should be provided - from the mainstream Budget. Cedric Wyatt as
commissioner, and I as Minister, have the major job of ensuring that other departments
provide the necessary and appropriate levels of services, whether they be education, health, or
housing, to those communities.

My budget is principally to achieve that aim, with the addition of the ACDP funding
mentioned by the member for Vasse and special funding where there are particular and
special needs chat go beyond the normal province of mainstream departments. I wil be
happy to provide the member for Vasse with a schedule of last year's ACDP funding and I
can give the broad headings for this year for moneys which are not yet fully expended, and
which is allocated on the basis of approaches made to us and after consultation with the
Commonwealth.
The Aboriginal communities development program has proposed expenditures as follows:
Alcohol, drug and substance abuse, $895 000; community management and development,
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$925 000 for assistance with finances, community management, accounting and those sorts
of things; cultural and social activities, $1 L85 000 - a large number of groups, such as the
Mfiddar Theatre Croup which saw me here today, are attempting to provide fuinds to ensure
the cultural life of their communities;, economic enterprise and management, $840 000; land
management, $6 257 000 -,that is principally for the sorts of infrastructure costs the member
mentioned; justice research and prevention, $285 000; and an additional amount of $150 000
to improve resources for existing programs.

The special projects which were inquired about are currently within the AAPA's general
province. The principal costs there are the Aboriginal visitors scheme, $1 108 000;
Commonwealth grants in relation to that scheme, $600 000; and database consultancy,
particularly relating to the Muirhead deaths in custody inquiry, $100000. [ am happy to
provide a copy of that to the member by way of a letter and a copy of expenditure last year to
give him an idea of exactly how funds are spent under the ACDP program. It is done by
agreement with the Commonwealth and I think we have now, after dispute with the ACDP,
settled on a way of proceeding that it is as satisfied with as we are.

The member for Vasse mentioned the Aboriginal Legal Service, which is Commonwealth
funded. We have been concerned not so much about whether people on the brewery site
were represented but with the difficulties people in remote communities often experience in
getting legal representation for quite serious offences. We have approached the
Commonwealth about that matter to ensure that however the funds are expended those people
who have immediate justice needs are not left out in the cold.

Division 69 put and passed.

Division 70: Aboriginal Cultural Mlaterial Committee, $1 109 000 - put and passed.

Division 71: Marine and H-a rbours, $2! 624 000 .
Mrs EDWARDES: From Division 25, item 12, an amount of $200 000 relating to a vote last
year for the Fremantle Sailing Club was transferred to Marine arnd H-arbours. Where is that
item located in this Division'?

Mr NICHOLLS: My first question relates to duty fees paid by professional fishermen and
particularly by the fishermen in Mandurah. There is currently one small wharf at Mandurah
used by all fishing boats. Although facilities are few we are seeing a hefty increase in
berthing fees. Will the Minister elaborate on the philosophy behind those increased berthing
fees and say whether he has anything in mind in relation to either increasing the facilities or
allowing local fishermen to provide additional facilities at their own expense so that they will
have increased access to unload their product and service their machines? Secondly, I
welcome the Press report this morning and the radio report last week that a way has been
found to start the Dawesville Cut so that progress may be made with that project. Will the
Minister elaborate an the proposal, those involved, the extent of progress to be made in 1989
and whether it will be finished in a 24 month period or whether this is the start of something
that may go on for years?

Mr H-ASSELL: I take this opportunity to put on record a very brief response to what the
Minister said in this Chamber some weeks ago in relation to the continuing controversy about
the Mosmari Bay Tearooms. The Minister is being saved by the bell in the sense that because
we are short of time - and not because the Minister deserves to be let off the hook - I will not
be referring to a very large amount of the material I have here in my file, which comprises a
bundle of papers about an inch thick. I have studied very carefully the material I have put
together, and have discovered that the issue of the conversion of the Mosman Bay Tearooms
to a restaurant was not referred to the Swan Rivet Trust. I suspect, from my reading of the
law, that that failure could well be a matter of legal deficiency in the procedures. That is a
matter which the Mosman Park Town Council will be able to pursue, and I will not pursue it
today. However, a couple of weeks ago, the Minister repeated in this Chamber -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! This item is obviously relevant to the Mlinister's portfolio, and I
do not intend to restrict what you are saying, except to warn you that it is not in order to refer
back to that debate in any detail.

Mr H-ASSELL- Mr Chainrman, I am not referring to a debate but to an answer which the
Minister gave to a question, where the Minister quite deliberately repeated in this Chamber
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some quite scurrilous gossip that was being passed around by NIT Dennis Marshall in relation
to a decision about the Mosman Bay Tearooms made by Hon Cyril Rushton when we were
last in Government. I am aware that Mr Dennis Marshall telephoned the Minister's office,
because he said so in this Chamber.

Mr Pearce: I did not say Mr Marshall rang my office. I am sure I did not name a person. I
think you put a name to the person.

MrT H-ASSELL: The Minister referred to a discussion that I had had with Mr Marshall, a few
days before the Minister made his points, when [ had sat next to him at a function at
Claremont Football Club the night before the Grand Final; and the message clearly came
from that occasion. I am aware that on numerous occasions over the past few years. Mr
Marshall and Mr Dallas Dempster have alleged that prior to the change of Government in
1983, Mr Cyril Rushton had made some kind of a deal or agreement that he would permit a
restaurant to be established on that site. Whatever one might think of Mr Rushton's politics,
he was undoubtedly one of the most honourable men in this Chamber, and he always behaved
with decorum; so knowing MrT Rushton as I do, I referred to him the papers in relation to the
Minister's comments, together with a copy of the local newspaper, The Post. Hie wrote me a
letter in the following terms -

Dear Bill,

Thank you for giving me the opportunity of reading extracts from Hansard and The
Post in which false statements are made as to my previous intentions and
commitments for the future of the Mosman Park Tearoom-s.

You are aware that I took both the Peppermint Grove Boat Shed Tearooms and
Smiths Boat Shed Mosman Bay Tearoomns issues to Cabinet for the reason that there
was some considerable public concern and interest. The decision taken was for
consultation with the respective Councils and that there was to be a continuance of the
previous tearooms facility under very limited trading hours and that no restaurant
licence would be granted.

I am appalled at the double standards and inequitable way in which the Labor
Government has treated the two tearoom owners. Now we have a serious breaking of
a clearly made promise by this Government to the Council and the public, with a
blatant cover up attempt by attacking me. I strongly object to this practice.

No wonder vandalism is on the steep increase when there is such a bad example as
this being set by a leader who has the serious responsibility not to mislead Parliament,
let alone the people.

Best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

CYRIL RUSHTON.
Without canvassing today the substance of the issue - although I have examined the bundle of
papers very thoroughly - I am aware that in 1986, when the tearooms shemozzle first blew
up, the Government said that it had established the Swan River Trust so there would be no
repeat of that situation. I am aware that the Government has not referred this issue to the
Swan River Trust. I am aware that the legislation says that a change in the use of premises
requires referral to the trust for approval. I believe it is my duty to Mr Rushton to place on
record his very clear denial of the quite malicious statements presented a few weeks ago to
this Chamber by the Minister and I have done so accordintgly.

Mr AINSWORTH: The first item I want to deal with is in relation to the decision made some
time ago by the Department of Marine and Hiarbours to replace the jetty at Hopetoun with a
groyne. That has subsequently caused a degree of erosion along the foreshore because the
water has not been able to flow through that area, to the point where there is now a three
metre sand cliff, and 30 centimetre melaleucus are being washed away out to sea. I know the
Minister is aware of this, and I have previously brought it to his attention. It is unfortunate
that the Department of Marine and Harbours is no longer responsible for the consequences of
its decision to replace the jetty with the groyne; that is now the responsibility of the local
authority. There needs to be a re-evaluation of this type of transfer of responsibility because
the decision made by the Department of Marine and Harbours is causing the problem for the
shire, to the point where it now has to pay a lot of money to restore the foreshore.
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The second item is in relation to the Esperance harbour master. There is now no permanent
harbour master at Esperanc. Captain Dyson, who was for many years the harbour master,
was moved by the Department of Marine and [-arbours to another place of employment; he
was told it was for his own good because he had at same stage had a bit of a personality
conflict with someone from the department. The matter came to a head when the Esperance
harbour was deepened; Captain Dyson refused to allow the berthing of a ship adjacent to the
Esperance wharf because the depth soundings of the newly deepened area had not yet been
taken, and he was concerned that there were some shallow points in the harbour basin. He
has never been accused of any professional ineptitude, and he has been told that there is
nothing on his personal file to show any misdemneanour; he was moved because of the
personality conflicts, and his attitude.

Captain Dyson has had an exemplary record in Esperance in termns of his professional
competence. H-e is not very far away from retirement age, and had he taken up the posting
that he was originally told he would be taking up, which was in Fremantle, and which would
have necessitated his purchasing a house in Perth, he would have been severely out of pocket
in respect of the additional cost of buying a home in the metropolitan area compared with the
value of his home in Esperance. The treatment he has received has been totally shabby, and I
am not impressed with some of the responses that have come back from the Department of
Marine and Harbours. At this stage, Captain Dyson does not desire to come back to
Esperance because of the personality conflicts, and the shadow which has been cast over his
professional status, but he does want to have a public clearing of his name, and of the whole
situation, rather than just receiving one or two letters, which really have not clarified the
situation to his satisfaction.

The third item relates to the berthing fees at the Esperance Bandy Creek boat harbour. This
subject has already been raised by another speaker in relation to another place. The
fishermen who currently use the Bandy Creek boat harbour agreed to the proposal, when it
was first put forward, to have a new fishing berth established for them, which would mean
moving from the Taylor Street jetty, where they used to tie up their boats. Now they have
committed themselves to an infrastructure on the foreshore at Bandy Creek. The fishing
industry is suffering a severe downturn, and the tuna industry is suffering severely from quota
cuts, as are other types of fishing. At the same time these fishermen are expected to pay
berthing fees which have increased by well over 100 per cent and they do not have the
capacity to do so-

Mr PEARCE: [ think I mentioned a week or two ago that the money spent on the deepening
of the Challenge Harbour and the fishing boat harbour to accommodate the Whitbread yachts
was originally voted from Miscellaneous Services as a result of an approach by the Fremantle
Sailing Club. The club did not want it to appear as a donation to the club, as that could be
misinterpreted, so the money was given to the Marine and H-arbours Department to do the
actual work. I cannot locate in my notes precisely where the money reappears. It may be a
Treasurer's payment direct to the Marine and Harbours Department for that work, not being
Marine and H-arbours' work, but I shall find the answer for the member and let her know in
writing.
It is typical of the member for Cottesloe's attitude to the Mosman Bay Tearooms issue that he
asks a question and shoots through without waiting for the answer. His seat is vacant, but he
has left his files behind.

Mr Clarko: He has many other duties.

Mr PEARCE: He may have many other duties, but he pops up, carries on about the Mosman
Bay Tearooms and shoots through. Talk about eating and running!
Mr Fred Tubby: You do it yourself.

Mr PEARCE: I have sat through as much of this Budget debate as anybody. I say to the
absent seat of the member for Cortesloe, in case one of the files can relay the message to him
at some subsequent time, that this is what I said with regard to the conversation he had in the
Claremont Football Club prior to the grand final. The member was tackled by one of the
owners of the tearooms on the basis that one of the owners of the tearooms alleged that, in the
days before the 1983 election, Cyril Rushton gave that person a personal guarantee that
approval would be given for the tearoomns after the election. I note that the letter from Cyril
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Rushton denies that. The member for Cottesloe makes it sound as if I am telling a fib. The
truth of the matter is that there is a dispute between the fanner Minister, Cyril Rushton, and
one of the owners of the Mosman Bay Tearooms as to what was said. They can Fight it out,
for all [care. The owners of the tearooms. were clearly of the view that they were given a
promise by the previous Government. If the member for Coetesloe is concerned about that he
can take it up with' the owners of the tearooms, When people retire from this place they do
themselves a favour if they keep their heads down. I hope that when 1 am old, doddery and
retired from this place I shall not be writing letters like that to be read out in Parliament,
because I would be very embarrassed. I am not suggesting that Cyril Rushton is doddery, but
he did write that letter. I am reminded of the occasion when the Daily' News was having a
battle with Cyril Rushton over the closing of the Perth-Fremantle railway line. The
newspaper thought the best way to discredit him was to print one of his Press releases in ful
without alteration. On page two they put, "The following Press release has been received
from the Minister for Transport." They put a big box around his incoherent outpourings.

Mr Clarke: Who would have written it?

Mr PEARCE: One of his Press officers, of course, but it made Cyril Rushton look a dill. He
must have kept that Press officer if the letter he has written to the Parliament today is a guide.
What we have done with regard to the Mosrnan Bay Tearoomns is the right thing. It is
supported by the vast majority of people, including, I suspect, many of those in Mosman
Park. If the council or the member for Corresloe fee] that I have not followed the proper legal
process, let me tell them that I have. If they want to dispute it they can do so in the courts.

The Dawesviilc Cut is going ahead. I made it clear at the rime that I deferred the Cur for the
purpose of having further environmental studies done that it was only a deferral, and unless
the environmental studies led to a decision to take another course of action the Cut would go
ahead. That deferral meant that only a small sum of money was put aside in the Budget. We
have now asked for expressions of interest to start the digging for the Cut by the removal of
sand and limestone which can be sold in order to provide some of the money for the other
work which will have to be done. I have told the member for Mandurah and the member for
Murray that next year's Budget is expected to include a substantial allocation for the Cut, and
once the digging for the quarry starts, the work will go ahead until the whole project is
complete.

The situation with respect to Hopetoun, again, is not as simple as the member maintains. He
may feel that the erosion in the area is as a result of the groyne, but the engineers' reports I
have seen are much more equivocal. The groyne was put in to stabilise the beach and
provide a replacement for the jetty. I am prepared to look at reasonable propositions, but I
should point out that the Western Australian coast is not a stable one;, these kinds of things do
happen. The member for Albany will confirm that a considerable amount of erosion has
occurred at the entrance to Oyster Harbour, and that has not been caused by any man-made
construction but as a result of changes in currents and storm patterns and the general ebb and
flow of the tide. These forces have made Australia the shape it is now. What is happening at
Hopetoun is a small demonstration of the great processes which have been driving the
evolution of this world for many hundreds of millions of years.

With regard to the Esperance harbour master, l have been through the file and I am satisfied,
as I have said publicly, that the Marine and Harbours Department acted in the best interests of
all concerned and in a proper way. There are mechanisms which an aggrieved person can
take through the Public Service Board if he feels he has not been properly dealt with. I
understand Captain Dyson has done that arnd he has been properly dealt with. Nobody is
seeking to impugn Captain Dyson's name. If anything is to his discredit it is the manner in
which he has publicly campaigned to avoid the transfer. That campaign has drawn his name
before the public arid probably left a big question mark in people's minds about the level of
his performance at Esperance. I have discussed the matter with local people, including the
Esperance Pant Authority and the Marine and [-arbours Department, and I am satisfied that
Captain Dyson has been properly dealt with. I understand he is aggrieved with the decision
to transfer him, but part of the obligation any person takes on when entering the Public
Service in Western Australia is to serve anywhere in the State and be subject to transfer at
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any time. It happened to me when I was a school teacher: it has happened to many other
members when they were public servants; and, it has happened to Captain Dyson. I wish
Captain Dyson would accept that no-one is reflecting on him as a person and cease this public
campaign. If there had been a reflection on him as a person he would have been sacked.
Bandy Creek Boat Harbour was built by the outgoing Liberal Government as a last ditch but
unsuccessful effort to save that seat prior to the 1983 election. The former member for
Moore expostulated at great length because he thought the boat harbour should have gone to
Jurien - which it should have done - but it went to Bandy Creek, and at huge cost. The fees
for berths and pens there contributed only an insignificant amount towards the recovery of
the cost involved. If we continue to build boat harbours around our very exposed coastline
for the benefit of the fishing industry and other industries an economic rental must be
charged. That is not an easy thing for an industry which has in the past been heavily
subsidised, and there has been a reaction. I have made it quite clear to the Western
Australian Fishing Industry Council that, if the big percentage increase in the fees causes
downturns in certain sections of the industry, I shall be prepared to look at cases of hardship
and deal with them in a way which recognises the exigencies of the industry. I have had
many discussions with the Minister for Fisheries in regard to that, and I am waiting for
WAFIC to come back with a proposition.

Division 71 put and passed.
Division 72: Transport, $751 000 - put and passed.
Division 73: Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust, $27 120 000 -
Mr NICHOLLS: I thank the Minister for Transport for providing answers during the year
regarding the bus service to Mandurah. The Government intends to review the services to the
south west corridor in March and as a result additional services will hopefully be provided.
Additional services have been provided to Rockingham but such services do not serve
Mandurah, particularly on the weekend. At a time when the tourist industry in particular is
feeling the pain of the pilots' strike, Mandurah is also suffering severely because of the lack
of public transport. Westrail bus services run through Mandurah but do not pick up people. I
understand the problem with picking up people in Mandurali is that people are currently
being picked up by Transperth, but in fact better utilisation of services between Transperth
and Westrail could provide Mandurah residents - and also residents between Bunbury.
Mandurah and Lake Clifton, or between Mandurab and Rockingham - with better facilities to
get to Perth and back again at all hours of the working day and also at the weekend. I do not
think Westrail runs a lot of buses through Mandurah on the weekend but there is a major
problem with youth entertainment and with people who do not have the ability to get
themselves to Perth or other places on the weekend. In the short term, this service could be
provided by increasing the bus services, and in the medium term by following the alternative
suggested by many people, which is a rail service. I realise that will not happen in the short
term but some of the resources currently available should be directed towards a better service
to Mandurah on the weekend. This would not only allow people to come to Mandurah, thus
stimulating the tourist industry, but it would also allow the young people to get away from
Mandurab to the metropolitan area to enjoy entertainment facilities there. There are not a lot
of entertainment facilities in Mandurah. Can the Minister provide some assistance?
Mr KIERATH: I have raised with the Minister before the matter of the 170 bus in my
electorate. My electorate is serviced partly by a bus service which goes off in another
direction before it reaches the main commercial centre in the area. That commercial centre
also contains the senior citizens' centre, which has some fantastic facilities. The senior
citizens' centre puts on a three-course hot meal on a daily basis for less than $2 for the senior
members of our community. It also has chiropody services, hairdressing services and other
sorts of pseudo health services. However, elderly residents of the Rossmoyne-Shelley area
face same difficulties because no bus service runs to that area. The only way they can get to
the chiropodist, for example, is to either catch a taxi there and back, or go to the ridiculous
extreme of catching a bus all the way to Carousel and trying to catch a connecting bus back,
or going in the other direction to Garden City. At one stage there was a trial bus service
which was abandoned the day before the senior citizens' centre opened. Those people have
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approached me in desperation; they raised a petition at one stage, and I have written to the
Minister. However, despite the Minister's reply, the people say they have no way of gaining
access to those facilities. When one considers that the biggest regional shopping centre,
Riverton Forum, is along High Road - it is a commercial centre which contains banks, the
Post Office arnd so on - these people face some degree of difficulty.

There has been some Homeswest development in the Shelley area of my electorate;
H-omeswest has been buying large blocks and converting them to units, and consequently
more and more elderly people who are in receipt of the old age pension or welfare pensions
are being housed there. These people need to gain access to the services along the High Road
commercial centre. The area also contains several doctors' surgeries, chiropractors and X-ray
centres. It is the main commercial and health centre for the area. The Rossmoyne area is not
serviced by a direct bus service from High Road. They are not asking for a considerable
number of services; they are asking for one service in the morning and one in the afternoon at
the very least, so that if nothing else they can go to the commercial centre, attend to their
business, go to the senior citizens' centre and avail themselves of a hot meal or any of the
health services offered there, and be able to get home again, even though that trip might
actually take four or five hours with the rescheduling of bus services. I hope that the Mintister
will reconsider his decision on that and take those factors into account.

Mr PEARCE: The question of bus services is always a hot issue in every electorate but the
facts are these: The Government is making an annual contribution of about $100 mill ion to
Transperth for bus and train services over and above what is collected from the fare box.
That is a substantial rise over the contribution of only two or three years ago. The reason for
that is an increased level of service as demand is being met in a growing city. To do that, the
Government has to make an analysis every time of the viability of the service. None of the
services of which members have spoken is viable; almost no bus service is viable in the sense
of paying its way because of the huge contribution we make. However, in each case, given
the fact we are not able to provide a greater subsidy than $ 100 million, one has to provide
services where they are most required.

Mr Kierath: I am not talking about extra services. At the moment there is an existing bus
service which terminates in Rossmoyne. If that were to terminate at Rivenion Forum
Shopping Centre - just one of those services terminating at a different place -

Mr PEARCE: The member for Riverton wrote to me about that. Transperth looked at it and
found that one cannot say, "Expand that service from where it terminates." The fact is that a
driver would be on for a longer time and that would involve additional expenditure which is
taken from somewhere else.

Mr Kierath: It would only need to be mid-morning and mid-afternoon where it does not
coincide with the peak period and could be accommodated.

Mr PEARCE: I will ask Transperth to look again at the member's request but by and large I
do not interfere with Transperth comparative evaluations of bus routes. Transperth is very
experienced and professional and I take its advice on what should or should not be done. I
get a huge range of requests for additional bus services and each one taken in isolation has a
good case going for it. However, given the fact that we have to have a ceiling on what we
can pay for, one really has to make the hard decisions about the comparative evaluation of
one route over another. Transperth has the most efficient bus service in Australia. I opened a
conference on transport research at the Langley Plaza Hotel a couple of months ago, where
comparative figures were produced by a London transport person who had come to do a
review of the Sydney bus service to try to make some efficiencies there. The comparative
figures showed that Transperth is outstanding in terms of the efficiency of its operation.

Mr Kieradi: I was not knocking Transperth at all, quite the reverse.

Mr PEARCE: I understand That. However, there is no money to be made from greater
efficiency. That is, one cannot say, "Let's have a greater efficiency for the money we've laid
out", because Transperth is more efficient than any other bus service. Arty time there is an
extra route, either we have to pay extra money or we have to take a route from somewhere
else. At the moment we are paying extra money, but we are at the stage now, at the
member's request, of taking the route from somewhere else. I will ask Transperth to look at
the member's request to see what could be done. The same applies to the comments made by
the member for Mandurah.
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Mr Nicholls: What is the liaison between Westrail and Transpertb? I know in the context of
trying to get an answer, the brick wall has been, "Sonry, but if it's a Transpenth area, we
cannot pick up."
Mr PEARCE: The answer to that is that Transperth runs the passenger service for the
metropolitan area, including down to Mandurah in this case. It also runs train services, which
are actually operated by Westrail under contract to Transperth. There is an arrangement
whereby there is no overlap. That is, Transperth will not run one kind of service while
Westrail runs another. The Westrail buses which come through Mandurab sometimes do
have empty seats; sometimes they do not. However, Westrail is running a longer term
service than the normnal Transperth bus. [ think the average Westrail passenger, who might
be travelling from as far south as Albany, would be less than impressed if, by the time the bus
reached Mandurab, it had suddenly become an ordinary Transperth bus, with people standing
in the aisles and so on. I do not imagine thai would impress them at all.
Mr Nicholls: The problem is that people cannot get a bus. I suggest there should be a
compromise situation.

NMr PEARCE: I do not want to spend a lot of time on this matter because of the time
constraints, but we will look into the matter. We intend to build a railway line in the
member's electorate to solve all of his problems.

Division 73 put and passed.

Division 74: Western Australian Government Railways Commission, $311 887 000 -

Mr WATT: [ will touch briefly on three items within the railways Division: Firstly, I am sure
it will come as no surprise to the Minister when I draw his attention to the cynical promise
made during the election campaign to introduce a tourist passenger train to mun over the
summer months which was to begin operation in October. At the time I queried the viability
of that ever coming into fruition. In an election climate one has to be careful that one is not
accused of being negative or a knocker, but I have always been a strong supporter of trains
and I was the last one to give in when the Albany Progress was discontinued. I quote from
an editorial which appeared in The Albany Advertiser on Thursday, 16 November which
pursued the matter of trains. It stated -

On January 29 this year Premier Peter Dowding told Albany that the State
Government had decided to reintroduce a Perth to Albany passenger rail service.

He said a trial run of the service would start in October.

Now, nine months later, and a month since the trial was due to begin, transport
Minister Bob Pearce is saying that the fact that Albany rejected Labor at the polls in
February could be seen as a public rejection of the train commitment.

But he says, the Government has decided to be magnanimous in defeat and will still
introduce the train 'if it is financially possible'.

Mr Dowding failed to mention these 'ifs' in January.

The Government's back-pedalling is pathetic. It is a classic case of hollow pre-
election pork-barrelling. It appears the Goverrnent had no intention of delivering.
Is the foreshore redevelopment destined to suffer the same fate?

I could not have said it better. I congratulate The Albany Advertiser, as I have been recorded
criticising the paper for what I perceived to be a bias.

Mr Pearce: You perceive them as biased when they are accurate.

Mr WATT: I accused them of being biased when they were being biased. The editorial was
accompanied by a cartoon by Flett which depicts a railway line and a push trolley of the sort
we used to see the gangers use years ago. A cloud shows the Premier saying, and [ am not
sure whether it was supposed to have come from Hansard, the following -

[ know that you believe you understand what you think I said, but I'm not sure that
you realise that what you heard is not what I meant!

I am not sure where the quote attributed to the Premier came from, but it sums up the
situation fairly well. The Government needs to came clean and tell us whether it intended to
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run the trains because the inquiries I have made show that little investigation took place.
Also, Westrail does not have the rolling stock required and it would have to lease it from the
Hothamn Valley Railway and this railway's rolling stock is fairly old and it is doubtful
whether it would be suitable for such a commercial enterprise.

Mr Blaikie: If the Government had won the seat in the election, it may have put on different
rolling stock!

Mr WATT: Yes.

On behalf of the people of Albany, I take the strongest exception to the Minister's saying that
because the people elected me as their member of Parliament this somehow negates an
electoral comnmitment that was given.
Mr Pearce: That is not what I said at all.

Mr WATT: The article was in the paper some time ago and I would be surprised if it has not
been drawn to the Minister's attention, and he has not challenged it. The Minister for
Regional Development made similar comnments in 1983 when I was re-elected about the
Albany foreshore program which was a central part of the 'Albany Tomorrow' program.
However, I will not say any more about that because time is at a premium. I understand that
similar comments were made in the Bunbury area about the possibility of extending the
Australind service down to the Vasse area. I understand that a commitment was made -

Mr Pearce: No commitment was made.

Mr WATT: Let me finish what I am saying. I understand that a commuitment was made to
undertake a feasibility study.

Mr Pearce: That is better.

Ms WATT: I hope the Minister will not do to the member for Vasse what he intends to do
for the people of Albany; that is, nothing. The Minister should tell us what is happening in
both cases.

Another matter that I have raised with the Minister before involves the Westrail and Deluxe
passenger service throughout the south west. A woman telephoned me the other day who
wanted to visit her 89 year old mother in Mandurah, and the mother takes the bus trip from
time to time. When the woman rang to book a ticket, she was told that she could not book a
ticket on a Deluxe bus because she had to go by Westrail. Without boring the House with the
details, it is a long and involved procedure to go by Westraill bus. The bus takes the
passenger to the East Perth terminal, the passenger takes a taxi to the bus station and if a bus
is available, it is taken to Mandurah. However, upon arriving at night a bus is often not
available and this involves an overnight stay in a hotel. Another problem involves travelling
at peak periods carrying luggage. Transperth bases are certainly not conducive to travelling
at peak periods with luggage. I ask the Minister to take a cold hard look at this matter.
Although not a lot of people use this service, the people who do are genuinely
inconvenienced. The Minister should change the present situation and apply some
commonsense.

Mr NICHOLLS: I raise a matter of which the Minister may be aware, although I have not
raised it with him. Recently a visitor came from Queensland to tour around and look at some
of the sights of our beautiful State. She arrived in Mandurab and round it very difficult - as
the previous speaker said - to get down south. Although we were able to accommodate her
through the tourist bureau and find other means to get down south at a later stage, she
decided to go to Kalgoorlie. She went to the local travel agent who informed her that they
could send her anywhere in the world, but they could not book her on the railway because
Westrail could not book anybody without five day's notice so it can receive the cheque.
Through my office I asked whether the lady could book a train on the Friday to leave on the
Monday and I was told that unless she could get up to Perth and book the ticket she could not
do so.

It is absurd that an organisation such as Westrail should require people to book ahead to
ensure that they have a seat but should say that unless people can come to Perth and pay they
will not promise a seat. In this particular case we actually arranged for the ticket to be paid. I
congratulate the Minister because after some negotiations with his office we were able to
confirm a booking. At a time when we are looking to attract tourists and to encourage people
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to utilise public transport, particularly train services, such an anomaly seems to be outdated
and defeatist. I ask the Minister whether the current booking system and the facilities that are
utilised by people in the country wishing to get a train to Perth could be reviewed. Will a
facility be established which is similar to a travel agency where bookings can be made by
utilising either a trust account or some other debit account so people can pay for their tickets?
This would allow them to make a booking on a train.

Mr WIESE: I would like to raise the matter of Westrail operations and the decision it made
unilaterally to close the wool consolidation centres and what followed as a result of that
decision. It seems to everybody in the country who is affected by this decision, including a
lot of farming people, that this was a fairly hard decision to follow. Westrail closed all its
wool consolidation centres except for those in Albany, Katanning and Esperance. The net
effect of that was that Esperance handles around 50 000 bales of wool. If the wool does not
go to Perth by Westrail it has to be put on to road transport. This represents another 500
semitrailer loads of wool coming out of Esperance to the metropolitan area.

Mr Wan: Or Albany.

Mr WIESE: That is correct, but not a great deal goes across to Albany. Katanning is in the
same situation. It handles 50 000 bales of wool and if it does not go to Perth by Westrail or
through Albany to Perth by Westrail it goes by road. That is another 500 semiutrailer loads
going on the roads. The situation in Albany is similar; approximately 100 000 bales of wool
need to be transported to Perth. If this wool is not transported by rail another 1 000
semitrailer loads of wool are sent by road to the metropolitan area for sale. From those three
centres approximately 2 000 extra semitrailer loads of goods are put on our roads over a
fairly short period of time. The majority of the wool moves in and out of those centres from
late August to mid November: There are still the odd loads coming up the highways now.
There will be another surge during February and March and altogether 2 000 semitrailer
loads of wool will be forced onto our roads.

It creates an unsafe situation. I understand it was done because a loss of about $600 000 was
being incurred by Westrail as a result of wool consolidation. If that is the total cost the
Government really must look at this decision. If the Government decides to maintain these
consolidation centres, at least in those three country towns, it should do everything possible
to ensure that the wool from those areas gets to the metropolitan area by rail and not by road,
even if it means some cost to Westrail.

Mr PEARCE: We are now investigating a way that the Premier's proposal, prior to the last
election, regarding the Albany tourist train will be carried out.

Mr Blaikie: To Busselton as well?

Mr PEARCE: The proposition that the member for Vasse raises is that we are not doing this
for Albany because we did not win the seat. That does not explain why we have not done it
for Geraldton where we did win the seat. The exploration of how that might be done is the
same in both cases. I have been having preliminary discussions with the Hothamn Valley
Railway about what might be done and a range of options is being explored.
Mr Wan: The Premier said it would be open in October.

Mr PEARCE: It is the case that the Premier said the service would start in October but the
service will not start in October. 1 will go further and say the service did not start in October
but we are looking at running that service. The most that can be said is that the time line
indicated has not been met. Parliament cannot say any more than that. I appreciate the mock
anger of the member for Albany in saying that we made these promises in Albany and we did
not honour them because we did not win the seat.

M~r Wan: If's not mock anger. I did not say that, the newspaper did.

Mr PEARCE: A reporter from the Albany' Advertiser rang me. He was quite aggressive
about the obligation of the Government to honour promises made in Albany. I told the
reporter that if he wanted to go into the political theory of these things, the Government
sought a mandate at election time for a range of propositions. One of the propositions we put
to the people of Albany was this, and if one wants to take a hard line view about it we did not
get that mandate. That is a point of view one could take. We do not want to take that point
of view. I did not say we would magnanimously go ahead with it. Those are the sarcastic
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words of the editor or someone from the Albany Advertiser. I said we are proposing to deal
with that matter and I pointed out the position with regard to Geraldton, but unfortunately the
Alba~ny Advertiser is not devoid of crusading journalists. I understand their normal bull has
been the member for Albany and he ought to be grateful I have taken a bit of the weight off
him. In the last election we promised the Great Southern Development Authority that we
would make significant changes to the waterfront - we delivered on that. The member for
Albany ought to be on our side of the Chamber because the Government has done much more
for Albany than the Opposition did when it was in office.

Mr Watt: Absolute rubbish.

Mr PEARCE: Albany was in decline when there was a Government of the member for
Albany's hue. That Government made all the decisions which polluted the Princess Royal
Harbour; all the yacht clubs silted up and Albany was a honror story. When the Opposition
put out its policy for Albany the best one could say was that Albany had natural
airconditioning - I remember that well having frozen in previous times. This Government
rebuilt the high school. When I was Minister for Education I had a bigger following in
Albany than did the member for Albany - not that that was a very large group. The
Opposition left that high school for Ii) years from the time it burnt down until I became
Minister for Education.

Mr Watt: Because the Tonkin Government refused to allow it to be rebuilt.

Mr PEARCE: There had been nine years of Liberal Government during which not a thing
got done and in three years with me as Minister for Education it was rebuilt into a beautiful
high school. Do not tell the Government it is not doing things for the people of Albany.

With regard to Busselton I said we would look at the feasibility. I said perfectly clearly on
Bunbury radio prior to the last election that 1 did not believe that the extension of the
Australind service to Busselton would be feasible. I said we would have a look at it. I said
there were difficulties starting it from Bunbury and even more difficulties in starting it even
earlier from Busselton. The Government was not proposing to run the service from Bunbury
because that service has been successful. I said we would have a look at that extension but I
personally did not think it was feasible. The study has not been completed but it is likely to
prove that I was right.

Members have referred to Deluxe Coachlines, which runs an interstate coach service, wanting
to get in on the intrastate coach service. Earlier this year I called for submissions of interest
from people who wanted to run bus services across Western Australia in competition with or
instead of the current Westrail service to most of our major centres. A number of
submissions were received of which two submissions were outstanding: One from Westrail
which currently runs most of the services, the other from South West Coachlines.
Mr Blaikie: A very good operator.

Mr PEARCE: It is an excellent operator - not just a very good one.

Mr Blaikie: An excellent operator.

Mr PEARCE: The result of the submissions was that we will maintain the Westrail coach
service to most areas but we also allowed for some expansion by South West Coachlines.
Deluxe Coachlines is not a Western Australian company, it does not operate any services in
Western Australia and it did not make any submission to operate services in this State. It
wanted to earn a few extra bob by filling up empty seats on its run to Albany from a
destination that originates in the Eastern States. If Deluxe Coachlines wants to make a
proposition inside the total system, it can do so. However, if there is to be an extension of
bus services in that area, Southwest Coach Lines will get my vote. I believe in supporting the
local operator. If there is a need for additional services the member should talk to Southwest
Coach Lines and see what can be arranged. That company does an excellent job, it is a local
operator, and it provides employment in the south west of this State. It is not just providing
the odd empty seat on a coach that flies through from the Eastern States, that puts a few extra
bob in an Eastern State's pocket.

With regard to ticket bookings for Westrail, [ agree with the comments made by the member.
It is an archaic system and I have asked the Commissioner of Railways to investigate whether
it can be added to an existing airline or bus computerised booking system. I
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continue to hear honror stories, and I recall the honror of booking a bus to take a group of kids
down to a camp in Cosy Corner, near Albany. It was a bureaucratic nightmare. Of course,
things have improved a little because that occurred when the Liberal Party was in
Government, but they have not improved enough. I have asked WestraiJ to consider
establishing an up to date ticket booking operation. There are some difficulties because
Westrail moves comparatively few people outside the metropolitan area, compared with the
major bus lines or airlines. The system has a lot of holes in it and the answer is not to plug
them up but to set up a decent system. I have asked the Commissioner of Railways to look at
that.

With regard to wool consolidation, the reason everyone calls the National Party the rural
socialists is neatly sumnmed up in the speech of the member for Wagin. If ever the National
Party wants something lie this, it is prepared to load the cost onto taxpayers. Westrail made
a comminercial decision to close down that wool operation because two or three years ago
wool was deregulated.

Mr Cowan: We are upset that Westrail has shown no intention of attempting to compete.
They did not offer an alternative price, so the people accustomed to transporting their wool
by rail had no option. No opportunity was provided.

Mr PEARCE: I was not in the State when the decision was made.

Mr Cowan: The bottom line stops at the Minister.

Mr PEARCE: I am happy with that, and I am not washing my hands of this issue. The
commissioner drew to my attention the fact that Westrail was reviewing its wool operations
as what had been a very economic operation became uneconomic after deregulation because
many people transported their wool by road when it suited them and by rail when it suited
them. The bulk of wool was carried by road, and only marginal amounts - which the trucks
could not carry for some reason or another - were transported on a subsidised rail service.
The error was in deregulating in the first place, but following that many farmers did not
support their rail service. I said that if the service were not supported. it would not be
allowed to continue operating uneconomically. I personally interfered in Esperance to
protect a road situation, and I instructed that the Westrail rate be reduced to a more
competitive level. As a consequence a level was set which did what the member asked for. I
asked Westrail to review its position to see whether it could comply with the request of the
Leader of the National Party. Westrail was unable to find an economic way of offering a
competitive rate because it was not confident of getting enough traffic to enable that to
operate. I am keen for a return to a greater level of wool cartage by Westrail, which will be
sought in the next few years in a competitive situation. Westraii has gone through a very
difficult time, changing from being an inefficient operation to being very efficient. However,
the measure of its efficiency will depend in future on its capacity to make decisions like this.

Division 74 put and passed.

Division 73: Environmental Protection Authority, $7 805 000 -
Mr WATT: Everyone has an interest in the environment above other matters because
everything we do has some environmental aspect or consideration to it. It is very pleasing to
note the growing awareness of the need for the protection, conservation and enhancement of
the environment in all its forms by a wide cross section of the community. Politicians and
political parties are in a no-win situation. it is their responsibility to react to community
concerns and I think members of Parliament generally and the political parties have taken up
many issues in a very responsible way in recent times, only to be accused by cynics, and
sometimes by the media, of jumping on the environmental bandwagon. If they did not take
some action, the same people would probably accuse them of being irresponsible.

Mr Pearce: Some get on later than others.

Mr WATT: The Minister for Environment typifies to a large extent one of the attitudes that
should not be adopted in the environmental debate. I commented on the need for
bipartisanship in environmental matters the other night, and the Premier agreed with me - I
hope the Minister for Environment will not adopt the attitude to which I referred earlier. The
Liberal Party is keen to adopt that bipartisan approach.

The environmental agenda contains a huge range of issues and the common theme adopted
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by most, which is mentioned in conservation strategies, is the need to implement and support
programs for sustainable development. The world conservation strategy and the national
conservation strategy for Australia incorporate the concept of sustainable development. Our
long ternm development and prosperity depend very much on finding a sensible and practical
balance between the extremes of development at any cost on the one hand, and conservation
above all else on the other, if we are to achieve sustainable development. It is perhaps worth
stating for the benefit of members generally, and for the record, the three principal objectives
of these conservation strategies. They are -

(a) to maintain essential ecological processes and life-support systems, such as
soil regeneration and protection, the recycling of nutrients, and the cleansing
of water, on which human survival and development depend;

(b) to preserve genetic diversity, on which depend the breeding programs
necessary for the protection and improvement of cultivated plants and
domesticated animals, as well as scientific advance, technical innovation, and
the security of the many industries that use living resources;

(c) to ensure the sustainable utilisation of species and ecosystems.

My definition of sustainable development is mankind's ability to utilise natural resources for
social and economic benefits for as long as they are required, provided the environment is not
significantly degraded, destroyed or otherwise threatened. After I had written that I read in
David BlIack's col umn in the Sunday Times of 12 No ve mber th at s ustainable de ve lopment -

I. . has been defined by the United Nations Commission group headed by Norwegian
Prime Minister, Mrs Gro Harlem Bruntland, as development "which meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs".

That is probably a fairly succinct definition also. That is the basic approach of the Liberal
Party to conservation, and it is against that background that it has addressed, and will
continue to address, a wide range of environmental programs.
I was very pleased that this year at the Liberal Party State Conference, there was for the first
time a workshop on environmental issues, under the tidle of "Finding the Balance". There
were three independent speakers, including the Chairman of the Environmental Protection
Authority. That was a very successful workshop in termn of assisting people to better
understand what are some of the important environmental issues, which are- very often
misunderstood. Environmental issues not only affect us all but also extend over most of the
State. 1 want now to mention a few of those issues, starting with those in my electorate. The
first is in relation to waterways. There are difficulties with the deterioration of Princess
Royal Harbour, Oyster Harbour, and Wilson [nlet. It was disappointing to us that
notwithstanding the promise made by the Premier during the election campaign to establish a
Waterways Commission presence in Albany, that has not happened. There is no allocation
for that in the Budget, so we do not know when it will happen.

Mr Pearce: Those promises are to be implemented over a four year period,

Mr WATT:7 I know, but the clear intention given and understood at the time was that it was
to be much more immnediate. The local waterways in the Albany area will receive only
$ 100) 000 out of the total amount of $2.6 million which was allocated to waterways in this
Budget. If the Minister can tell me that is fair, then I disagree.

Coastal canal and marina developments are also contentious environmental issues; they
require very carefu assessment, and we need to make sure that we get our approach to them
right. The proposed marina development at Port Kennedy is attracting a lot of opposition; the
wetlands in the vicinity are also under threat. A number of other canal developments are also
of concern, including the Port Geographe development, and the Katherine Point marina and
canal development, which is estimated to cost in the order of $88 mill ion.

Another issue which has recently been on the environmental agenda is the loading of
ammonia in the Rockingham-Kwinana area. The Environmental Protection Authority in its
wisdom decided that certain areas in the vicinity of the unloading facilities needed to be
closed off when that operation was taking place. I know that the local authorities of
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Kwinana and Rockinghamn were very angry about the lack of consultation that took place
prior to that unloading occurring, and about the closure of those areas, which inconvenienced
a number of people.

It is pleasing to note that the Government has agreed to nominate under the Ramsar
Convention some of the wetland areas around the State: but it has taken a long dine to get
there. I cannot remember when that agreement was signed - it was a long time ago - and I
think Western Australia was the last State to actually make nominations. The greenhouse
effect is an environmental issue which attracts everybody's interest and attention. Recently I
asked the Minister a question about the initiatives which had been introduced by the
Government; I commend the Government for what it has done, but it must not stop there. I
will be attending the Greenhouse '89 conference, which com mences tomorrow, and I look
forward to hearing what will be said. I have suggested previously - and I will keep on
suggesting it, because I believe it has some merit, as do a number of other people - that we
ought to have an annual "Greenhouse Awareness Weekt ', where public debate can be
generated, through the print and visual media, and by the use of documentary films, and the
like, in schools and tertiary institutions, where there is already a high level of awareness
about these issues. At the very least, a day should be set aside when greenhouse issues could
be concentrated on as part of environment week. The Opposition seeks to have a bipartisan
approach on these sorts of issues.

Recently, I had the privilege of being a guest of West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd and the
joint venturers in the Saladin project, to visit Thevenard Island for the opening of the new oil
project. We saw there an excellent example of how mining can be carried out with great
sensitivity to the environment. To give one example, a flare tower has been built to bum off
the excess gas. That tower was constructed and designed in a special way, so that it would
not emit light at night, in order to protect the turtles which breed on the island. I have heard a
number of estimates of the cost, ranging from $500 000 to $2 million; however, it was agreed
that it would have cost only $100 000 to build this tower in a conventional way. One might
say that was an excessive cost to protect some breeding tunices, but it demonstrates a
willingness on the part of miniing companies to cooperate in endeavours to protect various
species.

Mr Wiese: What did they do to all the scrub, and the timber on the island?

Mr WATT: There is not a great amount of scrub and no timber; the scrub is being very well
treated, and is all to be regenerated. If the member were to have the opportunity of going
there, he would find that the mining has been carried out with a great deal of thought for the
environment, and that the island may well be better off in many respects after the company
has finished than it was previously. There are difference in attitudes in relation to
environmental issues, and they have recently been highlighted by some of the deep divisions
within the Federal Labor Party over its decision about whether to mine Coronation H-ill,
which shows clearly that some people - to their credit - are prepared to make responsible
decisions today, while others are clearly interested in delaying the hard decisions for, dare I
say it, political or electoral reasons. It has been interesting to note many of the comments in
the media about that decision. I wish only that I had the time to quote a few of them, because
they make interesting reading.

Mr Pearce: What decision should have been made about Kakadu?

Mr WATT: It seems to me, from what [ have read and heard, that there is no reason why the
Coronation HI area could not be mined, along with the recommendations that the Federal
Labor Government rejected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! The decision of the Chair is that we should come back
to Western Australia, and specifically to the Division 75 estimates.

Mrt WATT: One of the other items on the agenda in Western Australia involves recycling.
There are many exciting things happening in this -area. The process called neutralysis, which
is being promoted by a local company, to turn industrial waste into a lightweight aggregate
for use in concrete and construction, has terrific potential to solve the problem of land fill on
rubbish tip sites. It involves a proposal to separate the various elements of household refuse
so they can be recycled; the many benefits include the generation of surplus power from the
methane gas that is developed from the recycling process. The Government has recently
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launched a recycling program, which included a "Greenline" telephone service. The
Government should make sure that it gets all that information right. I received a phone call
from an executive of Simsmetal Ltd who telephoned the Greerdine without introducing
himself and asked about car bodies, and he was told, "We have a real problem with car
bodies." We do not have a problem at all, because Sirnsmetal will take all the car bodies they
can find. They have invested heavily and the plant they have just to break up the car bodies
cost in the order of $3.5 million. It is a typical example of how recycling can be made
profitable, and I am sure it will go a long way.

I would have liked to talk about all sorts of things, including the Shark Hay national park
decision. We were pleased with the decision because we have opposed World Heritage
listing for that area. I would have liked also to speak about comments in the Press today
concerning tree planting. Members should read the article on page 8 of The West Australian
if they have not already done so, because it puts a perspective on tree planting that members
ought to consider very seriously. I could have spoken on many other environmental issues,
but in the spirit of cooperation in trying to finish this debate I will contain my remarks to
those I have made, with one final comment.

One subject I have not mentioned is land degradation; of all the issues, that one affects us
more than most. We ought to be seeking more ways of combating land degradation and there
should not be any lim-it to the amount of money that is applied to that, because our production
depends on it and in the years to come if we do not attack this problem with all the vigour
and fiance we can muster mankind as we know it will pay a very heavy price.

Mr WIESE: I open my remarks on the Environmental Protection Authority by reacting to the
final comment by the previous speaker. We must be very careful when talking about
problems associated with land degradation. We already have an authority in this State which
has responsibility for soil, soil conservation, and all matters to do with ic, and the
responsibility for land degradation should remain with that body. We should be very careful
before we invite the Environmental Protection Authority to intrude into an area already being
handled very effectively by an existing body.

Mr Wan: That is not what I said.

Mr WIESE: The member implied that in his remarks, and I think most members would have
inferred that.

In my comments on the Environmental Protection Authority I want to sound a note of
caution. The environmnent is very topical at the moment; the issue tends to come to the
forefront no matter what we are tailking about. I warn the Parliament and the people of
Western Australia that we must tread carefully when speaking about the environment and
putting forward proposals as to how we should tackle the problems sometimes perceived in
our environment. I certainly do not intend to criticise the EPA in any way. It is doing a fine
job, but we should be very careful that, in jumping on the environmental bandwagon and
calling on the EPA to extend its authority into additional areas, we do not create a
bureaucratic animal that we are unable to control.

Already people in the community are saying that the EPA is developing into an intrusive
bureaucracy; that it is stifling development and adding enormously to the cost of developing
new projects. A valid argument can be made in relation to this criticism. I believe the EPA
needs to develop a more practical, commonsense approach to many of the matters that come
before it, rather than adopting what could be said to be a theoretical, bureaucratic approach.
It should try to be helpful to developers rather than being unhelpful by saying, "No, we will
not help you. That is your problem. You find a solution and bring it to us and we will see
whether it is right or wrong". Sometimes the EPA should point the developer in the right
direction and show it the desired way to go.

To highlight my worries in that respect I refer to a letter which was sent by the EPA to, I
believe, every shire council in Western Australia. The copy of the letter I have was sent to
the Shire of Donnybrook-Balingup. It was a standard letter saying that the EPA was
becoming very worried about the burning of vegetation for disposal following land clearing.
In part the letter reads -

. .. the Environmental Protection Authority is proposing the development of
guidelines to control methods employed for disposal of cleared vegetation,
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What the EPA was referring to was, first of all, the disposal of some of the timber from land
clearing operations - the timber that is left over after all the useful timber is taken out. 1t is
referr ing to roadside clearing and how to get rid of the timber resulting from that and other
development. The letter refers to road building and the clearing of stormwater drainage,
sewer lines, SEC and Telecom lines. The EPA is seeking control - and control is the word it
uses - over the methods employed in the disposal of the vegetation.

The reason this matter is raised is mentioned in the letter; that is, the EPA is worried about
the generation of smoke as a result of these activities. Many of the councils that contacted
me reacted with amazement and alarm - that is the way I would have to describe their
reaction - that a major issue was being made of this and that the EPA was undertaking a
major inquiry to see whether it could come up with a solution because it warnted to stop this
smoke generation. It was a complete overreaction to what is a very minor problem in the
rural areas, and I put it to the Chamber that the small amount of smoke generated from those
types of activities is minimral when compared to the smoke generated from the activities of
the Deparment of Conservation and Land Management in its protective burning operations.
I find it amazing that the EPA could conduct a major inquiry like that with the avowed
intention of introducing controls over the burning off and disposal of waste timber and
clearing residues. That is the sort of thing we must be very careful about when we talk about
inviting the EPA into new areas and extending its role in the commnunity.

Mr Omodel: More smoke is generated from metropolitan barbecues.

Mr WIESE: That is probably right. The EPA has a major role to play but we must ensure
that it does not overstep that role and become too intrusive in the bureaucracy of this State.

Mr KIERATH: I believe the Environmental Protection Authority should conduct its
operations a little more at aim's length than it does currently. It should be independent, and it
should be given some teeth. In particular, we want to see more authority, especially on
public environmental reports and especially those associated with housing developments. At
Leda, which is a recent-development south of Kwinana, no public environmental report at all
has been prepared and I believe the EPA should come to the rescue of Leda arid put its case
forward, rather than remain silent as it has done to date. On environmental matters the
Environmental Protection Authority should be the public watchdog which brings forward
information so that an informed decision-making process can occur. Within that role it
should consider our environmental assets when projects and developments are undertaken; its
role should be to provide information so that sound decisions can be made for the whole
community.

Mr PEARCE: I find debates on environmental matters fascinating. The member for Albany
sought a bipartisan approach with members and then bored it up the Labor Party, that was an
interesting form of bipartisanship.

Mr Wan: Bipartisanship does not mean that we cannot make the odd criticism where it is
warranted.

Mr PEARCE: That is true. I am prepared to be bipartisan; it is good if all parties can take a
consistent and good approach to the environment. The Liberal Party is newly on board the
environmental ship. Welcome aboard!

Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: I note the fact that the Liberal Party has not been on board for very long. The
Labor Party has had a long and honourable history in the envirornental area.

Mr Watt: So has the Liberal Party.

Mr PEARCE: When I was first in Parliament in 1977, we were saying that the EPA should
be given the real independence and real teeth for which the member for Riverton was asking.
I was very pleased to be in Government in 1986 when we gave the EPA that independence
and teeth. [ am now even more proud to be the Minister responsible for keeping those teeth
sharp and its independence absolute on matters of environmental assessment.

Mr Want: The Liberal Party established the Environmental Protection Authority.

Mr PEARCE: That is the truth - after the Tonkin Government drew up the legislation and
could not get it through Parliament because the Liberal Party was not prepared to allow the
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level of independence or sharp teeth which were required; it watered that down to make it an
advisory body only, with no teeth and no independence. It was enacted in the early days of
the Court Government -

Mr Watt: It was enacted in 1970 just before the Tonkin Government took office.

Mr PEARCE: What happened when the Tonkin Government tried to give teeth to the EPA?

Mr Wart: I was not here.

Mr PEARCE: It foundered. The member was here in 1971, but not in 1974. It foundered; it
was a panic move prior to the Tonkin Government's coming into office then. The Tonkin
Government tried to give the EPA teeth but it foundered on the rocks of the Legislative
Council. Not until 1986 did the Labor Government give the EPA the teeth and independence
that it deserved.
The environment is an important issue. I am pleased to see that many people in the
community are now taking up environmental issues in the same way that we did as an almost
unheeded voice for many years.

Several members interjected.
Mr PEARCE: Even so, it is interesting to hear the member for Albany, as the environmental
spokesman for the Opposition, saying that he thought mining should be allowed in Kakadu
National Park; that is not an environmental view supported by any Australian.

Mr Wan: I said that in relation to the Coronation Hill area.

Mr PEARCE: That is pant of Kakadu National Park.

Mr Wart: I am not so sure.

Mr PEARCE: It is, absolutely.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr Court: We intend to get through this.

Mr PEARCE: I understand that, but I have been speaking for three minutes and two and a
half of those minutes have been occupied by Opposition members.

If people want to support the environment, that is fine. I was not impressed by the member
for Wagin who criticised the EPA because his view is that the EPA should keep out of a
whole range of areas. If the EPA is to be an environmental watchdog we would expect the
watchdog to have sharp eyes and sharp teeth, to keep a clear eye on what is going on to
protect the environment and be prepared to act. In those circumstances, very often the EPA
or any watchdog will be a little nerve-racking to people, by barking at their heels. People
will think it is a nuisance which should go away; that is the attitude which prevailed under the
previous Liberal Government. The Government takes the EPA seriously; we have no
intention of delineating the EPA's powers or its responsibilities in a way which would
prevent its having the capacity to safeguard our environment. In its actions the EPA will
have the strong support of the Government; we will be paying no attention to the pleas of
people such as the member for Wagin to water that down.
Item 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances -

Mr WATT: I commend the Chairman of the EPA, Mr Barry Carbon, for his action on the
comments of Dr Christine Sharp. It is important that people who are appointed to the EPA
have the ground rules clearly explained to them - that they must approach these tasks without
making known their personal views. Appointees should approach the task with an open mind
so that they can objectively and honestly assess what is put before them.
Some evaluations by the EPA take a very long time, yet we find that in this Division under
Environmental Evaluation, Environmental Investigations and Pollution Control the
allocations have been underspent. The annual report of the EPA states that operational
expenses were reduced to provide funds for ongoing corporate services and administration
expenses. The allocation to Corporate Services was overspent. Is there any sense of
direction in providing the teeth referred to in relation to environmental assessments where
industry is involved, where capital needs to be raised, and the project strategy arrived at?
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The developers or project managers have to wait for EPA approval and delays can jeopardise
projects. Indeed on occasions projects have foundered waiting for environmental approval.
It is a pity that underspending occurs, when perhaps the allocation should have been spent in
other areas.

Mr PEARCE: I echo the words of the member for Albany and the Chairman of the
Environmental Protection Authority regarding the comments of Dr Sharp. It is unfortunate
that Dr Sharp made comments about Mt Lesucur, a project which was before the EPA. The
chairman discussed with me his proposed action with regard to that before he undertook it; I
supported it absolutely. On the other hand, 1 have every confidence in Dr Sharp. It was an
inexperienced comment by someone who had just been appointed and tackled by the Press
before her First meeting. She will make an excellent contribution to the environment of
Western Australia and to the EPA. Nevertheless the action of the chairman in standing her
down on any discussion about Mt Lesueur is perfectly proper. I understand the chairman has
talked to Dr Sharp about the need to make sure she never again becomes involved in chat sont
of pre-emptive statement. I am sure that situation will not recur. We all make mistakes; Dr
Sharp has made one, and I do not expect that she will make any more.

Regarding the costs of evaluation, the member should note the increased allocation from
$970 000 to $l.lSS million. Overall, 10 extra positions have been created for the EPA.

Mr Watt: One of the problems is that the Budget does not show previous staffing levels.

Mr PEARCE: That is true; one needs to take that out of the previous Budget. I am aware of
the slow down in evaluations. It is caused, firstly, by the huge increase in the number of
projects coming before the EPA for evaluation - more than four-fold in the last three years -
and, secondly, by the increased level of assessment on which many projects are carried out
because of the high level of public interest in the environment. There is great pressure to
increase the level of formnal evaluation of projects. I have discussed that matter with the
Chainnan of the EPA who is proposing a range of processes within the EPA to expedite some
of the lesser levels of evaluations, and to ensure mote time can be spent on the more
significant ones. I have every confidence in the chairman's ability to achieve that.

Division 75 put and passed.

Division 76: Electoral Commission, $2 614 000 -

Mr MENSAROS: It is interesting to observe the atmosphere which has developed lately with
heads of departments and Government agencies, who are by statutory provision more or less
independent officers, not directly responsible to the Minister. I do not agree with the attitude
that has developed lately, whether we are talking about the Electoral Commissioner, the
Commissioner of Police or any other statutory officer, that they should be placed on a
pedestal and Parliament should not dare to criticise their activities or their department's
activities.

It is also a pity that the atmosphere that has developed brings with it an attitude by Ministers
that they should be entirely absolved from their responsibility to Parliament, a responsibility
which characterises our system. This development is not new by any means and goes back
several decades. For instance, in relation to water, starting a few decades ago every now and
again the Government decided to shed its responsibility for necessary increases in charges,
etc and create a board. However, in time, no matter how independent the board was meant to
be, the ultimate blame for increased charges went back to the Government, which then
retured to the previous situation of full ministerial responsibility.

Having said that, the independent Electoral Commissioner would be the first to understand
the duties of members of Parliament and of members of the Opposition to deal with a subject
under his jurisdiction.

I conclude my comments regarding the office of the commissioner by saying that, generally
speaking, if the Government's integrity was beyond question, there would be no need to
appoint these so-called independent statutory officers. I hope that the day will come when we
revert to that situation with Ministers having full responsibility to Parliament under the
Westminster system.

The unusual 1989 State election had an unprecedented electoral result with the majority party
electing 54.4 per cent of members of Parliament in the Legislative Assembly with its
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popular vote being well below 50 per cent. If the Goverrnent were concerned about fair
parliamentary democracy, it would be concerned, as we are concerned, about that result. The
result was predictable as soon as the electoral reform legislation was incorporated in the
Electoral Act. The well known electoral comnmentator, Mr Mackerras, in a recent article,
said - he was not talking about the upper House - that the lower House electoral gerrymander
in Western Australia was worse than that which exists in Queensland.

There are indications that part of the reason for that electoral result could have been because
of the improprieties in the election. I choose my words very carefully because I said "could
have been". I do not claim we have any proof. However, I do claim that circumstances point
very strongly to the fact that such improprieties could have occurred. It is the duty of this
Parliament, therefore, to create a situation where such a suspicion should not even exist.

Mr Pearce: What suspicion are you pointing to?

Mr MENSAROS: I am coming to it. I will give the Minister a few examples of where these
suspicions arose. In many electorates, we established - the Electoral Comnmissioner is aware
of this - that a large number of people are on the electoral roll who have not lived at the
address described in the rolls for a long time. That was established partly by sending out
comnputerised personal letters which came back with the notation that the addressee was
unknown at that address. It was more precisely established by some candidates who
canvassed their electorates in great detail. They established that, out of an average of 18 000)
electors in metropolitan electorates, 800 people or more were on the roll who were not known
to the people living at the premises. In other words, candidates knocked on doors and asked
to talk to Mr Smith and were told by Mr Brown who lived at that address that he did not
know any Mr Smith although he moved in four years ago. This actually happened and shows
that the rolls were not kept in good order. That also indicates a suspicion of impropriety.

Another very important fact is that there was a larger aggregate enrolment on the electoral
rolls in Western Australia than was indicated by any calculation based on the figures of the
Australian Bureau of Statistics. In other words, the statistical figures showed fewer people
over 18 years of age than the aggregate number listed on the rolls.

A less important but also fairly serious matter was the complaints from all over the place
about the insecurity of the cardboard ballot boxes and of their being left overnight at various
places to which people had easy access. Those boxes could have been opened and closed by
anyone.

Another reason for suspicion was the polling booth results, particularly for the Kimberley.
The Electoral Corrunissioner's official statistics indicated 100 per cent and 98 per cent
support for the Labor Party in two or three booths in that seat. That is better than any figures
for elections held behind the Iron Curtain. Those figures make intelligent people wonder
how that came about.

The confidentiality of postal votes has evoked even the interest of the Ombudsman who took
the trouble before the election and on election day to spend a lot of time observing the
handling of postal votes. His report included recommendations for change. I agree with him.
His recomm-endations cannot be ignored.

The way the question was put to some of the illiterate or otherwise incapacitated voters was
not regular despite the fact that the Electoral Commissioner and his officers had instructions
regarding those questions. In one case - which is another instance of my examples - in the
upper House a request for a recount in the Agricultural Region was denied. If that recount
had been agreed to and a different result reached, the election result could have been affected.
I do not think it was fair, although the Electoral Commissioner said he refused the recount on
the basis of legal opinion he had obtained. When there is any doubt, I do not think a legal
opinion should determine the election result. the aim should be for less doubt in the interests
of the community.

I also personally confronted a situation where the Electoral Commission printed incorrect
ballot papers. They were used for postal votes, and the intention of the voters was absolutely
clear, by their having ticked the group representing the Liberal Party. However, because the
ballot papers were not correctly printed, those votes were considered informal. I do not think
that is in the spirit of the Electoral Act which latterly emphasises the importance of the
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intention of the voter. This particular event did not influence the election but nevertheless it
was a very important malpractice which should not have occurred.
Suspicions about the impropriety were aroused even more because most cases took place
only in marginal seats; they did not occur in Nedlands, Floreat or Fremantle, but in marginal
seats which decided the ultimate result of the election.
The consequence of these matters is that the prevailing rules should be tightened. A number
of recommendations have been made so far from the Ombudsman and from a Senate
Standing Committee looking into electoral matters which has produced a report. The
Electoral Commissioner goes out of his way to accommodate people and he has
accommodated a committee I chair for the Liberal Party dealing with electoral matters. He
would be the first to admit that certain rules should be tightened and perhaps changed.
I am particularly keen for a very thorough, and nor just superficial, investigation to be made
into the introduction of an electronic voting and tallying system. In reply to my question on
this matter the Minister said the cost of establishing such a system was around $48 million.
That is inhibitive, compared with the ongoing cost of temporary labour employed at one
election. My studies in America indicate that with the introduction of an electronic system in
the States I have studied, the capital cost was amortised from the savings achieved within two
or three, or at the most four, elections. The amount mentioned in the reply I received would
be recovered only after 30 or 40 elections; that is, 10 times as much as in America. I do not
accept this, but I consider that a proper study was not made. The Government should move
in this direction because it would provide not only a much quicker result of the election - as
up to 85 per cent of the votes could be counted electronically, and manual voting would
remain only in remote areas - but also a foolproof system which would avoid accusations that
the conduct of elections was in any way improper.
I wish to mention briefly the agreement with the Commonwealth regarding electoral rolls. I
have never supported that system, either under this Government or when propositions were
made to this end under the former Liberal Government. Itris part of the present day vogue of
"cheaper by the dozen" and "centralise everything". However, it is not cheaper for Western
Australia. In answer to a parliamentary question the Minister replied that the department
could not establish that it was cheaper because the costs of the Commonwealth were paid for.
He said that although it might be more convenient, it is not cheaper. That is not good enough
because the Commonwealth takes the action on behalf of the State and in some cases it does
not take the proper action. I refer to question 1582 which I directed to the Minister, asking
how often the respective rolls were cleansed or, properly expressed, a habitat survey was
made. The Minister replied that the agreement based on the Commonwealth Act requires the
rolls to be cleansed every 12 months. However, they have not been cleansed in accordance
with that agreement and the examples provided indicated that some had not been cleansed for
much longer periods. Some electorates were very far behind. The lack of cleansing results in
over-enrolment, possible dual or multiple voting and allows other irregularities to take place.

I go back to my original theme that if the Government of the day and its officers are not
touched with the suspicion of lack of integrity, it is not necessary to have these statutory
officers and bodies. Why does one read no word of complaint in the United Kingdom about
any suspicion regarding the conduct of the election? Why does one not read of any suspicion
or complaint in the United States in this regard although there are no statutory independent
commissioners in those places? The system in those countries is the reverse of the system in
Australia.

Mr Pearce: That is a remarkably naive comment. People believe that Nixon was robbed of
the election by Kennedy in 1960, and referred to the huge vote rigging in West Virginia and
other places.

Mr MENSAROS: That came out much later almost as an academidc rewriting of history, but I
am referring to the present day situation where, unjike Western Australia, no complaints are
made by the public from the grassroots. Why is chat? The system in America is good
because it is the reverse of the system in Western Australia; the electoral rolls for every
election from the county, to the State Senate and House of Representatives, and through to
the Federal elections, are conducted by the States. The Federal Government accepts that.
The second ig.hest executive officer of every State, almost always entitled the Secretary of
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State, is the Chief Electoral Officer - he is a political person elected on one or other party
platform - and he conducts the elections. There are no complaints.
We must achieve that situation in this State and 1, with the committee [ chair, will make some
recommendations which in due course will be presented. These are quite apart from the
system we have, which I do not think is right. That is quite different; it is a political matter
which has been decided by a majority of a democratically elected Parliament so I accept it,
despite the fact that I do not agree with it. The method of conducting elections and the
technicalities involved should be improved. -However, decisions in this regard should
preferably be made on a bipartisan basis.

Mr PEARCE: In an unusual approach from the member for Floreat, he has, without any
skerrick of evidence, tried to call into question the voting system which prevails in Western
Australia.

Mr Mensaros: I said there was no proof.

Mr PEARCE: I would have thought the fact that there was no proof might be an inhibiting
factor in raising that claim. I have watched with interest the development of a movement in
Australia in the course of the last couple of months which is designed to challenge the
electoral rolls in a number of States. It started in Queensland where the electoral rolls appear
to be in a mess, spread to New South Wales and now it has come across the border to
Western Australia. This has been exemplified by the spate of letters which have appeared in
the Daily News - or it may be that it is the only newspaper which prints them - questioning all
aspects of the way in which the last State election was held. These mailers were not raised
immediately after the State election but have been raised now when Courts of Disputed
Returns are in operation.

One member raised the question of people not living where they are shown to live on the
electoral roll. Members who have been around far as long as I have would remember the
days when one turned up at booths to find queues that stretched from here down to St
George's Terrace of people waiting to make section votes. At two of my elections I had more
than 2 200 claims in a metropolitan electorate from people wanting to lodge a section vote;
that is, people who claimed to be on a roll at a particular address at which they were not
recorded on the Electoral Roll. We got around that by doing what the member is
complaining about. We joined forces with the Commonwealth and had a single roll subject
to habitation reviews run by the Commonwealth; that is, officers go around knocking on
doors and inquiring, "Who lives here?" in order to check occupants against the roll. The rolls
in this State are now dramatically mare accurate than they have ever been.

Mr Clarko: That is not true..
Mr PEARCE: It is the absolute truth, and the member for Marmion knows that as well as I
do.

Mr Clarko: In my electorate there was a huge bungle, the biggest in all the time I have been
associated with the seat over 20 years. I will tell the Minister about that later.

Mr PEARCE: If that is true, it was a one-off thing. The whole business of addressing the
accuracy of electoral rolls was taken up by this Government using habitation reviews, which
is the only effective way to do it. This Government has installed more modem computing
equipment in the Electoral Commission, the main reason being to have rolls in which one can
trust. We are a mobile society and people are not always quick to enrol for their new address.
Mr Omodei: A lot of your supporters moved around a bit before the last election.

Mr PEARCE: The member should look at the roll and see the turnover in his own electorate.
When he trms up at the election next time, if he lasts that long, he will discover that probably
15 per cent or more of his electorate will have turned over. His electoral roll will be a lot
more accurate at the next election - as it was at the last election - than it was in 1983, 1980,
1977 or for some time before that. Any member who has been through those elections knows
this has come about because of habitation reviews.

The other matters raised bear on cases fundamentally before the courts. If people feel that an
election has not been fairly run there is a clear thing they can do: Ga to a Court of Disputed
Returns and get it to make a judgment. It is not right for people to stand in this Parliament
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and make accusations when they acknowledge that they do not have any proof of things such
as this. It was said that there is a polling booth in the Kimiberley where the Labor Party got
99 per cent of the vote, and that that is not known in the most totalitarian of Communist
societies. The late Hon Ken Mclver used to announce that he never got a vote at the Bally
Rally hail booth - 100 per cent of the vote had gone to the conservative candidates over a
number of years. I know this because he boasted that in 1983 he got four votes at the Bally
Bally hail and said that the Rally Rally commrunity went around to find out who the traitors
had been. So in small communities there can be a significant vote in favour of one party
without anyone necessary leaping to the conclusion reached by the member. In different
circumstances one might leap to that conclusion.

I remember, for instance, laughing when the former President of the Philippines was
interviewed on television and tried to explain how he got 93 per cent of the vote in a large
area by saying, "I have many relatives in that city." That did not seem to be a compelling
explanation to me. In an electoral system like ours which has integrity - a fact widely
accepted by all sides of politics - there are occasions when 100 per cent of a small community
votes against a Labor candidate or votes for a Labor candidate. It is known that in some
Aboriginal communities they confer about the way the community will vote before they cast
their votes. That is their way and it is a perfectly proper thing for them to do, if that is what
they want to do. It is not enough evidence to raise the sorts of bizarre allegations raised by
the member. It seems he is on the foam of a wave of complaints raised by the League of
Rights in the Eastern States seeking - for reasons unknown to me - to destabilise the
confidence of people in the electoral system across Australia. Members have only to look at
the campaign being fought in New South Wales, which is not aimed just at Labor
Governments - and The Bulletin magazine was sufficiently alarmed by this trend to highlight
this matter in a recent article. Our voting system is solid, secure and democratic and there is
no reason for any member of the community in Western Australia to have any lack of
confidence in it. Where occasionally things go wrong or there are efforts to perpetrate a
fraud there is a means of correcting that and that is before the courts.

Mr Mensaros: I simply said that there should be corrections; that is my whole proposal.

Mr PEARCE: The member for Floreat opposed his own correction because he said that the
situation could arise where one sends off a letter to somebody in the electorate shown at an
address on the electoral roll only to receive the letter back marked. "Not known at this
address," or 'Not at this address". That is because people shift around. The correction to that
is cal-led, "habitation reviews"; that is, people are sent around to knock on doors and check
that people live in the places they are shown they live at on the electoral roll. However, the
member for Floreat opposed habitation reviews. He said he was not in favour of linking with
the Commonwealth, which is how we got habitation reviews. Having a proper, single roll for
both the State and the Commonwealth is something he opposed. I do not mind his pointing
out the problems but he should not oppose the solutions.

Division 76 put and passed.

Division 77: Community Services. $103 826 000 -
Mr& CLARKO: On 13 September 1989 it was reported in The West Australian that a program
called "Kids And Crime" involving nine crime prevention programs had its funding cut
significantly in the current year. Last year K-ids And Crime was allocated $1.1 million and
this year has been allocated $760 000. 1 have taken these figures from the newspaper because
I cannot find them under this Division. I think the Minister would agree that a cut of
$340 000 or one-third is a huge one. I recall that the Minister said the figure included starting
up costs for this program, which may explain part of the reduction. However, that
explanation is obviously not sufficient and people are concerned about this large decrease.
Will the Minister explain why there has been this large decrease? Will he also explain
whether the Kids And Crime program has been an effective one? The Minister may or may
not know how many young people were assisted by this program.

Other things in that article are of particular interest. The Minister for Community Services is
quoted as saying that he hoped cuts could be avoided in most programs by diverting money
from other areas of the department's budget. Five months of this financial year have gone,
and I wonder if the Minister has achieved those reallocations? And if he has, at what
expense? It is amazing that the Minister is reported in this article in this way. The Minister
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says that he was unhappy with recommendations by departmental officials to cut spending on
drug and alcohol abuse Programs, law education and parental skills training programs. it is
unusual for him to be unhappy with what his officers recommend. Ministers do not often
bring disagreements between themselves and their officials into the public arena. Could the
Minister tell us why he gives special attention to these programs, and why his officers do not?
He said he would make some adjustments. Did he make them in order to preserve the
programs according to his wishes, or has officialdom won again?
The Minister said he would give priority to homeless children, following on the Burdekiri
repot. An increase of $1.6 million has been reported in this year's Budget for homeless
youth. Could the Minister outline how that is to be spent? Is it to be it on staff, buildings, or
what? All of us would agree that there is a real need in our commnimty to pay greater
attention to homeless youth. Concern has been expressed about the Kids And Crime
package. In that newspaper article a Mr Shawn Boyle of the Youth Legal Service is quoted
as saying that he was deeply concerned and upset at the cutting of the Kids And Crime
package.

In regard to funding generally, it may save time if we take away the $5 million, which is extra
saaries and wages. Last year's vote was $46 million and this year's is nearly $52 million, art
increase of about $6 million. That represents roughly the overall increase for the Department
for Community Services, which was $98 million last year and is $103 million this year.
Wages seem to be increasing in this field of community services, which means that the
services provided will remain static, and that is not desirable. Although we are aware of the
many extra problems in the community these days, the various regions are receiving the same
amount of money this year as they did last year. There will be no change in the number of
staff in the various pants of the metropolitan region and the country, so if the money allocated
for wages remains the same, the result will obviously be a real cut, because wages have gone
up by something like six per cent. Can the Minister give the rationale for this cut? As I see
it, the extra $5 million is offset by wages, which means that no extra services can be
provided, although the services are growing.
The Minister would be aware of the Juvenile Justices Association. I recently met two
representatives of that organisation and was impressed by their sincerity and their approach to
families with problems in regard to children who fall out with the law. The children come
under the care of the Department for Community Services, and these people who form the
Juvenile Justices Association are trying to become a helping group for families in this
position. They have been called crisis parents, and Deanne Coppman is spending a lot of
time in that area. It was reported in the Daily News of Friday, 8 September 1989, that the
Juvenile Justices Association, which has about 400 members, believes there should only be
parental bail, and only a magistrate should be able to vary that bail in regard to the temporary
holding of their children. At the moment these children who are causing trouble are picked
up by the police and sent to Longmore. If Longrnore says they are too young, they send them
to Bedford House, where there is apparently no tight security, so these young people go out.
This article reports that many are picked up again before the investigating officer has
completed work on the initial offence. This is a serious problem, and I am sure the Minister
is concerned about it and he will comment on whether this group is a worthwhile one, If he
is prepared to give the Juvenile Justices Association assistance I would like to hear his
comments; on that.

Many parents have children who are causing problems, and they are concerned about the
attitude of the Department for Community Services. These parents feel that they are not able
to get their point of view across sufficiently well. I have not seen this problem personally,
but the Minister may comment on the details that were published.
We all remember the recent case of a convicted rapist who attended the birth of his child at
King Edward Memorial Hospital and then escaped. The Minister put out a media statement
on 17 October 1989 discussing whether the staff was aware of the planned escape. The
newspaper said that members of the staff were aware that this fellow would shoot through
once he had visited his newborn child. The Minister said in his Press release that he had
expanded the inquiry he was undertaking to see whether there was any cause for disciplinary
action against people who did not reveal something that was common knowledge among the
staff. I am sure the people of Perth found it rather intriguing that two women were taking
care of this young man who was well over six foot and looked as if he would make a good
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centre-half-back. It is incredible that two women should be placed in charge of a fellow like
that. It might have been as a result of compassion, but I would appreciate the Minister's
comments.
My next point concerns poverty. A few months back The West Australian gave attention to
poverty in Western Australia and alleged that something like 100 000 people in Western
Australia were living in poverty, and of that group 22 000 were children. We all know that in
recent years there has been a very severe cut in the wages of Australians. In five of the seven
years since the Hawke Government came into being there has been a real cut in wages. Rents
and mortgage repayments are at record heights. Obviously the pressure on people in the
community continues under this Labor Government, which attained office by claiming, as
Labor Governments are wont to do, that it was the "friend" of the poor. It has actually
ground the poor into the earth and it is not surprising that there has been a growth in poverty.
Members opposite might say that this is a partisan political point, but I say it because I
believe it is the truth. We need to attend to the poverty of these people and the conditions
under which they live. The Minister may care to comment on the progress of the rewriting of
the legislation through which the three Acts will be brought together.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Mr
Pearce (Leader of the House).

[Questions without notice taken.]
Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm

BILLS (3)
Messages - Appropriations

Messages from the Lieutenant Governor and Administrator received and read recommending
appropriations for the purposes of the following Bills -

1. Universities Amalgamation Bill

2. University of Western Australia Amendment Bill

3. Heritage of Western Australia Bill

MUSEUM AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Council and, on motion by Mr Court (Deputy Leader of the
Opposition), read a first time.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT - ANNUAL REPORT
Tabled Paper No 633 - Correction

THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnetl: I wish to advise members that I have received a letter from
the Minister for Consumer Affairs advising of a correction to the Consumer Affairs
Department's Annual Report 1988-89. In accordance with Standing Order No 233 1 have
directed that the necessary change be made to the tabled copy.

[See paper No 633.]

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL

Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr
Ripper) in the Chair; Mr Parker (Treasurer) in charge of the Bill.
Division 77: Community Services, $103 826 000 -
Progress was reported after the Division had been partly considered.
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Mr NICHOLLS: I ask the Minister to advise the Chamber of the situation regarding SAAP
funding, In answer to a question asked of him a week or so ago he said chat the situation
would be imminent in a few weeks. I wonder whether an agreement has been reached and
how much funding will be directed towards Western Australia and what proportion of the
funding will be allocated to the SAAP program?

Mr D.L. SMITH: In response to the matters raised by the member for Marmion I wish to
draw some comparisons between the current state of the Corrmunity Services budget to what
it was at the commencement of this Government's term in office.

Mr Clarko: F hope that you agree chat what I said was not said in a hostile way.

Mr D.L. SMITH: Not for a moment.

In the 1982-83 financial year the total Community Services' Budget was something of the
order of $40 115 000. If one allowed for a 10 per cent compound increase from that period to
this Budget one would come to a figure of $77.94 mnillion. In fact this year's Budget is
$103 826 000 so members can see that the actual real increase over and above a 10 per cent
compound increase during the life of this Government is something in the order of
$26 million.

Mr Clarko: Poverty has not grown at a rate of 10 per cent.

Mr D.L. SMI1TH: Whether or not poverty has grown at that rate, I am simply saying that if
one allowed for a 10 per cent growth compounded in the Budget over the life of this
Government one would come up with a figure of $77 million. In fact, the amount allocated
this financial year is $103 million. Therefore, there has been a $26 million increase over and
above a 10 per cent compound increase since the Opposition was in Government.

The substantial change has really been in two different forms. If one refers to the Budget for
the 1982-83 finiancial year one can see that a large part of it is devoted to what might be
called institutional ised care in the form of juvenile justice care and institutionalised care for
children. A substantial number of the employees of the department at that time were engaged
in that area. Under this Government there has been a substantial move away from
institutionalised protection to one which is more family based and more community based.
The importance of the community's role can be seen in the fact that the total allocation for
non-Government agency support this year is $24 178 000. Approximately 25 per cent of the
department's budget is no longer spent by the department but is paid out to non-Government
agencies to assist in a variety of ways in the support of individuals, children and families.

When the member for Marmnion talks about the "Kids And Crime' package one has to view it
as being an additional factor in the support to the non-Government sector in terns of its new
role which has been fostered under this Governm-ent. Under the Kids And Crime package a
number of initiatives were directed at providing money to community groups to help in the
prevention of crime by juveniles. That was to be, first, under a form of local offender
programs which were either of the KGB type, the Armadale type or the Cockburn type; or
they were specific programs in some country areas where there were high offending rates.
The Government set out to use police statistics and Children's Court statistics to determine
where the highest rates of offending were, especially by juveniles, and then to direct
Governent resources into the non-Government sector in an attempt to develop programs
which would deal with those issues. Specifically, the programs were aimed, first, at
providing activities for the children so that they could occupy themselves, and at trying to
make those activities of the kind that would develop in the children a high level of self-
esteem, because if there is one commnon feature of children involved in offending it is low
personal self-esteem.

The other elements were to recognise that a large proportion of these offending children had
either been suspended or expelled from school, or were school refusers who were simply.
unemployed. Again, apart from the straight activities program a large proportion of what was
to be the Kids And Crime package went into crying to link these children to alternative
education systems away from the school system where they could be gradually either
integrated back into the system or at least provided with some basic skills which would make
them suitable for employment later. Simply, there was an attempt to use some Department of
Employment and Training money through the community to provide skills based training that
might provide permanent employment for these children at a later date.
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Although the package was announced in the middle of 1988 and a specific sum was said to
have been allocated to it, the development of a number of these programs in terms of getting
the right community response, getting the community committees fanned, and in some cases
getting local government in the areas where the programs were being developed to take an
active interest in those programs, took some time to get up and running. In fact, although the
announcements were made about the program in 1988 most of the program came into being
in the 1989 year. Some of it was prior to the end of the last financial year and some has been
in this financial year, although if one looks at what was provided last year for the total
package and what was actually spent last year it was only a small proportion of what was
available. To that extent, there was not a carryover to this year of large amounts of recurrent
expenditure and some elements of that recurrent expenditure have come into the current
program.
The other area that the Kids And Crime package was designed to cater for was attempting to
resolve some of the parent-child conflict and trying to give some parents with offending
children better skills in the handling of those children. Those were the programs provided
through Centre Care, Marriage Guidance and some country groups. There were also some
drug education and some law education programs which were not so much about providing
these children with a knowledge of the law and how they could get around it but more with
what is the role of the law within the community and trying to engender in the children a
sense of understanding about what the law is for and the fact that it exists to protect and help
people and not simply to punish offenders. The programs were designed to give them some
understanding of the rights of other people and the responsibility of children in relation to the
rights of those other people.
Although the money was provided last year it was not all spent on programs actually up and
running and it was not necessary to allocate as much this year as we thought initially would
be required. Nonetheless, when the actual Budget allocation was made it was not of a level
which allowed for any substantial increase in the programs so some of the programs, in
particular some of the country-based drug education and children-parent conflict education
programs, were placed in jeopardy. That concerned me and people like Mr Shawn Boyle
from the Youth Law Unit. As a result we looked at the non-Government sector overall to
ascertain whether savings could be made on some of the programs already under way or
whether increases in some of those programs might be better spent on what were perceived to
be good things to try to reduce the level of juvenile misbehaviour.
I am pleased to say that as a result of that re-evaluation and some reduction in the number of
salaried staff in the department we have been able to maintain most elements of the Kids And
Crime package and to increase substantially some elements of that package, especially in
some country areas where we have been able to provide youth activity officers and some
extra juvenile justice workers and also support for both the Aboriginal groups and the non-
Aboriginal groups who were specifically reviewed in an attempt to address those issues.
Overall these programs seem to be working and reducing the number of children appearing in
court. The number of offenders appearing in court has reduced. This is borne out by both
monthly statistics and regional statistics available through the department. Of ongoing
concern is the fact that although the number of offenders is decreasing the repeat offender
seems to be offending more often, which is of special concern to the Government. Obviously
it is of concern to the community and of greater concern to victims who are experiencing this
outbreak of additional offending by what might be termed recidivists. ft is the recidivist we
now have to direct more attention to. Again, I think it can be done appropriately by a review
of existing expenditure in the juvenile offending area, both on aftercare and in some of the
institutional care provided, to ascertain whether we can do more.
The pastoral release program, the Challenge to Youth program and the increase of aftercare
officers in some country areas is evidence of that beginning to happen. Of course, the
Government has also set up a specialised juvenile crime committee which has advertised for
public submissions. We also have a social welfare subcommittee of Cabinet and an
Aboriginal affairs subcommittee of Cabinet which have been looking specifically at the issue
of repeat offenders who need more attention than has previously been the case to find if we
can not only reduce the number of offenders appearing in the courts but also the number of
offences being committed by children in general.
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Beyond that I do not wish to reply in detail to much else of what the member for Marmion
had to say. However, he expressed concern about a $5 iljlion increase in wages and
perceived that as being a substantial increase in the Budget this year. That is simply not so.
The increase of $5 million is the increase over the vote last year when compared to the
Estimates for this year. The vote was $46 191 milion but the appropriate figure to consider
in terms of salary increases for the department is the actual expenditure last year as compared
to the vote for this year. That figure of $5 1.904 million should be compared with $48.645
million so the increase is only $3 million and not something of the order of $5 million. One
does not have to be a genius to work out that the increase of $3 million from $48 million is
about 6.5 per cent on salaries, and if one takes into account wage adjustments made last year,
and adjustments in the conditions of group workers in particular, one can see that the estimate
is relatively low. In truth there has been a reduction in the number of staff in the department
as a result of reconsideration of existing programs and reconsideration of expenditure in some
areas.
Mr Clarko: You chose to make the comparison between the expenditure and the vote. I
deliberately chose to compare this year's vote and last year's vote because you can still have
alterations. You must compare like with like.
Mr D.L. SMITH: One must compare like with like. I can assure the member rhe increase in
expenditure over the vote last year arose firstly from the change in conditions of group
workers which occurred relatively late in the year, and secondly, an underestimnation of the
average costs of the staff last year, which resulted in the actual expenditure being something
like $2.5 million more than was originally voted or estimated.
The really noteworthy increase is not in the departmental vote at all, because the departmental
budget has increased by only 5.6 per cent. The real increase which should be noted is in the
non-Government vote, which has been increased by something lie 10 per cent, which is
almost 1.5 to two times the increase int percentage terms of the Government vote. The reason
for that is the increased resources of Government being put into both programs which are
aimed at abating the rate of those fundings, the family set of programs, the child care
program, and perhaps most importantly of all, because it is the largest winner in terms of the
overall vote - and this might interest the member for Mandurab - the SAAP area.
Mr Clarko: The youth service is down about $200 000.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is not in the youth services budget, but in termns of the SAAP program.
The SAAP program is under Non-Government Agency Support, where the member will note
the actual expenditure last year was $22.420 million. This year the vote is $24.178 million.
When I reach the member for Mandurab I shall give the details.
Mr Clarko: One may ask why you spent $1I million less than was voted.
Mr D.L. SMITH-: It is a matter of antalysing all the programs and seeing which applications
meet the criteria. The central fact is that the under spending last year was something of the
order the member has already picked up; something like $900 000.
The member for Mairmion raised the matter of the escape of the young rapist being escorted
to King Edward Memorial Hospital for the birth of his child. Two investigations followed
that escape; one into the conduct of the officers who had escorted him in the course of that
visit, and into the procedures followed in obtaining permission for him to go. As the member
for Marmion indicated, I also initiated an inquiry as a result of newspaper accounts about
whether any of the staff had any foreknowledge of the plan to escape. The permnission to
make the visit seems to have emanated from a deputy superintendent who accompanied the
escapee. The detail of that inquiry was not very comforting.
Mr Clarko: She might have done it for the best of reasons, but it does not read too well in
Hansard.

Mir D.L. SMITH: I have no doubt, from reading the file, that she did it with the best intention
in the world. The first problem in regard to what happened was that two female staff
accompanied the escapee, whereas clearly, in view of the size of the lad, comnuionsense
dictated that two male staff, or at least one male staff, should have accompanied him. In that
sort of situation handcuffs are normally used, but they were not used in this instance. I am
told the reason for that had to do with the difference in size between the escorting officers
A72791-4
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and the offending lad, but that should have been an additional concern. The officers should
have insisted on male staff accompanying them. As members are probably aware, the visit to
the hospital occurred late in the evening, and the return was quite late in the piece. The
person acting as deputy superintendent acknowledges that what she did was foolish and
almost guaranteed problems. She has been reprimanded for her error of judgment and she
has suffered penalties in relation to her future prospects witlf the department.
Mr Clarko: One does not really want to attack the individual; it is a question of the
procedures.

Mr D.L. SMITH: 1 have no problem with the procedures. These procedures were clearly not
followed on this occasion in circumstances where they should have been followed absolutely.
In my view, this incident called for a greater level of security than the norm. I do not think
the person concerned would mind my saying that this behaviour and performance fell below
what should be expected in terms of community safety, and it possibly jeopardised the safety
of the two officers concerned.

Mr Clarko: Did you find out if the staff knew beforehand?

Mr D.L. SN4ITI-l All the staff on duty that evening were interviewed and statements were
obtained. Staff not on duty that evening were also interviewed, and as far as one can
ascertain there was no foreknowledge of a plan to escape. Some of the more junior staff were
concerned that the visit was being allowed at all on the basis that they thought the lad should
not be allowed that sort of visit. It was that sort of concern which was present rather than any
actual knowledge that an escape attempt would be made that evening.

I was worried about why those concerns were not communicated to senior staff, but they
were not of the kind hinted at by the Press; there was no actual knowledge of a planned
escape attempt, and no action was taken by the staff to forewarn people of the intention.
There seems to have been merely a suspicion on the part of some of the more junior officers
that it was unsafe to allow the lad, with his record, to visit his wife for the birth of his child.
More precautions should have been taken. No-one has come forward with evidence of
foreknowledge, and it has not been possible to take action against the other members of the
staff. As far as I am concerned that investigation is now closed, but I have indicated to the
staff, especially the superintendent, that I would be very concerned if group workers or other
staff had that son of concern about the wisdom of a decision. They should feel free to
communicate their concern to senior staff. I certainly want procedures put in place whereby
staff will feel free to disagree with decisions made by people higher up the ladder than they
are themselves, if they feel that is needed.

Mr Clarko: Is that fellow back in the same place?

Mr D.L. SMITH: I am not certain where he is at the moment.

Mr McNee: Hie is probably out.

Mr D.L. SMITH: He is not out, I can assure members of that. Whether he is still at
Longmnore or whether he has been taken to Riverbank, I amt not sure.

In relation to the issue of poverty raised by the member for Marinion, in defence of both the
State Goverrnent and the Federal Government it must be emphasised that during the lifetime
of these Governments there has been a reduction in the number of people on benefits in
Western Australia. The reduction is of the order of 25 per cent. The reason is that greater
work opportunities have been provided and there is greater encouragement of women back
into the work force. While that is not to say that people moving from a benefit situation into
employment necessarily have their financial circumstances improved; coupled with
non-Government agencies' support and the poverty programs of the State Government, that
has done a great deal to minimise the impact of poverty in this State. It is noteworthy, for
instance, that the amount the Federal Government provides by way of emergency financial
support for people in poverty in this State is only of the order of $700 000, whereas an
amount of $4.874 million is provided under this year's State Budget. The State Government
is providing something like seven times the level of financial support to families in crisis that
is provided by the Federal Government with its much greater financial resources.

Mr Clarko: How do you justify an allocation which is lower this year than last year?

Mr DL. SMITH: For some reason, last year there was a substantial reduction in expenditure
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between the vote and what was actually spent. There was a rewriting of the terms under
which assistance was offered, which in some cases narrowed the categories away from single
people.

Mr Clarko: But you have lowered it again.

Mr D.L. SMITH: Yes, in anticipation that the reduction which occurred last year would
continue this year. Obviously if that proves not to be the case, the Government will look at
how it can better supplement that situation. Also in response to the articles which appeared
in The West Australian an inquiry into poverty in this State was initiated by the Western
Australian Council of Social Service and the non-Government sector with the support of the
Government. The Government has provided some finance to WACOSS and has also
provided staff to assist with that inquiry which is looking at gaps in existing services for
people living in poverty and the way in which either the Government or non-Government
sector might assist in filling in some of those gaps.

The final matter raised by the member for Marmion concerned the progress of rewriting the
legislation. As the Chamber is aware, three areas of legislation are currently being reviewed.
One deals with adoption; the second relates to the general charter of the department and the
Community Services Act; and the third relates to the role of the non-Government sector in
delivery of services to families and people in need. The inquiry into adoption has completed
taking submissions and is in the final process of preparing a report, which will be released as
a paper either in late December or in the new year. It will then be available for further public
comment with a view to introducing legislation in the first or second session of Parliament
next year. The inquiry in relation to dlie charter of the department is very well advanced arid I
hope it will reach report form some time in January or February next year. Again, I hope to
make that report available to the public in order to ask the public for further commnent before
we move to the final drafting of legislation. In respect of the final inquiry in relation to the
non-government sector, I expect the report to be available in either March or April next year
and the Government will then move on the matter.
The member for Mandurah raised the supported accommodation assistance plan agreement.
The Federal Minister, Mr Peter Staples, was in Perth a fortnight ago and the agreement was
signed while he was here. Subject only to one minor matter in relation to the commitment for
allocation, everything is practically now in place to begin implementation of that program.
The actual increase in the SAAP budget over last year is $1 .738 million. In addition to that
there is a special State and Federal Government allocation of $175 000 to be distributed in
conjunction with the SAAP program, which comes in response to the Burdekin commnittee, so
the total will be in the order of $330 000 for that area.
Mr Nicholls: How much did we get from the Federal Government?

Mr D.L. SMITH: The $1.7 million is actually the increase in the State program. The State
contribution to the program was matched equally by the Commonwealth. The total amount,
from memory - my briefing notes do not extend to this area - is in the order of $12 million. I
think the increase overall will be about $3 million. I must emphasise - because it may be of
interest to at least one agency in the electorate of the member for Mandurab - that it is not all
for one category of people; it is for three categories of SAAP and one element of the new
program is to move away from that old categor-isation and to look more broadly at the
supported accommodation field. If I have any concerns in respect of SAAP, it is in the
provision of accommodation for the elderly people in our community and in trying to
improve both the resources and facilities devoted to that group in particular.

Division 77 put and passed.

Divisions 78 to 80: Legal Aid Commission, $4 376 000; Public Trust Orrnce, $6 214 000;
Registrar General's Office, $1 512 000 - put and passed.

Division 81: Equal Opportunity Commission, $1 246 000 -

Mr COURT: How does this legislation affect local government authorities? Does the
Minister have any instances where local government authorities have had problems
complying with equal opportunity legislation? If so, what sort of cases have been brought to
his attention? Under the Equal Opportunity Act local authorities must provide a management
plan on improvements in respect of disadvantaged groups and they must implement that plan.
The task of ensuring that those plans are provided and carried out falls
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to the Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment, not to the Equal Opportunity
Comnmission. As I understand the situation, all the local authorities in Western Australia did
provide the plan, although three local bodies were threatened with the powers of the Equal
Opportunity Commission. However, subsequently, they provided the plan. Local
goverrnments have complained that, although they could provide the plan, it was another
matter to implement it and report on it annually. Concern has been expressed, particularly
from smaller local authorities where the opportunities for women or others are not as great.
that they do not have the resources to achieve some of the objectives of the plan.

The next area, which is more relevant to the Equal Opportunity Commission is that of
responsibility of the commissioner in assessing whether or not there is any discrimination in
services provided by the Governiment sector, and that includes local government. A report
prepared by the commissioner - I am not sure whether it has been released or is in the
process of being released - assesses whether or not the service provided by local government
is fair and equal. I know a few adverse comments have been made about at least one shire in
that regard which may produce some feeling chat it is being unfairly treated by the
commissioner, as may any others who have been criticised in milder terms who feel that
somehow or other they will be disadvantaged by the effect of the legislation. In response to
that, I can only say that the Equal Opportunity Conmmission, particularly the commissioner, in
this State has been quite remarkable in the low profile it has kept while at the same time
being very effective in its role. That says a great deal about the wisdom and tact of both the
Commissioner for Equal Opportunity and the Director for Equal Opportunity. They have
gone about their roles in a manner of conciliation and education and not of using the big stick
except in the last resort. They have also approached their cask in a very reasonable and
practical way.

The concerns being expressed by some local authorities about the management plan and
assessments of the quality of access to local government services will prove to be nothing
other than ephemeral. When the errors of their ways are pointed out to the few local
authorities who are not doing the right thing- they will in time come to appreciate that the task
is not so difficult and that there are benefits for those people who are currently disadvantaged.

Division 81 put and passed.
Division 8 : Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment, $457 000 - put
and passed.

Division 83: South West Development Authority. $4263000-

Mr OMODEI: I am glad to have this opportunity to make a few comments on the South
West Development Authority and to put the record straight on a few matters. The Chamber
will be aware of comments 1 have made here in relation to the South West Development
Authority. From time to time, both through the media and in other public arenas, the
Minister has stated that the Opposition has been critical of the personnel of the South West
Development Authority. That has not been the case at all. Any criticism has been of the
Government's involvement and manipulation of the authority both before and after elections.
As a one time member of the advisory commuittee for a couple of years, along with the
member for Collie, who I am sure will support me on this matter. I established a very good
relationship with the staff on the South West Development Authority, so it would be
ridiculous of me to criticise them. especially when I believe they work very hard for the south
west. The Minister's criticisms of the people on ibis side of the Chamber have been
unfounded.

On many of the issues on the south west, I find the Minister's attitude somewhat hard to
fathom. The Minister for Agriculture - I am his opposite number as shadow Minister for
Agriculture - has an 'open door' policy whereby I am able to receive information on any
agricultural or legislative issue throughout the State. The opposite is the case with the
Minister for South-West and I would like the Minister to take this criticism on board. I
suppose I am proffering the olive branch in an attempt to establish a better relationship as a
member for one of the electorates in the south west and the shadow Minister for South-West.
If one really wanted to be critical of the South West Development Authority or the south west
ministry, there are a number of projects we could have been critical of. I refer to DTX, the
transfer of the Picton silicone smelter, the Austmark Tower - I believe it is still not hilly
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occupied - and Tilley and Merrifield's involvement in the Bunbury city centre shopping
complex. I am sure if a diligent journalist is looking for a good story he will find one there
somewhere. The manager of the South West Development Authority bears the same name as
the principal private secretary to the Premier of this State. I do not know whether he is
related, but surely if we wanted to stir the pot we would have raised that matter at some time
in the past.

Mr Read: That is a terrible thing to say.

Mr Troy: That is disgusting.

Mr OMODEI: Is it? [f it is the truth members are going to have to live with it.

Mr Wilson: It is not true.

Mr OMODEI: I have made some comrments in relation to the South West Development
Authority usurping the role of local government and I stand by those assertions. With my
close association with local government in the south west I know that quite a lot of people
agree with that perception. It is interesting to note that the budget of the South West
Development Authority has increased from about $1 million in 1983 to $4.2 million in this
Budget, and anyone would agree that is a huge increase. The staff has increased from about
six in 1983 to 39 in 1989, and if that is not a booming bureaucracy I will eat my hat. I
believe that many of the things the SWDA is taking on axe cutting across local government.
Salaries alone in 1989 exceed the first budget of 1983. A document titled Tile South West
Strategy - A People's Plan was been produced and as a one time shire president I played a
role in assisting in preparing some of the projects that went into that document. The
document was issued quite conveniently in the pre-election period and I think it was used
politically to further the aims of the Government. I would like to bring some of the issues of
the document to the Minister's attention and I am sure he will commnent on them. I will select
those I think are the most important because there are a host of projects throughout the
document.

Mr Blailcie: Don't remind the Minister, he will get embarrassed.

Mr OMODET: The first one I want to bring to the Minister's attention is the redevelopment
of St John of God's Hospital in Bunbury and the inability of the Government this year to fund
both that and the upgrading of the Warren District Hospital, which is another $8.4 million
project. The people in Bunbury are not happy that the redevelopment of the hospital has been
pushed into the background while the Swan Brewery development in Perth is still being
funded. I know that letters have gone backwards and forwards between the Manjimup Shire
Council and the Minister for Health. The council has invited the Minister to discuss the
matter but has been rebuffed by the Minister. That is his right, but I do not think that it is
good for any relationship between the Minister and communities that have worked for five or
six years on a plan which has cost almost $1 million for redevelopment of the hospital. On
two occasions, Minister Hodge and Minister Wilson wrote to the local hospital bonrd
advising it that redevelopment was imminent. However, after the election the issue was
thrown into the too hard basket. People in those areas are very concerned about the attitude
of those Ministers. In previous debates the Minister for South-West has made commitments
to the upgrading of those facilities and [ hope he keeps his word.

There is a necessity for a social worker to be appointed to the Warren District Hospital. Th1at
facility is rundown and has difficulty in retaining staff. An increasing number of elderly
people and disadvantaged people are housed at the hospital, hence the need for a social
worker.

An amount of $50 million has been allocated to boost public and private housing in the south
west. That allocation, however, does not include any money for my electorate and the
situation has become critical. There seems to be a dearth of housing throughout the State and
it may be that the $400 million that Deputy Premier Parker finally acknowledged as being
lost the other day is part of the reason for the housing program diminishing. This is an
important issue. In one town in my electorate 47 people are looking for housing. What does
the local member say to a woman with three or four children who is consistently asking for a
house? I have to say, "Wait for the next Budget.' The lack of land for housing is also a
problem, but that matter will be referred to the Minister for Lands.

A number of schools throughout the south west require funding. The document A People's
P/an which was used to great effect by the Government before the election contained
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promises for school upgrades in nearly every country town. To the Government's credit, the
Bridgetown Primary School has been upgraded. However, the high school is still receiving
second-hand transportables from schools that have been upgraded in the city. The high
school component of the Pemberton school is to be provided with second-hand transportables
and that school is still in its planning stage. I do not think it is good enough that people in
country towns should move or teach in cast-off buildings from the metropolitan area.

Mr P.J. Smith: Why are they castoff.)

M~r OMODEI: In most cases the buildings, particularly the one in Bridgetown which was not
even put in the right place, are more than 20 years old. The one at Bridgetown should have
been sold and demolished.

Mr Troy: How long have the transportables been on that site?

Mr OMODEI: They have been shifted there now.

Mr Troy: I have some in my electorate that have been there for 14 years.

Mr OMODEI: I think the Minister has misunderstood me. I said that these transportables are
being transferred now. Ir is proposed that buildings at the new primary and secondary school
at Pemberton be second-hand cast-offs.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Ripper): Order! I allowed the member to speak about
schools. However, I wonder whether too much discussion on schools could be made relevant
to Division 83.
Mr OMODEI: I am talking about the document A People's Plan and the commnitment -

Mr McNee: A People's Plan sounds nice in Russian!

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! The member for Warren had not even resumed
speaking before that interjection.
Mr OMODEI: There are some transportables in my electorate that are 70 years old.

Mr Read: They must come under heritage legislation.

Mr OMODET: They probably would.

I commend the Government for its actions in relation to bursaries for country students. Many
young people are gifted in a number of academic fields and many of them are from low
income families and require funds to carry on.

The Minister is aware of Windmill Farm and Bridgetown Home and Community Care -
HACC. The Bridgetown Shire Council is attempting to redevelop a facility and wants to put
those two organisations into the same complex. I know there are no criteria for that at the
moment but the Minister should raise the matter with the relevant Minister who is in the other
House to make sure that the criteria for that happening are changed to cover joint users of that
facility. Commitments to HACC were made before the election. The home and community
care organisation and the Warren-Blackwood respite care committee do a good job. The
Government is to be commended for assisting those welfare organisations.

I have a motion on the Notice Paper about police numbers in the south west. This week, the
primary school at Manjimup was broken into and several thousands dollars worth of damage
done. Problems in Bridgetown and Manjimup evolve around police numbers and something
needs to be done to address the problem.

The document A People's Plan refers also to roads. A number of commitments have been
given to the mineral sands industry. I understand that the Minister has been to the area.
People in the area are pleased that he took the rime to go there. However, he needs to go to
the Beenup site and to the coast so that the people know he has been there.

Mr D.L. Smith: I have been to the Beenup site, but not to the coast. I may go on Sunday.

Mr OMODEL That is good. I am glad the Minister mentioned Sunday. That is about the
third or fourth meeting in which the local community has been involved.

Mr D.L. Smith: They never invite the local member.

Mr OMODEI: I do not think that is their problem. I know the people in that area are not
happy. The consultation as far as the mineral sands and mining industry is concerned has
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been abysmal, to say the least. I have said before that I do not understand the secrecy. Four
or five different committees have been set up, which the Minister describes as consultative
committees, yet they are not getting the message tough to the public, who do not have
access to that forum.
Mr D.L. Smith: There is no suggestion of anything secret, and any report will be made
available to the shire and other interested people.
Mr OMODEI: Once again the Minister has failed to get that message across to the people in
the south west corner of the State. It is a reflection of his lack of ability to talk to people in
that area.

Mr P.J. Smith: They hold secret meetings and they will not let local members know what is
going on. They want publicity and to create a build-up so that they can say no-one is
listening.
Mr OMODEI: I do not believe the people in the south west corner of this State would take
too kindly to those comments by the member for Bunbuiy. He is quite wrong. The people
opposed to mineral sands mining in the south west corner are not opposed to sands mining
per se; they are pro-development but are concerned about the environumental impact on that
fragile corner of the State.
Mr D.L. Smith: Are you pro-Beenup or against?
Mr OMODEI: I have said before that I am in favour of development of the Beenup mining
site, but I have serious reservations after having walked over the area. On Sunday I hope to
fly over the site in an aircraft. Molloy Island is not three kilometres from the Heenup site,
and Augusta is only three kilometres away. In summer time many people visit that area and
wit the prevailing winds they will be able to hear the mining equipment working for
24 hours a day.
Mr D.L. Smith: Nonetheless you are in favour of it?

Mr OMODEI: I am in favour of it, provided my concerns as far as hydrological studies are
placated. The people in that area have been aware that drilling programs have been
undertaken for at least 18 months by mining companies, the Water Authority, and other
organisations. Other information with regard to the mining data goes back to the iron ore
deposit considered more than 20 years ago, and yet when I ask questions in relation to
hydrological studies, I am told that no details are available. The people in that area can see
the drilling going on, and they talk to the geologists, but still they are told that no data is
being collected and no information is available. Of course, they have doubts about the
statements made by the Government and the mining industry.
Mr D.L. Smith: Who told you data is not available?
Mr OMODEI: It was in the reply given to questions on notice directed to the Minister for
South-West.

Mr D.L. Smith: Data in relation to what?
Mr OMODEI: In relation to hydrological studies at Beenup and Jangardup. Until those
concerns are placated, I will have serious concerns about Beenup.
[ also raise the issue of the tannery at Boyanup and the Minister's lack of involvement. One
Minister is in charge of tanneries at Harvey and another in charge of tanneries at Boyanup.
Mr D.L. Smith: It is the same Minister but the controversy in relation to Boyanup a-rose
when the Minister responsible was out of the country.
Mr OMODEI: In most other industries in this area the Minister for South-West is involved.
but in this case he is not. When the Government made a mess of mailers and ran into trouble,
it blamed the Liberal Party for the controversy at Boyanup. That is an absolute disgrace. A
member of the upper House, Hon Barry House, attended a meeting with me at Boyanup on
28 September - I did not see any Government members at that meeting. The Opposition is
very concerned about the Boyanup issue. Three hundred people attended that meeting and
expressed their concern. In recent times the Press has indicated one week that the project is
on, then it is off, then on again, and so on. The Minister must make up his mind who is in
charge of the south west; is it the Minister for Economic Development and Trade or is it in
the portfolio of the Minister for South-West?
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Mr P.J. Smith: When was the meeting held, and was plenty of notice given so that members
could attend?
Mr OMODET: It was held on 28 September and it was very weUl advertised.
The agricultural research centre at Manjimup and a floriculture officer in that area were
discussed before the election, but the issues have not been addressed since then. That
completes a few of the issues I ask the Minister to address in his response to the debate.
Mr NICHOLLS: I do not wish to cover the whole operation of the South West Development
Authority because I am familiar only with its activities in the northern part around my
electorate. I wish to focus on the philosophy of the SWDA, and to indicate at the outset that I
support a development authority such as the South West Development Authority. It makes
some positive input in our community, and that has been demonstrated in the past. I add to
that comment that the role of the SWDA seems to have become a little less clearly defined
than it was prior to the February election. I recall that 18 months ago it appeared to have a
definite direction, particularly in the northern area, focusing on the area in general but with
emphasis on economical rather than purely social factors. In the past year there has been a
change in focus of the SWDA and it appears to concentrate more on social issues. The social
issues being addressed are important, but I query whether the SWDA is the appropriate
vehicle, and whether those issues would be more appropriately addressed through community
health or the Department for Community Services. A couple of seminars I have attended
have been well conducted and were worthwhile, but many of the people who attended
appeared to represent mainly Government personnel or people associated directly or
indirectly with community health or the Department for Community Services. Therefore, I
suggest it may be more appropriate to allow those facilities to take on that role wholesale
rather than allow the SWDA to become a de facto Department for Community Services or
community health operation.

I congratulate the member for Murray on the success of the recycling seminar. These sorts of
seminars work well in the community and they are the type of thing that the South West
Development Authority can be involved in and do well. However, its role needs to be clearly
defined. People within the Peel region are becoming a little dismayed about the SWDA's
role. I often wonder if the SWDA's role is to act as a vehicle for injection of funds into
special projects that may gain favour for the Government or if it is simply a vehicle for
blatant political promotion. An example of this is the allocation of funds for Mandurah
seeking city status. I have no problem with the Government allocating funds to gain city
status for Mandurah, but if the money is allocated to the SWDA and it spends the money, in
my view it suggests that the State Government does not trust the local government. I am not
sure whether my interpretation is correct but that is the message I have been getting and it is
something that needs to be clarified.
I would like to quote from a Press statement that the Minister released. I read it about only a
week and a half ago and I expressed dismay when I read the second paragraph. It states -

In State Parliament yesterday. Mr D.L. Smith undertook to give the Opposition a full
briefinig on Authority initiatives, particularly in the Peel region.

This Press release is dated 18 October 1989 and I cannot find any record of the Minister
making such an undertaking. I definitely did not hear him and I have not seen anything in
writing.

Mr D.L. Smith: In what newspaper was the article?

Mr NICHOLLS: It is the Minister's Press release.

Mr D.L. Smith: Directed to which newspaper?
Mr NICHOLLS: I do not know. I received it from the Government office and it was sent
through Government channels.

Mr D.L. Smith: I was not sure whether you went to every paper in the south west.
Mr& NICHOLLS: The Press release indicates that the Minister undertook in Parliament that
he would give the Opposition a full briefing of the authority's initiatives. I cannot find any
record of that. I ask the Minister whether that undertaking was given in this Parliament. I am
sick and tired of continually seeing in the media references made to Opposition members
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knocking and seeming to undermine (he SWDA. I assure the House that, if I have been
involved personally or have made any Press release relating to the SWDA, I have taken
special care to try to be positive. Although 1 may not agree with all the actions SWIDA takes I
try to put my point of view across with a positive alternative.

Mr D.L. Smith: I agreed with that.

Mr NICHOLLS: It does not say here, or in any of the Press releases from the Minister,
"1except for the member for Mandurab." It also suggests in this Press release, 'particularly in
the Peel region" and that would relate to me as a member of the Opposition.

Mr D.L. Smith: What is the date of' the Press release again?

Mr NICHOLLS: It is IS October 1989, which would mean the statement was made on
17 October.

Mr D.L. Smith: It could have been anywhere in the fortnight prior to that.

Mr NICHOLLS: No, the Press release stated -

In State Parliament yesterday. Mr Smith undertook to give the Opposition a full
briefing on Authority initiatives, particularly in the Peel region.

If the Minister is going to tell the public something like that then surely if he had written it
the day after, or the person responsible for his Press release wrote it the day after, it must be
correct. The implications of that are that the media assumes that the Minister is telling the
truth. The public who read the Press release assume that the Minister is telling the truth.

MrBlailde: But we have caught him out.

Mr NICHOLLS: I am not interested in trying to catch the Minister out. I am interested in the
message he is giving the public. It is misleading arid dishonest. It goes to the point where if
a member of the public read it in the media, he would assume that the invitation is extended
to all Opposition members. I have never got an undertaking from the Minister. I am yet to
receive any such undertaking in writing either from the Minister or from the head of the
SWDA inviting me to contact him and indicate a convenient day to talk about the initiatives
that the authority is engaged in. I have written the Minister many letters pointing out my
views and his responses have never contained an invitation to clearly define what the
initiatives are. Not only is the Minister trying to slur my reputation and that of Opposition
members, but also he is directly and purposely misleading the public.

I quote further from a question on notice from 24 October. 1 asked what was -

the number of staff members and task in each SWDA office. and any other people who
receive remuneration on a regular basis for services to SWDA.

The Minister replied -

A booklet detailing this information was published in 1988. This will be forwarded
under separate cover to the member.

It has been four weeks and I am still to receive any information. This is another example
where somebody reading Hansard would assume that I have now received that information.
This is not the case. While the SWDA has its role to play as a vehicle of promotion, it is a
sad day when it is used to mislead the public.

Mr D.L. Smith: It is simply not true that the public is being mi sled.

Mr Bradshaw interjected.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The member for Wellington will cease interjecting from that seat.

Mr NICHOLLS: Where in Hansard does this undertaldng appear?

Mr D.L. Smith: I have got to say that I will endeavour to find it for you.

Mr NICHOLLS: I may not be correct, but I checked it and I definitely cannot find it. It is
not there.

Mr Ripper: Why didn't you ask?

Mr NICHOLLS: I did. That interjection was quaint because it is not a matter of asking
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where it is. It is a matter of saying that if a Press release is put out by a Minister it should be
correct and the facts should be true, especially when it alludes to the Opposition's continually
undermining the SW-DA.
Mr D.L. Smith: It goes without question that it ought to be true.

Mr NICHOLLS: I hope so.

Mr DL. Smith: But what I stated firstly was the major issue and what the basis of the story
was. You are asking me to recall something in a Press release from a month ago. If you had
rung me I would have been happy to find it but to ask me in the course of a debate whether I
said it or not -

Mr NICHOLLS: The Minister issued this release on 18 October and it referred to
'yesterday".

Mr D.L. Smith: You said issued on 18 October.

Mr Bradshaw interjected.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! If the member for Wellington wishes to participate in the debate I
suggest he return to his seat.

Mr NICHOLLS: I will give the Minister a copy of the Press release and that may assist him.

Mr D.L. Smith: I will be pleased to provide you with the information.

Mr NICHOLLS: If the Minister cannot provide the information he is purposely and directly
misleading the public. The Minister has used dishonest statements to try and get across a fact
that is simply not true. The Minister said in the fourth paragraph of the same Press release -

I have requested the executive director of the Authority to meet with Opposition
members either individually or collectively.

I have not seen the executive director. I have not heard from him. Should I assume that he is
still coming or am I to assume that I will get a visit from himrr one day?

Mr D. Smith: You ought to presume that he is still coming.

Mr NICHOLLS: I hope he trms up soon because I am starting to get a little worried about
the negative comments the Minister has been making about the Opposition in general without
making any reference to facts.

Mr D.L. Smith: I shall deal with a couple of those.

Mr Ripper: Have you got the facts there?

Mr NICHOLLS: Yes, I have read them to the Minister and received replies. I think I have
made the point quite clearly. The point is not whether I have checked with the Minister to
find where he said it; it is whether he said it at all. We must not lose sight of the fact that
constructive criticism is beneficial, even if we do not agree with it.

Mr D.L. Smith: Part of the problem is that you do not read the Bunbury papers.

Mr NICHOLLS: [ appreciate that. I purposely said that I am not aware of the activities of
the South West Development Authority outside my electorate.

Mr D.L. Smith:. Nor are some of your colleagues.

Mr MICI-OLLS: Irrespective of that, [ am focusing on the area I am aware of, the area which
affects me, and the area the Minister is alluding to in his Press release. I do not see how the
media in Bunbu-y or anywhere else need to be taken into account.

I want to touch on the fiasco of the appointment of a special consultant. I do not want to do
any muckraking, but in reply to a question on notice the Minister said that the special
consultant was required to undertake projects in the Peel region, particularly those relating to
community development. I am not sure whether the SWDA is the correct vehicle to deal
with community development when the Department for Community Services and the Health
Department are geared up for that type of response and duty.

The Minister goes on to say that these projects include the Peel tree program, the
development of a Western Australian College of Advanced Education campus in the Peel
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region, waste recycling and Joblink. I have no problem with the Peel tree program; I think
that is good. The College of Advanced Education in the Peel region will also be good, but I
am not sure that we need a special consultant on the SW1)A. I have referred to waste
recycling before, [ think it is good, and I hope for some positive follow up. Referring to
Joblink, we have people in place to co-ordinate it. I believe they are doing a good job, so I
see no need for a special consultant to look after Jobi ink,

Those are the sorts of questions I would like answered, and so would many ocher people. I
would have preferred a special consultant to be engaged in things like establishing an
artificial reef, getting a quick pathway laid down for a rail linik, attracting industry to the
area - hopefully friendly industry - and those types of economic undertakings which would
have a major, positive impact on the electorate. The social issues should be left to those
departments which are geared up for them.

Another area of concern is the promotional work of SWDA. Would the Minister comment
on the agenda of the promotional arm? There appears to be a very good promotional arm, but
is it set up to promote people, or the SWDA itself, or as a cormmunication armn? There is a
very subtle difference. The Minister should be accountable, and he should hold a tight rein
on these funds.

Mr D.L. Smith: Have you checked this year's Budget to see whether the allocation has
increased or reduced?

Mr NICHOLLS: Yes.

Mr D.L. Smith: Did you notice the reduction?

Mr NICHOLLS: May I expect a response from the Minister to the question I asked him with
regard to the Press release? If there is no such statement and no record, the Minister has no
option but to stand down, because he cannot be trusted if he makes those sorts of false
statements.
Dr TURNELILL: When I supported the concept of the South West Development Authority. I
supported it as a body which would be able to promote regional development within the south
west. At that time we were told the authority would be able to cover such things as the
coordination of Government departmental activity and interdepartmental activity. Local
government authorities have found it very difficult to coordinate their dealings between
departments like the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the Department of
Mines, and the Water Authority. Unfortunately this is not the only activity of the South West
Development Authority. The authority has some very good roles to play, and these have
been shown up in such things as the Collie River Development Study, the Leeuwin
Naturaliste Development Study, the South West Industrial Sites and Infrastructures Srudies,
and the proposed Blackwood River coordination semrinar. I see these types of activities as
excellent for such bodies as the South West Development Authority.

Several commnittees in the development authority are comnmitted to trying to attract industry
to the south west, but a number of areas overlap. A good example is the Collie coal
management and planning group, which was done for the Department of Resources
Development, and also the Collie land use working commnittee, which is reporting to Cabinet.
These are all starting to overlap again, which is an indication that the South West
Development Authority should be restricted to coordination between departments. I do not
know why such things as Townscapes and adventure playgrounds should be funded by the
South West Development Authority.

Mr D.L. Smith: What about recreation centres, senior citizens' centres and so on?

Dr TURNBULL: I was not going to introduce those because I did not want to embarrass the
Government by producing a long list of pit-election activities. Unfortunately, what the
Minister stated happened prior to the election. This focused attention on the fact that the
development which the South West Development Authority is supposed to be doing is in
many cases just another name for marginal electorate targeting throughout the south west.

Mr DL. Smith: How do you justify the Margaret River Hospital and the Busselton jetty?

Dr TURNBULL: I object to the use of the South West Development Authority as a blatant
arm of the Government.
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Several members interjected.

Dr TURNBULL. In connection with the activities prior to the election1 I ask the Minister
where in the Budget is the allocation for the consultants? Al the consultants were used. I do
not see anywhere on the list consultants' services unless it comes out under contingencies.
Where do the funds for consultants come from? Are they under contingencies or do they
come under consultants? Where are the Press officers noted? Were they actually budgeted
for under the South West Development Authority budget or were the Press officers seconded
from other departments prior to the last election?

I feel there is a place for regional development and its rote lies in departmental coordination
and coordination between shires arnd programs which overlap a number of shires. These are
areas in which a regional development authority could be very useful. I do not see the role of
the South West Development Authority as handing our moneys for playgrounds, which were
formerly funded under the youth, sport and recreation grants. As the Minister mentioned,
many other programs could be, and were, funded from other areas prior to the establishment
of the South West Development Authority.

Mr BRADSHAW; Liberal Party members have been maligned by members of the
Government over the last few years in respect of the South West Development Authority. As
previous speakers pointed out, the South West Development Authority is a political animal.
It should be trying to develop the south west - something with which we agree - but it rends
to promote the local Labor members of Parliament. I think chat is completely wrong and it
should not be the role of that development authority. I believe there should be a development
authority in the south west but when a development authority gets into areas such as
community services or sport and recreation, there is a duplication of bureaucracy, which is a
waste of money. The money could be better spent in providing facilities if it were directed
through one channel rather than a number of them.

An example of my support for the South West Development Authority is a letter I sent to Dr
Paparo, the Executive Director of the South West Development Authority, when he first was
appointed to that authority; I pointed our the errors of the South West Development
Authority. To some extent he has taken that on board, because the authority has had some
regional meetings. instead of being oriented towards Bunbury. I know that the South West
Development Authority is seen by people outside the Bunbury area as being a Bunbury-
oriented authority. I showed support for the South West Development Authority by trying to
point out to its executive director the errors of its ways in the past. To some extent those
errors have not been overcome. The propaganda material put out by the South West
Development Authority mentions only Labor members. I have not seen one Liberal member
of Parliament mentioned in the South West Development Authority's propaganda sheet.
Another interesting thing which sometimes comes out is a list of things the authority thinks it
has achieved in the south west. It talks about the upgrading of hospitals and schools - things
with which it has had nothing whatsoever to do - and I can remember on one occasion the
authority listed two full pages of things it had done. Out of 50 or 60 items I think it had been
involved only with two or three. However, to boost its own image in the community, it tries
to say it is associated with all those things.

Is it the Minister's policy to let local members know when he is visiting their electorates?
Over the years questions were put to the previous Premier and present Premier - to the latter
on at least two occasions - as to whether Ministers should advise local members when they
are visiting their electorates. It seems that the Minister for South-West has a habit of either
forgetting or overlooking the local members.
Mr Gordon H-W: H-I drives through your electorate at least three times a week. Does he have
to tell you every time?

Ms BRADSHAW: I do not care whether he does or does not.
Ms Taylor: I suggest you tatk to the senior people in your parry such as the Leader of the
Opposition and the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, and ask them to tell us when they visit
our electorates.

Ms BRADSHAW: I do not know whether that is normal practice or not.

Mr Taylor: What is good for the goose is good for the gander.
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The CHAIRMAN: Order! 'Ths is not a general debate on ministerial visits.
Mr BRADSHAW: I am asking the Minister for South-West what his ground rules are. The
Premier on at least two occasions indicated that Ministers should notify local members; the
former Premier used to say the same thing, but this Minister does not carry out that directive.
I feet it is important that the ground rules are established.

I refer to the proposed tannery at Boyanup. I have been accused by the Minister of saying
things that I ought not to have said but my attitude is that I represent the people of Boyanup.
Regardless of whether he or the Minister for Economic Development and Trade believes that
a minority Liberal group is trying to sabotage the tannery, that is a complete fallacy. At least
two public meetings have been held in the Boyanup arma the first attracted 300 to 400 people
and the second attracted nearly 200 people. I would not call those figures representative of a
minority group, particularly when one considers the population of that area. If the Minister is
trying to say that people like Sue Denhamn -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I draw the member's attention to the fact that this development to
which he refers does not come under the direct jurisdiction of the South West Development
Authority. I do not think it is appropriate for the member to take up the remarks made by
another Minister under this heading.

Mr BRADSHAW: This Minister has made some remarks in the south west in respect of this
proposal.

The CHAIRMAN: Ilam aware of that but currently the member is not referring to those.

Mr BRADSHAW: I am to some extent.

The CHAIRMAN: Not to any direct extent that I have heard so far.

Mr BRADSHAW: T am talking about what the Minister has been saying.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I suggest the member return to the topic under discussion.

Mr BRADSHAW: In respect of the South West Development Authority we are talking about
a tannery, which is to do with the development of the south west.

The CHAIRMAN: I have just said that it does not give the member a licence to talk about
everything in the south west. I suggest that the member observe that ruling, otherwise we
will have trouble with this entire debate.

Mr BRADSHAW: As long as you, Mr Chairman, shut the Minister up wh-en he rises -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I suggest the member refrain from telling me how to do my job.

Mr BRADSHAW: No, Sir, but if it is good enough for the goose, it is good enough for the
gander.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr BRADSHAW: That is all I have to say.

Mr BLAIIE: The Minister for South-West and the Government in particular issued a
brochure which is called A People's Plan. That brochure comes under the umbrella of the
South West Development Authority and it is described as a social and economic development
program for the south west. It covers everything that moves and does not move, whether it is
alive or dead. The document is all embracing -

Mr D.L. Smith: And as you would expect any good plan for the south west to do.

Mr BLAflUE: There are some shortcomings within that plan. While the Minister says it is a
very good plan for the south west, on page 9 it says that the authority - this is the authority
over which the Minister has control - is committed to opening a fourth regional office to
serve the Busselton, Margaret River and Augusta areas. I have not seen hide nor hair of that
office. Following the election commitment, does the Government still intend to carry out the
promise made prior to the election to ensure that it is proceeded with? There was a promise
of a feasibility study into the Australind train service to run to Busselton.
The document refers to other matters, one concerning the funding to be made available for a
wine interpretation centre in the Margaret River area to be established in conjunction with the
wine industry and the tourist bureau. I assure the Minister that the community is waiting with
baited breath.
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Mr D.L. Smith: May [ borrow that copy when you have finished?

Mr BLAMKE: My copy is in very bad condition as it has been closely read and the print is
fading; many people have been reading it.

I want to add some criticism of the Minister. This is a very important Budget debate and
previously in this debate I have been critical of Ministers and [ have been critical of the
Governm-ent in previous years for not providing any financial information. I asked the
Minister for South-West question on notice 1724 on 16 October which stated -

(1) Would the Minister provide full details of expenditure by the South West
Development Authority expenditure on contingencies as contained in the
Consolidated Revenue Fund papers in 1988-89?

(2) What is the reason for expenditure being over budget by some $300 000 in
this area?

Some two weeks has passed and the Minister has not yet responded.

Mr D.L. Smith: To be fair, 11 days have passed,

Mr BLAMKE: All right, I I days have past and the Minister has not responded - regardless of
whether he wants to make a smart alec crack. All members know that that information
sought is available off the shelf to the Minister, who can simply obtain that information and
make it available for members of this House. The member for Bunbury would be appalled
that the Minister has not provided that basic information - it is not privy information; it is
very basic information and I ask the Minister why has he refused to provide the information?

Mr DL. Smith: The short answer is that "he has not".

Mr BLAMXE: Well, where is the information?

Mr D.L. Smith: I will find out. I am surprised that is has not been answered. If you look at
the Notice Paper and see the number of questions directed to me, in this capacity or as
representing another Minister, you will see that not many are unanswered.

Mr BLAMK.E: Is the Minister saying that in respect of this question?

Mr D.L. Smith: I give a lot of importance to the answering of questions properly. If you
look at the questions asked this year and look at the answers to them, in my capacity as
Minister or representing another Minister, you will see that I have answered many of them,
and properly. How many of them are on the Notice Paper tonight?

Mr BLAMKE: This question happens to be important to this debate.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! Before this exchange goes any further -

Mr BLAMXE: It will not go any further, I assure you, Mr Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN: I remind members that we are talking about the SWDA and this item
does not involve a general debate on whether the Minister is or is not doing a particular job.
Mr BLAMKE: The Minister is claiming that he is doing a good job and I am saying that he is
not doing a good job. An important part of this debate is to be able to scrutinise the Budget
papers and make comment on them. I told the Committee why the Minister has refused to
give the information.

Mr P.1. Smith: Twelve days ago you asked the question and there are two questions
unanswered on the Notice Paper.

Mr BLAIKIE: The most important part of his portfolio relates to budget management and
how he is managing the books. That is probably why the Government has taken out a writ
against the South West Printing Company because of articles in the South W est Times. I have
never been a parry to that activity but [ will be a party to criticism of this Minister.

Mr D.L. Smith: That action was settled on the basis of a payment and an apology.

Mr BLAMXE: I will not give the Minister a payment or an apology.

In last year's Budget, on the matter of economic and social development an amount of
$674 000 was approved for the SWDA. Yet we now find that an amount of $1 615 091 was
spent, which was an over budget expenditure of almost $1 million. Therefore, for the
member for Bunbury to be looking for charitable reasons why the Minister has not given me
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answers to my question is not right because the Minister is over $1 million out in one item
only. I am bound to find other reasons for which not to be charitable. Moving on to other
items -

Mr D.L. Smith: Can you tell me which item you are referr ing to?

Mr BLAIKIE: It was contingencies; I could deal with the whole question of contingencies
but I will not waste time on that.

Mr D.L. Smith interjected.

Mr BLAIKIE: I will ignore that person.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! If the member wants to do that, I suggest that he direct his
remarks to the Chair because the member cannot have it both ways: he cannot direct his
remarks across the Chamber and then look to the Chair for protection. The member is well
aware of that.

Mr BLAIKIE: Thank you. Mr Chairman; I appreciate your comments.

Last year $2.552 million was allocated for the total of contingences. The amount actually
spent was $2 987 681. which is $435 681 over budget - that is a f igure approaching half a
million dollars. That is bad management in my humble opinion. What is the reason for that
expenditure discrepancy? I want chapter and verse from the Minister as to how the amount
allocated for economic and social development was spent. The Minister has hounded some
of my colleagues about their comments about the South West Development Authority, but
that is not something I have been guilty of, to use his words. However, I will question his
administration of the South West Development Authority. A trade expo conducted by the
SWVDA was held in Hong Kong earlier this year and I am interested in the Minister's
explanation of how much that expo cost Western Australia. One of the companies that went
to the expo - I have not contacted it personally - was a company in Bunbury known as
Sealines Fibreglass, which makes about 25 surfboards a month; this company was at the expo
in Hong Kong and good luck to it. How much did it cost this State to send that company to
Hong Kong, and what benefit did both the company and the State receive?

I mentioned earlier that the Minister had not replied to a question, and the Minister said that
he had had the question for I I days.

Mr P.J. Smith: You asked for the full details; it was not just a straight question.

Mr BLAIKIE: That is right; I wrote a letter to the Minister on 10 October concerning the
Jangardup and Beenup mineral sand projects as these projects are within the responsibil ity of
the Minister for South-West. Since that 10 October letter the Minister has nor given me the
courtesy of a reply.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I again draw the attention of the member for Vasse to what I said
earlier: General Division debates are not a time to have a go at Ministers' portfolios in
general. They are a rime to talk about the budget under a department's jurisdiction. I do not
believe that a letter relating to a project in the south west has anything to do with the South
West Development Authority budget which we are debating.

Mr BLAIKIE: I guarantee that having sat in the same difficult position as you, Mr Chairman,
as Chairman of Committees -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! It is not in order for the member to canvass my ruling. On
several occasions over the last few days members have attempted to canvass the ruling of the
Chair as though it is a different situation when the House is in committee. I can recall very
few occasions on which members have attempted to argue with the Chair when the Speaker's
chair is occupied. I advise members that the same rule applies whether rhe House is in
Committee or whether it is not in Committee. If I make a statement, I expect it to be
observed.

Mr BLAKLE: The letter I wrote to the Minister referred to the mineral sands transport
advisory committee, which is chaired by the South West Development Authority and was
appointed by the Minister for South-West. The South West Development Authority does
come under the Minister's portfolio. One of the real problems that people have in the south
west is the lack of information coming from this Administration. My letter was written on
10 October and to date, 28 November, there has been no reply.
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I will not continue further because of the agreement that has been reached to get this debate
finished. The South West Development Authority has a purposeful role to play in the south
west but its own administration and the administration by its Minister is under very serious
question. It is simply not good enough for the Minister not to reply to questions in the
Parliament and it is not good enough for the Minister got to reply to positive letters that have
been written by members of Parliament either.
Mr D.L. SNM: I do not know whether to be fair to chose members in this Chamber who
might have an interest in the remaining Divisions in the Estimates, or whether I should
respond in detail to the criticisms which have been made by some members opposite. I am
pleased that they have not been made by all members and only by some members. Some
members opposite have chosen to use this debate to continue the battle they have been
waging in the media in the south west for the last four years - it has intensified in the last six
months - to discredit the authority and the people who work for it.

I was pleased when the member for Warren indicated that he was going to extend the olive
branch. He emphasised that he had no criticisms to make of the staff of the South West
Development Authority. How long did that last? Within a few minutes of saying that he
made a remarkable remark that the chairman of the authority bore the same surname as the
Premier's current principal private secretary.

Mr Omodei: Be fair, I said I chose not to criticise that he bore the same name.

Mr D.L. SMITH: Let us get it right. The member for Warren offered the olive branch and
said that he was willing to cease these sorts of criticisms that have been occurring and that he
would be more constructive. IHe said he was not interested in attacking the staff. He
immediately continued by saying that the executive director of the authority had the same
surname as the Premier's current principal private secretary. In a way, he is quite right: The
executive director bears the same surname as the Premier's principal private secretary. I also
advise him that the executive director of the authority has held his position for nearly five
years.

Mr Omodei: And is an excellent officer.

Mr D.L. SMITH: He is an excellent officer and he held thar position a long rime before his
brother became the Premier's principal private secretary. Both gentlemen are long term
public servants who have served this State well. Mr Vince Paparo has served the authority
very well.

Several members interjected.

Mr Troy: Why did you raise it?
Mr D.L. SMI1TH: He raised that point simply to sleaze. On the one hand he wants to extend
the olive branch while on the other hand he wants to slice out with the sleaze.
Several members interjected.

Mr D.L. SMITH: Too many members opposite spend too much of their time salivating on
their own base desires and not enough time on constructive debate.
Mr Clarko: Cronyism is becoming the greatest thing in this State. It has the biggest growth
rate.

Several members interjected.

The CHAIRMAkN: Order! I advise the member for Marmnion that interjections are out of
order.

Mr D.L. SMITH: As to whether the attacks on the staff of the authority have abated one only
has to look at the Press statement by Hon Barry House in relation to a staff seminar which
was conducted recently. It was organised by the staff and was described by him in the South
Western Times as if it were a junket for the staff and a waste of money. His statement led to
an article which led to civil action by the staff of the. authority against the South Western
Times. The statement made was that the staff of the South West Development Authority had
cooked the books. Hon Banry House said certain things in his statement which would lead an
editorial headline writer to draw that conclusion.

Mr Omodei: Are you saying it should not be accountable -
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Mr D.L. SMITH: I have always said the authority should be accountable in the proper way
and not on the basis of sleaze and prejudice. That is what we have been getting in the south
west of late. if the member for Warren wants to extend the alive branch in a genuine way I
am more than happy to receive it. The undertaking printed in the article was about the
officers of the authority being available to members opposite to provide information they
want about its activities. All they need to do is approach the authority directly. If they do not
receive satisfactory responses, they should come to me and indicate why they are not happy
and I will ensure that the correct and proper information is available.

Mr Blaikie: Why don't you answer questions in the Parliament?

Mr D.L. SMITH: We do, and the member for Vasse wil receive his answer in the proper
time;, that is, as soon as the information he has requested is made available to me.

The member for Warren also said that the salaries level in 1989 exceeded the first year's
budget. What has the Government been doing to increase the staff at the South West
Development Authority? The member for Warren knows very well that an increase of staff
by two was required to open the authority's Warren office. The member for Collie knows
that the staff numbers of the authority had to be increased by two to open the authority's
Collie office. The member for Warren should also know that the staff at the authority's
Mandurah office has been increased by three in the last 12 months. If the Government is to
provide better services in those areas it has to provide the staff. The Bridgetown Shire
Council, supported by the Narmnup Shire Council, wrote to me when it was suggested that the
Warren office be closed telling me what a great job the South West Development Authority
was doing. They recommended strongly that we leave those offices in place. As usual when
I get that sort of advice or plea from local government I was more than pleased to meet that
request.

Mr Omodei: If you check the records you will find that I first promoted the opening of a
regional office in Mandurab.

Mr D.L. SMITH: I do not deny that, but when one opens regional offices one increases staff
numbers.

Mr Omodei: The staff has increased dramatically.

Mr D.L. SMITH-: Salaries expenditure last year was $11.77 912; that was the year the
regional offices were opened and they were not open for the full year; this year the Budget
allocation is $1 168 000, a reduction of $9 000, so we were able to open those two branch
offices and increase the staff number at Mandurah without increasing the total salaries budget
for the South West Development Authority. If that is an indication of bad management or
overexpendirure on staff, I want to know why.

The expenditure on the south west Ministry last year was $127 600 and this year it is
$82 000. One of the consequences of reducing staff is that sometimes there is a slow down in
responses to correspondence. The member for Vasse was quite right that he wrote to me
some rime in October a three page letter which concerned two matters outside my portfolio
relating to mines and to which a reply has not yet been given. H-e has had two discussions
with me in relation to that matter.

I have just received a note that members opposite are on the verge of breaking the 10 o'clock
agreement. How does one explain the fact that one will not have sufficient time to answer the
questions asked?

Several members interjected.

The CHAIRMAkN: Order! I suggest we return to the matter before the Chair, which is the
South West Development Authority.

Mr D.L. SMITH: That is an approach often taken by members opposite; they want to ask
questions but do not want to listen to replies. They want to spend all the time posing
questions but they give the Minister no opportunity to respond.

The document The South West Strategy - A People's Plan was developed last year after
intensive consultation with all local authorities and with the people of the south west and was
aimed at ensuring a balance between social and econom-ic development. Nearly every
member opposite has said that the role of the authority should be limited to economic
development.
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Mr Qmodei: To a facilitating role.

Mr D.L. SMITH: The member for Warren may have said that, but other members opposite
have said the role should be limited to economic development or to one of coordinating
Government and interim Government development in the south west. That is by no means
where I perceive the authority to be going. The authority is, always has been, and will
continue to be a focus for economic, social and comnmunity development. It is a matter of
simply providing the money required to ensure that it can perfortr all those roles in the areas
where it is needed.

The member for Warren, having talked about the fact that it ought to be a facilitator, went on
to touch on almost all the issues of concemn to him in relation to health, social work, public
and private housing, land available for housing, schools, windmill farms, police numbers,
roads, mineral sands, hydrological studies, the tannery, agricultural research at Manjimup and
so on. Obviously, what he perceives the Minister for South-West to be is not the person
responsible for the authority or for coordinating and providing chat economic, social, cultural
and community development but as somebody whose role is responsibility for everything in
the south west; he is really the Minister representing all other Ministers in the south west. I
make clear to members opposite that the role of the Minister for South-West is not to be the
Minister representing all the Ministers in the south west but the Minister responsible for the
implementation of what really is the people's plan for the south west and to ensure that there
is balanced economic, social, cultural and community development for the people presently
there and the people who may be attracted to the south west in the appropriate way.

The member for Mandurah also dwelt on the notion that somehow or other there is a place for
the SWDA in the area of economic development and not in the area of community
development, which he says is a role for community health or the Department for Community
Services. I am proud to say in relation to Department for Comnmunity Services that we have
gone from having one officer responsible for Mandurah to 17 officers in Mandurah working
on the needs of the area in relation to total portfolio requirements for the Department for
Community Services. I do not see that department or the Health Department as being
substitutes for the South West Development Authority.

The role of the South West Development Authority is to ensure that the Department for
Community Services, the State Planning Commission and all the other departments look after
the south west in an appropriate way. It also exists to coordinate, facilitate and organise. It
exists primarily to facilitate the work of local authorities and to provide a coordination and
facilitation role. It is not in arny way to take over their role but to provide the sort of support
they want. The member for Collie says that they could do okay by themselves.

Dr Turnbull: If they were given the money they could.

Mr D.L. SMITH: If that is the case, why did the Bridgetown, Nannup and Collie Shires
object to the notion of the offices in those towns being closed? Because they know the South
West Development Authority has been the vehicle of enormous development in their areas.
One has only to listen to other members opposite who do not live in the south west to know
they see the South West Development Authority as being so successful that they constantly
talk about what the member for Mandurah has mentioned; that is, pork-barrelling of
Government in the south west. I rind it strange that somebody who represents an electorate
like Mandurah should criticise development in his area on the basis that it is pork-barrelling.
I have always adopted the position as a local member that I chase all possible and
conceivable Government expenditure for my electorate. If the Government chooses to spend
that money [ do not talk about pork-barrelling, I talk about what it has not done.

Mr Nicholls: What project in Mandurah have I suggested was pork -barrelling? I suggested
that the reason local government does not want the offices closed is that they see this as a
good way to get funds they cannot otherwise get.

Mr D.L. SMITH: The member for Mandurab mentioned the $50 000 for the city
celebrations. I can assure him that the money will be given to Bunbuiy for its celebrations
and not to the South West Development Authority to spend but merely to pass on to the City
of Mandurah for that city's celebrations.

Mr Nicholls: That is not the way you answered a question I directed to you. You said it was
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in conjunction with community and local authorities but the SWDA would spend it. That
suggested to me that the SWDA was holding the purse swrings,
Mr [XL. SMITH: It is not holding the purse strings. The shire will spenid the money on the
basis of projects it puts to the authority.

Mr Nicholls: So that money will be available to MVT;rdurah. Town Council to spend on
projects it puts to the SWDA?

Mr D.L. SMITH: Yes.

Mr Nicholls: I think that is good.

Mr D.L. SMITH: Ina relation to the Press release mentioned, I will look at its origins and find
the statement on which it was based and convey that finding to the member for Mandurah.

Mr Nicholls: If it is false, will you take steps to clarify that? It is very serious.

Mr DL. SMITH: It is not false in this sense: Thbe officers of the authority are available to
the member, and to every member opposite. If members do not get the information or
cooperation they are seeking, I hope they will let me know.

Mr Nicholls: You stated you gave that undertaking in Parliament.

Mr Taylor: Let your members get on with the other Divisions.

Mr D.L. SMITH: I do not want to occupy the timne of the Chamber and prevent members
opposite from dwelling on other Divisions which have yet to be debated. It is a great pity
that members opposite raise the issues in the way they do, and then do not give one the
opportunity to respond in detail.

Mr Nicholls: Hang on!

Mr Clarko: You are not in charge of the car.

Several members interjected.

Mr D.L. SMITH: In relation to the 10 o'clock time limit on this Budget, I am in charge of
the car and I want to ensure that some time is spent on the remaining three Divisions.

Division 83 put and passed.

Division 84: Police, $240 486 000 -

Mr GRAYDEN: I am concerned about the facilities available for contacting the police in
emergencies. There has been an upsurge of crime in the metropolitan area over the last few
years, and there are various reasons for that. I recently had occasion to ask the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services questions in regard to the crime situation in South Perth, and
he gave two extremely illuminating answers. He said that on 10 October last, 10 offences
involving theft from or damage to motor vehicles were reported from the Mill Point area. He
then said that during the past 10) weeks the South Perth police had succeeded in arresting 30
individuals for a range of offences, including stealing, damage, theft from motor vehicles and
breaking and entering. That was an extraordinary number of people to be arrested in the
space of a few weeks in a limited pant of the metropolitan area. The fact that the police were
able to make so many arrests in South Perth is extraordinarily reassuring, and I congratulate
them on their achievement.

Mr Taylor: As the member might be aware, a special investigation was set up to deal with
those problems in South Perth, and the task force was quite successful.

Mr GRAYDEN: I appreciate the task force's effort; it was outstanding, and it is very
reassuring for the residents.

The existing facilities to enable people to contact the police in emergencies are quite
inadequate. The other day a constituent who lives in Ednab Street, Como, contacted me. He
was awakened by a noise outside at 2.00 o'clock in the morning. He looked out and saw an
extraordinarily expensive car with four teenagers in and around it. They were making quite a
noise. He watched them for a while. He thought he would go out, but changed his mind on
the basis that it would be far better to telephone the police and have them come out to
apprehend the individuals. He went to the back of the house - he did flat put the light on
because he thought that might alert them - and looked up the telephone book. H~e found the
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number on the front page, where emergency numbers are listed. The 000 number is only for
life threatening emergencies, and the book refers the person looking up the number to another
page. He turned to that page. He had difficulty establishing the number. H-e rang
Neighbourhood Watch, which did not answer. He rang the local police station, which did not
answer. Eventually he rang police headquarters, and was asked to hold on while he was put
through to commnunications. He was at the back of the house striking matches because he did
not want to put on the light and alert the people outside. He hung on for quite a long time,
and then the phone went dead. He went to the front of the house arid found the individuals
still there. While debating what to do next, the four ran off. He debated whether to ring the
police again, but after a timne one youth came back, got into the car and drove off.

When he mentioned this story to me [ looked at the telephone directoqry. On the second page
is the 000 number for fire, police and ambulance in an emergency. As I mentioned, that
number is to be used only in cases of life threatening emergencies. He did niot want to
occupy that phone in case somebody was calling an ambulance or reporting a fire. Under the
000 number we have, "All Other Emergencies page 35". A person confronted with an
emergency must page through the telephone directory until he reaches page 35. On page 35
we have 'For life-threatening emergencies call Fire, Police, Amrbulance 000". Then we have
to look through heading after heading like, "Alcohol & Drug Information Service", "Crisis
Care", "Medic Alert Emergencies", "Message Home", "Coastwatch", "Drug Intelligence
Reporting", "Electricity Faults", "Gas Faults", "Natural Gas Pipeline Emergencies",
"Hospitals". Several hospitals are listed. We have "Interpreter Service", "RSPCA", "Natural
Disasters" before we reach "Police". Under that heading it says, "See 'WA Govt' Section".

Here we have an individual operating in the dark with four young people outside in a stolen
car. He does' not put a light on because he does not want to alert them. We go to the WA
Government section. Even in a reasonable light, I would defy most people to be able to read
that. Under "Police" is "See suburban police stations". We look through probably 40
different police stations and come to South Perth, but one would need a magnifying glass to
read the entry. As it happens, he rang the South Perth Police Station, but it was not occupied.

Mr Taylor: Point taken: that is not good enough. Because of that sort of problem, this year
the police have put on the back of all police cars and police vehicles. "For a police call ring
222 1111 ". We are trying to get that message through. I accept the point you raised, it is a
fair one, and I shall make certain that in the next telephone directory we make that point very
clearly indeed.

Mr GRAYDEN: I greatly appreciate that commitment.

Mr Taylor: In fact I would not mind a copy of that when you have finished.

Mr GRAYDEN: I would suggest that on the front page of the telephone directory, under
"Fire, Police, Ambulance", where we see, "All Other Emergencies see page 35", we should
put the number mentioned by the Minister so that people can ring it immediately. It is very
important that that number become a household word and that when people make a call they
are not referred to some other department. The police should take the call and then follow it
up because on the occasion I have cited the person got through to police headquarters but was
told, "We will put you through to commuunications", then they hung up. While he was
waiting the police siren sounded and the youths ran off, and it was only later that one camne
back. I am not critical of the police, but this is a situation which has obtained for a long time.
If the Minister could do something along the lines I have suggested, the public would be
greatly assisted.

Mr Taylor: I wil take up that issue, but I must add that we are trying to get that message
across with advertisements on the back of police cars - that is, that if people have a problem
they should ring 222 1111.
Mr GRAYDEN: I wanted to raise another matter, but I understand this debate must end at
10.00 pmn and other people wish to speak so I will conclude my remarks.
Mr STRICKLAND: I notice that the allocation for the Minister's Office has increased by
about 20 per cent and that the provision for Corporate Services has increased by $ 1.6 million
this year. The allocation for Contingencies, Corporate Services has received a huge increase
of $3.5 million - a increase of about 35 per cent - and the Maintenance Services allocation has
risen by 25 per cent. On the other hand, the allocation for Support Services has
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decreased by $L.8 million and public relations - an area in which I thought expenditure might
increase - has suffered a 75 per cent reduction in allocation. In view of the proposed
campaign for random breath testing, F askc the Minister where the extra money will come from
to inform the public about that campaign. The amounts allocated for Traffic Services and
State Emergency Service have fallen away and I understand there is concern on the part of
volunteers in the State Emergency Service over the support they are gettLing.

Mr TAYLOR: The increase in allocation for the Minister's Office is due to the additional
responsibilities of Conservation and Waterways being placed with me, which require
additional staff. The reason for the major increase in the Corporate Services allocation is a
big increase in the computer allocation of about $2.4 million. We have had a major upgrade
of the mainframe in the department, which will be of enormous benefit to a whole range of
services in the department. The overall cost of that upgrade will be about $5 million, to be
spread over this year and next, and this new facility will have a major impact on police
services.

As for maintenance, I have notes only in relation to items 1, 3, 4, and .5. In relation to the
upgrade, because of the very big increase in the size of the Police Force we have had to
provide the services to go with that and naturally that includes greater maintenance
expenditures. It is not stimply a matter of costs being incurred for extra police officers, bur
also the cost of the other services that go with that. In the past year or so we have increased
the size of the Police Force by nearly 500 officers, which is a substantial increase.

Mr Clarko: But not up to your promrise.

Mr TAYLOR: In fact it is well past our promise. We said initially chat we would provide an
additional 1 000 police officers over three years, yet in the space of just over a year we have
increased the force by nearly 500; that is a net gain. To answer the member for Marmion,
that means that over a period of four years we will have taken on 1 000 additional police
officers. Even though some people see that quite cynically as breaking our promise to
provide them over three years, the Police Force requested that we provide them over four
years because otherwise, at the end of three years we would have had nearly one-third of the
entire Police force on probation, as police officers serve a two yea probationary period. It
seemed to senior police officers that that would be too many young officers for the force to
cope with and they wanted to slow down the intake a little. Of course, we were more than
happy to do that.

Most of the reduction in the Support Services allocation is due to in-house transfers where we
have considered that some matters should go to other portfolios rather than remain under
Support Services. More than $1 million can be accounted for in that way; that is, it is due to
a changing around in an accounting sense. Another factor is a reduced allocation to the
electronics branch of the department because it was considered that some of the things it had
asked for and received in previous years did not require funding this year.
Most of the decrease in Public Relations is associated with the crime prevention campaign,
where we had a substantial budget to make the public aware of what we were trying to do
with the Beat Crime campaign. That campaign continues but as people are already aware of
it, it does not require the same level of fumnding this year. Another factor is that the State
Government Insurance Commission's contribution for Neighbourhood Watch of $100 000,
while still being received, no longer forms part of the Police budget.

I refer now to the State Emergency Service. I am aware of the concerns raised by the
member for Scarborough. The reason for the reduction is that in 1988-89 expenditure on
vehicle purchase and replacement was about $637 000, much of which related to four-wheel
drive vehicles, where we had a policy of replacing them after so many thousand kilometres or
so many years - I think three or four years. However, in the case of the State Emergency
Service many of those four-wheel drive vehicles - certainly the Toyota Landcruisers and so
on - can go for 10 or 12 years before replacement as they do not do manty kidometres each
year. We have told the State Emergency Service that rather than continue with the standard
Government replacement policy it would have a separate replacement policy:, so the funds are
still there. At a recent meeting of the volunteer advisory council I pointed that out to them,
and that Commuonwealth funds will be available to provide boots and uniforms if people
require them.
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As to random breath resting, Dr Ian Smith has pointed out that we need those funds, and we
will make them available. Some of the funds will come from the Police budget but 1 will
make certain we are able to run that campaign. Dr Smith has said one of the most important
points in relation to the campaign is having it say to people, "Don't drink and drive." The
police will have to fund a good deal our of their budget for that campaign.
Division 84 put and passed.
Diviin 85: Bush Fires Board, $2 623 000 - put and passed.
Division 86: Conservation and Land Managemnent, $100 841 000 -
Mr MINSON: I refer, Firstly, in a philosophicot way to the Department of Conservation and
Land Management. Some areas in the Government of this State should 'be beyond politics;
conservation and land management and the management of the environment form one of
those areas. It is a disappointment to me that the Leader of the House on at least two
occasions this year has chosen to misrepresent me, and in a somewhat mischievous way tried
to ridicule that belief. We should concentrate on achieving that aim in ibis area because the
long term effects of any decisions will impact on the environment and our resources. The
management. of our land, resources and the environment should be depoliticised for several
reasons.

Firstly, the policies for governing these areas should be ongoing because they are different
from areas such as education or social services where a change of Government can bring a
swift change in approach. The areas to which I refer can only be altered over a long time and
the mistakes which occur can only be corrected over a long rime.
Secondly, policies in this regard should be very hard headed,' and should not be subject to
extreme pressure groups. At the moment the environment, and conservation and land
management, have become political pawns and the danger is that in marginal electorates
extreme pressure groups can have an inordinate say in these matters.
Thirdly, by depoliticisig these areas we would stop the absurd and often ill-advised
politicking, which often takes on a gimrnicky appearance. This has happened on the Federal
scene where we have witnessed a virtual auction sale of trees. Someone mentioned 10
million trees, one of our members mentioned 100 million and the Prime Minister raised the
figure to I billion trees to be planted in 10 years. That represents something like 11 500 trees
per hour, planting day and night, until the turn of the century. If we take into account the
limited time during which trees can be planted, and the fact that half of the time is in the dark,
I calculate that we will have to plant well in excess of 100 000 trees per hour in the next 10
years. So we will have to make a move quickly.

The Minister is aware of my views on conservation and land management and the
environment, hence my conciliatory attitude in these areas. I know that privately the Minister
has a lot of sympathy for my views, even though he has not publicly said so. I thank the
Minister for making available his officers and the facilities of the Department of
Conservation and Land Management. This would not have occurred under the previous
Minister. It is a small step in the right direction, but at least it is a beginning.

The Department of Conservation and Land Management is staffed by some very well trained,
well intentioned, and professional people, particularly in its upper echelons. The department
now controls some 17 million hectares in this State. Therefore, combined with the State
Planning Commission, the department now impinges upon the lives of a great number of
people in this State. It is fair to say that city people do not feel the effects of those two
powerful departments. Because CALM controls so much land, it is now time for that
department to turn its attention ta becoming a good neighbour because it is gaining more and
more neighbours throughout the State. The department is responsible for several matters, one
being to protect the environment, and to conserve and manage sensibly our precious
resources. It has sought to do that in an economic way to protect public funds. That is very
laudable. However, the department ought not to lose sight of the fact that it has a further
responsibility; that is, to become a good neighbour. Int some areas it is in danger of becoming
a bad neighbour.

I bring to the Minister's notice the following points: Firstly, I should mention the access by
shire councils to our gravel reserves. That has been a bone of contention for some time and
although some conciliatory moves have been made I understand from many shires in the
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south west that the situation is not greatly improved. Secondly, CALM is not responsible for
the building or maintenance of fences where its land adjoins pastoral and fanming land.
Furthermore, it does not seem always to take a great deal of interest in maintainin~g fire
breaks even though that is a shire requirement. Perhaps the time is right for CALM to take a
more active role in the building of fences and in the sharing of the cost of maintenance of
them; it is a very big cost to land holders whose land adjoins CALM areas. Thirdly, I should
mention the problem of straying stock. I am very concerned that a Hill before this place will
provide for all unbranded cattle on CALM land to be deemed to be the property of the
Crown. Bearing in mind that CALM has large tracts of land adjoining pastoral areas where
stampeding stock and wildlife, such as kangaroos and emnus, destroy fences the ramifications
will be dramatic for pastoralists and farmers. Also, in its zeal to protect land, perhaps CALM
has lost sight of the fact that the areas under its control should be readily accessible to the
public and that more camping areas should be made available.

The Department of Conservation and Land Management should become a good neighbour in
the Mackerel Island issue. Among the islands in the Onslow region tourist development has
taken place and a group which has become active in the area found itself with three huge
storage tanks and a ship loading facility 100 metres away. The Mackerel Island settlement
could have been shifted to an island close by but permission was refused by CALM. Because
there are thousands of islands in the area, an exception could have been made in that situation
and the Mackerel Island development could have been shifted.

I am concerned about the growth of CALM, especially in conjunction with the State Planning
Commission. Perhaps the department is losing sight of how powerful it has became. The
danger is that it will develop into a very inflexible and dictatorial organisation with a Big
Brother image. I believe it should examine itself and not allow that to happen because if it
does the right thing it will go down in history as being one of the more successful, positive
and useful departments of the Public Service.

Mr TAYLOR: I am aware of the controversy over access to gravel reserves particularly for
local authorities in the south west and also in some areas of the south coast of the State. We
have taken a fairly firm line on this matter. It is not necessarily so, as some people have
pointed out, that the best gravel reserves are close to roads so that people can easily get at
them. I am determined that, if access is given to gravel reserves, they must be treated
properly. We have to be firm about rehabilitation and point out to local authorities that they
do not have automatic access to gravel reserves in State forests or anywhere else. They have
to convince the department that the only reserve from which they can obtain their gravel is
from a reserve rather than from vacant Crown land. If it means that they have to travel a bit
further, so be it. Even though it is a firm policy, the rules are becoming clear to local
authorities. I have had a great deal of correspondence on these issues and we have tried to
resolve them wherever we can.
I am happy to point out to the department the member for Greenough's commuents on fences
and firebreaks. In relation to firebreaks, I would be upset if CALM were not doing its job.
More often than not, I receive correspondence stating that CALM goes over the top and
makes firebreaks coo wide.
Mr House: That is what happened in the Stirling Range.

Mr TAYLOR: I have had a lot of correspondence in relation to the Stirling Range, and it is
hard to knock back what the department is trying to do there. I am surprised that the farmers
around the Stirling Range feel so strongly about that firebreak. I thought they would be
pleased to see a firebreak cut because it gives them some security.
Mr House: People on the northern side are not in much danger and of course are far less
vocal than people on the southern side where a fire may come out because of the west wind.
Mr TAYLOR: That makes sense. I could not tie those issues together. It seemed to me there
was a real fire risk in those areas. Even though people point out that there have been only a
couple of major fires in that area in a decade or more, it takes only one big fire to cause an
enormous amount of damage. If CALM officers are not doing their jobs on Firebreaks I
would be surprised.

Strange stock, and particularly unbranded stock, has always been a contentious issue. If it is
good enough for CALM officers to claim unbranded stock, it is good enough for anybody
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else to claim it. It is hard to point out that the stock belongs to someone else when it does not
have a brand on it. I do not know how we overcome that problem. Accessibility for camping
is an issue about which I feel very strongly. I am concerned to see that all areas of the State,
particularly national parks and wilderness areas, are open to ordinry people for camping. I
do not see why areas should be accessible only to fit and strong 25-year-olds who are able to
climb Mt Everest. Some people believe that only strong and fit backpackers should be able
to get into some areas. I do not agree. People appreciate national parks and we have to make
sure that those parks are accessible to l0-year-olds as well as 95-year-olds. If that means
making more camping areas available, so be it. CALM is doing that and has opened up some
great camping areas in the south of the State as well as the north of the State.

The member for Greenough was quite right about the nature of the department. It now has a
budget of $ 100 million. it is one of the bigger Governiment departments and has strong
powers which should be used wisely. As I travel around the State and meet officers, Ifind
that they are delightful people who care about their jobs and who work enormous numbers of
hours. However, there is always a feeling in the community that CALM is a little autocratic
as it sets the rules. I pointed that out at a meeting of senior officers a few weeks ago in no
uncertain terms and I think I hurt a few people. More often than not in society today, the
majority is measured against what the minority does. The same applies to CALM. CALM
has to be seen as a manager on behalf of the community and not as a body setting rules.
Division 86 put and passed.

Divisions 87 to 94: Kings Park Board, $2 758 000; Waterways Commission, $2 725 000;
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, $11 917 000; Office or Industrial Relations,
$4 907 000; Industrial Rela;tions Commission, $4 679 000; Employment and Training.
$20 232 000; Health, $1091351000; Authority for Intellectually Hiandicapped Persons,
$69 754 000 - put and passed.

Division 95: Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority. v $10 300000 -
Mr COURT: I take this opportunity not to debate the Division but to indicate that an
arrangement was finally reached to complete debate on the Estimates at 10 o'clock this
evening. The Opposition believes that items in the Budget should be fully debated and it is of
some concern that a major area such as health, which accounts for one quarter of the total
expenditure of the Budget, should pass through so quickly. Government members may feel
this is a long debate, but it is very important that the Opposition have an opportunity to
discuss what is happening in the various departments. It is with tremendous reluctance that
the Opposition watches these items go through without proper debate. I hope that members
will raise issues relating to health which they have not been able to deal with in this debate
during the debate on the Loan Bill.

Mr HOUSE: The record will show that this Parliament passed a large section of this year's
allocation in the Budget without any debate. The National Party, with the Liberal Party and
the Government. in order to achieve some time management agreed that this debate would be
completed by a certain time. It must be admitted that the Leader of the House has extended
that time by a couple of hours. The record should indicate that these items were not
discussed for the reasons stated. I was under the impression that a gag motion would be
moved at the appropriate time, and I did not realise the Divisions would be passed
individually, as has happened. That was my misunderstanding. I agree with the comment of
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition that we have now approved approximately one quarter
of the total Budget without any debate. I hope the Government will accept the proposal made
by the National Party when the gag motion was debated last week that discussions be held
between the Government and members of the Opposition parties in the next few months to
make arrangements for the proper management of debate on next year's Budget in this
Chamber.
Mr PARKER: I understand the need for the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and the Deputy
Leader of the National Party to make their positions on this question clear, and I have no
objection to their making it clear that it was not through lack of desire that they did not debate
the items we have rather rapidly whizzed through.

Firstly, in response to the Deputy Leader of the National Parry I accept, and I know the
Leader of the House accepts - and this does not apply just to this year or this Government
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but the whole process of debating the Budget - that there must be a better way of handling it.
The Leader of the House has had extensive discussions with various people in this Chamber
about a better way of handling this matter in future. I am sure there is a better way and if
everyone is sensible we can reach agreement on that for the future.
Secondly, given that it has now been known for some considerable time that the whole debate
on the Estimates would be concluded at this stage, it has been in the hands of members
opposite as to what debate would take place. Some matters of far less significance than the
25 per cent of the Budget referred to have been extensively debated to the exclusion of these
matters. It is very much in the hands of members of this Chamber, although it may not
produce an ideal result and the process is the basic problem. It is not a question of lack of
time, because whatever time is allowed the speeches fill in the available time. That is the real
problem.
Substantial issues need to be examined and they will be. I accept the dissatisfaction with the
process but, as both members who spoke acknowledge, the Government has been very
tolerant given the understandings reached last week. We can now move on and debate the
other issues on the Notice Paper which the Opposition wishes to debate, and I hope members
opposite will recognise that the Government has tried to give absolute certainty to the debate.
Last year criticism was made that some Ministers were not available; they were certainly
available this year and have been in the Chamber to answer questions. Some of the earlier
criticisms made are no longer valid, but the process needs review and it will be, and is being,
reviewed.
Division 95 put and passed.
Schedule I put and passed.

Schedule 2 -
Mr MacKINTNON: I move -

Page 9, That the item under Pant 4 of the Schedule - Attorney General, Minister for
Budget Management, and Corrective Services - Miscellaneous Services - Other State
Services - Rothwells Limited (Provisional Liquidators Appointed) Indemnity and
Associated Expenses - $22 539 415.07 be deleted.

During the Committee stage on the matters just completed the Opposition moved to delete the
budgeted payments allocated for two items, the first for Rothwells Ltd and the other for WA
Government Holdings Ltd. I have moved to delete the retrospective payments made to
Rothwells, provision for which is sought in this legislation. I will not weary the Chamber
with a long explanation of this matter because it was well aired at an earlier stage. First, as I
have said previously, there has never been parliamentary approval for the Government's
support of Rothwells. The Opposition has never approved of that support; it does not intend
to start now. This is the first time we have had the opportunity in this debate of authorising
that expenditure. What is probably worse than the budgeted expenditure of $200 000 is that
it is a retrospective endorsement; we will not support that. We are not convinced that there
was any legislative authority for this payment. In fact, if we look at the letter from the fonmer
Premier, Mr Burke. dated 26 October 1987, to which I referred earlier, it indicates clearly that
it is merely an indemnity, as the statements in the Treasurer's annual report indicate. It was a
transaction entered into in haste and was shrouded in secrecy. The Government told the
people of Western Australia nothing about the huge risk of loss that was involved. The
Government should have protected the taxpayers by virtue of the Government's appointment
of its own man, Tony Lloyd, and the board; rather, at the end of the day it ensured the
taxpayers of Western Australia would face a huge cost. It was not a transaction that ensured
that the State would be saved - as was claimed at the time - from a calamitous business
collapse. It was not a transaction which ensured that the person who had the most to lose, Mr
Connell, pledged everything he owned in support of the transaction.
The Opposition has never supported this transaction, and never will. It was wrong from the
beginning, and once a wrong decision has been made - as this Government has now found
out, to the cost of the taxpayers - it cannot be put right by making another wrong decision. I
urge members to support the motion.
Mr COURT: The whole question of the Government's involvement in the Rothwells rescue
has been debated at some length in this Chamber, but I still find it staggering that the
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Rothwells saga has actually -occurred in this State. The more I read about it, and the more
infonmation that comes out from day to day, the more staggering the whole saga becomes. I
find it difficult to believe that a Government would go to such extraordinary lengths as has
this Government to try to cover up this debacle. The Government originally comm-itted
$150 million, which I thought was a lot of money; it then stanted to get further involved to
cover up the problems it was having with the deal. The Rothwells debacle will continue to
have an airing for many years to come, both inside this Parliament and in the courts of this
country, because there are now many legal actions which have been taken by the different
players involved, and I believe chat through many of these court actions a great deal of
infornation will come out that we do not yet know about.
Prom day one, we in the Opposition smelt a rat as to what was taking place in this exercise.
It was literally day one when we had to make the first hard decision in relation to this rescue.
I believe that on the limited information available to us we made a correct decision, and did
not allow ourselves to be talked into what the Government was then keen for us to support.
The money deal, the guarantee, the indemnity - whatever one wants to call it - has never had
the approval of this Parliament. If the Goverrnent was ever going to get involved in the
Rochwells deal, it should have introduced into the Parliament a separate Bill to appropriate
the necessary funds. Instead, we have this scandalous situation, which makes a complete
mockery of our parliamentary system, where the money has already been spent; then,
retrospectively and belatedly, the Government comes into this Parliament and tries to tack
onto this Budget Bill the approval for that expenditure. That is a despicable way to treat the
operations of this Parliament. The only proper action to take is to not support the payment of
this money.

Mr COWAN: The National Party supports the amendment moved by the Leader of the
Opposition. The reasons have been clearly stated; they deserve to be repeated, and I am sure
they will be stared again during the third reading debate. The Appropriation (Consolidated
Revenue Fund) Bill should really be dealing only with the ordinary annual services of
Government. Under no circumstances can this payment be construed to be part of the
ordinary annual services of Government, notwithstanding the fact that the Treasurer has made
it very clear to me that he is in possession of an opinion delivered by his namesake, the
Solicitor General, Mr Parker.

Mr Parker: He is a namesake, but not a relative.

Mr COWAN: The opinion says that the ordinary annual services of Government can be
interpreted very widely indeed, and that there is no question that such an appropriation can be
contained in a Bil of this nature. That is something I dispute, and something I would like to
take up during the third reading, but at this stage I make it very clear that the National Party
supports the amendment.
Mr PARKER: The Government rejects this amendment, and the nations which are behind it.
If it is being suggested that no Government commitments to payment for any subject at all
should be entered into without the prior authority of this Chamber or the Parliament, the
position would be that the business of the State would very quickly grind to a halt.
Mr Macinnon: It has to have some legislative support.

Mr PARKER: I will come to that. T'he truth of the matter is that there is a range of matters
with which the Government becomes involved day in and day out, and about which it has to
make decisions without parliamentary support. I know that members opposite complain
vigorously about the prominence we give to this issue, and I know that they do not like
hearing about it, but the fact is that the biggest single liability ever entered into by the State
was that entered into by the State Energy Commission, on behalf of the State, and by the
Treasurer of the day, backing up the State Energy Commission, for the North West Shelf
project.

Mr Mensaros: Based on the SEC WA Act.

Mr PARKER: Yes. There is no doubt in our mind about the constitutional and legislative
authority that the Government had for these commnitments. The question is whether they
were supported by the Parliament. That is the issue that was raised by the Leader of the
National Party; it was also the issue raised by the Leader of the Opposition and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. But, according to the Leader of the Opposition, this Parliament
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was never specifically asked for an appropriation to meet the Rothwells guarantee until
tonight. It may be that this is the first time an Appropriation Bill has sought that, but I
remind the Commn-ittee, firstly, that at the time the decision was made, despite the opposition
of the Liberal Party, the Government did seek and obtain from this Chamber a motion of
support for what it had done.

Mr Macinnon: From one House - that is a pathetic excuse.

Mr PARKER: I am not giving it as an excuse because I do not believe that it is even
particularly relevant. In my view there has never been any constitutional doubt, and there is
no constitutional doubt now, that Goverrnents have the authority to enter into commitments
on behalf of the State using the constitutional authority as their authority, and to incur
expenditure and liability on behalf of the State without specific legislative appropriation by
this Chamber.

The very furst occasion on which this Chamber had the opportunity to decide whether it
should subsidise the State Energy Commission in relation to the North West Shelf project
was when an Appropriation Bill brought by this Government to this Chamber appropriated
funds out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund to pay those funds to the State Energy
Commission to assist it in meeting the bills incurred by the North West Shelf project
payment. Prior to that Appropriation Bill coming to this Chamber no attempt had ever been
made to obtain the authority of this Chamber or this Parliament for those expenses incurred;
that was the first occasion. It was not challenged at the time and [ do not think it should have
been challenged.
Mr Macinnon: You are agreeing with me.

Mr PARKER: I am not agreeing with the Leader of the Opposition at all. I am simply
saying that the hypocrisy of the Opposition in suggesting that suddenly, on two interrelated
issues alone, the Chamber should have been asked for its authority to appropriate funds
before the final Appropriation Bill came before the Chamber is simply nonsensical and, if
applied, would apply to a whole host of decisions which the Government has made and
frequently mates from tbine to time. What is the appropriation authority that exists every
time a new head under the Miscellaneous item is established, where it is, for example, a
donation to some Lord Mayor's appeal or to the various charitable bodies that come to the
Government from time to time seeking donations? What authority has the Appropriation B ill
ever given to those? It never has. What authority has the Appropriation Bill given in
advance to the whole host of grants and payments that are made by just about every
department and statutory authority in the State? What about the ex gratia payments that are
made from time to time? On what basis are they made?

The important thing is that the Governiment acted on the advice that it received from its own
officers and from lawyers both within and outside Government in relation to the legal validity
of what it was doing, and at all times the Government had advice available to it and continues
to have advice, and that advice maintains the position that what the Government did -
whether members opposite agree with it or not, and whether it was right or wrong - had legal
validity. There is no doubt in my mind that the Government had the legal power and the
legal authority to do exactly what it did do; that is without doubt. The only issue is that on
these particular issues the Opposition wishes to say that the Government should have got the
appropriation from the Parliament beforehand. Why on these issues and not on others? The
only answer is that the Opposition disagrees with these issues.
As the Leader of the National Party said, we do have recent advice on the issue that he raised
earlier in the session - in August, [ think - as to the constitutional validity of what we are
proposing to do. I am aware there are two questions. The first is the constitutional question
about whether these things are valid to have been done and to be done now. I state
unequivocally that the constitutional and legal validity of what we have done stands up
absolutely. The second question, and this is the question raised most clearly and articulated
in that way by the Leader of the National Party, is a political question as to whether the
Chamber, whether it is valid or not, wants to do it. It is valid for members of this Chamber -
which is a Chamber vested by the Constitution with the right to amend the Appropriation
Bills - to seek to change the Appropriation Bills. Of course, I oppose it and the Government
opposes it, and I hope and expect that in the ultimate these moves will be defeated, but at
least it is a legitimate role for members of this Chamber to raise and seek a change to the
Budget. That is clearly in the Constitution.
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I know no-one has referred to this prospect in the debate tonight but it has been referred to in
the Press: It would be a subversion of the Constitution to suggest that the other place - which
quite clearly is not only not vested with the power to amend the Appropriation Bills but is
specifically dc-vested of that power - should find some roundabout way to seek to give itself
the power to amend. It might say, 'We are not actually amending, we are just requesting an
amendment", but the requesting of and the insisting upon an amendment to the Budget is
tantamount to making an amendment. There is no real distinction between actually making
an amendment and insisting that an amendment be made before the Bill is passed. There is
no substantial difference between the Chamber's actually amending something which it is
quite clearly not entitled to do and insisting on an amendment in another place before it
passes a measure.
The Government, having acted legally and constitutionally, having brought the Budget to this
Chamber, which is the Chamber solely vested with the power to determine what is and what
is not in that Budget, states unequivocally to this Chamber that we believe this Budget should
and will be passed in its entirety. We will insist upon that because the Constitution quite
clearly states that it is this Chamber that determines what is in the Budget, not the other
Chamber. That is a position that I, certainly, will maintain, and it is the position of the
Government. We reject absolutely this move to reject the allocation. it is not true to say that
the Government acted on the advice either, as was suggested by the Leader of the Opposition
this evening, that it did not have the authority to act; or, as was suggested by the member for
Cottesloe in the debate at an earlier time, that in fact we did not need to make the payments.
Our advice was both that we had the authority and the requirement to make these payments,
and the payment which is the subject of the amendment moved by the Leader of the
Opposition.
The Government and this Chamber should and must determine to reject this amendment.

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (23)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Grayden Wr Mensaros Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr House Mr Mfinson My Fred Tubby
Mr Clarko Mr Kierath Mr Nicholls Dr Tunbull
Mr Cowrt Mr Lewvis MrOmodei Mr Wiese
Mvr Cowan Mvr Macinnon Mr Shave M/r Blike (Teller;
Mrs Edwardes Mr McNee Mr Strickland

Nces (27)
Dr Alexander Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Taylor
Mrs Beggs Mr Graham Mr Parker Mr Thomas
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mr Can Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Watkins
Mr Catani a Mr Cordon Hill Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Mr Cunninghamn Mr Kobelke Mr D.L. Smith Mrs Buchana= (Teller)
M~r Peter Dowding M~r Leahy Mr PdJ. Smith

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Mr Hassell Dr Lawrence
Mr Watt Dr Watson

Amendment thus negatived.

Mr MacKINNON: I move -

Page 9, That the item under Part 4 of the Schedule - Attorney-General. Minister for
Budget Management and Corrective Services - Miscellaneous Services - Other State
Services - Western Australian Government Holdings Limited - $38 838 602.76 be
deleted.

As indicated, the Opposition's aim is to delete the retrospective aspects of the payment
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debated earlier. I wish to comment on two paints made by the Treasurer. He said that the
Legislative Council could not request an amendment because it was in effect imposing an
amendment on this place. That is the strangest load of gobbledygook I have ever heard. The
Minister knows - because he, the Premier and Leader of the House in the other place have
been studying this aspect of the Legislative Council's powers for the past two or three
months - that the Legislative Council, firstly, has the power to reject the Budget if it wishes to
do so;, secondly, it has the power to request an amendment and that request comes back to this
place. The Treasurer has quite rightly said that it is up to this place to determine whether it
accepts that request. If the Assembly rejects the request, it sends it back to the Legislative
Council.

Secondly, the Treasurer indicated that there was nothing wrong regarding the events
surrounding the Rothwells guarantee, the letter of indemnity, or a suret which had been
issued; that it was legal even if there was no Act of Parliament being introduced. That was
the impression the Treasurer was tryig to give. Why then are we having this debate today?
Why is the allocation in the Budget? The reason is that without this legislation there is no
authority for that to occur. As the member for Floreat would indicate, it is arguable that in
other circumstances legislation provides guarantees or the endorsement of payments: it will
automatically come out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund. That is not the case with the
Rothwells payment because there is no authority for that until this matter passes Parliament.

The DEPUT CHAIRMAN (Mr Donovan): Order! There is no proper order in the Leader
of the Opposition's debating the Rothwells amendment; that amendment has been voted on
and lost. We are now debating the amendment in relation to WA Government Holdings Ltd.

Mr MacKIN4NON: Thank you for your tolerance, Mr Deputy Chairman. The amendment
relates to the petrochemical plant, which was merely an extension of the Rothwells guarantee,
While the PICL arrangement may have been under some other legislative authority, no doubt
it was an extension of the Rothwells issue. The payments being debated have been shrouded
in deceit and dishonesty, with millions of dollars lost; and Parliament has been treated with
contempt. All of those claims are still tine. There has been no quantification of the loss
incurred as a consequence of the failure of the petrochemical industry project and its
liquidation.

The Leader of the National Party moved last week for clarification of those losses and asked
whether they would be recovered. Hie also asked whether they should be funded. We still
have the deceit, the dishonesty and the contempt, but no benefit to the State. An explanation
has not been forthcoming about the guarantees, but we are being asked for the first time to
approve something and we do not know the total cost of it. We are being asked to endorse
the PICL project and its losses. We still do not know, despite the Treasurer's having the
boldness to say in today's The West Australian that he was forced into action, that the
Premier told him to take the rap, to own up to the losses and admit he had made a mistake.
The Premier did not have the gumption to do that, which is a clear indication of the type of
Premier this State has and that his support among the Government back bench and his
ministerial colleagues is dwindling.
Mr Clarko: Which Minister did not speak to the Press?

Mr MacKINNON: A good question.
A clear indication of the type of Premier we have is that he would not take the rap but asked
his deputy to take it. As I said all along, this project has been shrouded in deceit and
dishonesty with the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars of taxpayers' money and
Parliament is still being treated in a contemptuous manner by the Governiment. We will have
no pan of that arrangement. We never have and we will never will.

Mvr COURT: I support the amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. Last week
the Deputy Premier finally said that the Government had made a mistake on the
petrochemical project. That reminded me of a visit I made to petrochemnical plants in the
United States with another Opposition member which the Government was good enough to
arrange. We were in the Bible belt area of the States and, at about 5.30 am, we turned on the
television to see Jimmy Swaggart doing his bit. This was after he had been caught out. He
said that he had sinned and that the church would not forgive him. He said it would not
absolve him from his sins and that he had no option but to forgive himself. The relevance of
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Premier said.

Setting up WA Government Holdings Ltd through the old Northern Mining Corporation was
the beginning of the WA Inc saga. That was one of the first deals done by the key players in
WA Inc. Initially, WA Government Holdings Ltd got involved through one of its
subsidiaries, Buim Corporation. It was involved only in small scandals, but the first scandal
involved a small jewellery company and a few hundred thousand dollars. Eventually WA Inc
moved into the big time with the Government losing hundreds of millions of dollars.

What will happen in the future? How will the Government fund the huge losses it has
admitted to losing? How will the Government pay back the $175 million it borrowed from
the State Government Insurance Commission? One thing I find most remarkable - we have
gone through the petrochemical deal in so much detail - is how quickly it all occurred. The
Government got itself into this deal as part of its attempt to help out Rothwells in a period of
only a few months. It has taken the money from the till and lost it, and now it is tying to get
an appropriation retrospectively to pay the hills. We will not see another example of these
sorts of deals for many decades. There is no way that the taxpayers will ever allow a
Government to be so slaphappy with their funds or to get so far away from the Westminster
system of Parliament, which has been so good to us in ensuring that every dollar of
taxpayers' money is accounted for.

This Government, with its slick propaganda machine, was able to get away with blue murder
for many years. Now it has been brought to account by having to obtain approval for these
funds from the Parliament. It was the liquidator's statements last week that finally put the
nail in the Government's coffin. He said there was no proper explanation of why anyone
would want to pay $400 million for nothing. The public were finally convinced, because the
liquidator is not part of the Opposition or of the Liberal Party; he is a genuine, independent,
professional person investigating that 'deal.

The amount the Government seeks in this allocation is $38 million. However, it will have to
find plenty more to pay back what has been lost.

Mr PARKER: I echo one comment made by the Leader of the Opposition and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition: This matter has been debated in great detail and on many
occasions. It is not my proposal to debate it again except to emphasise the rights of various
Chambers in this matter.

It is interesting that, in his gratuitous comments, the Leader of the Opposition referred to the
solidarity within the Government. It is well known that one leader only in this Chamber is
under threat and that is the Leader of the Opposition. Everybody knows that this is Barry's
last hurrah and that is why these motions have been moved. There is no lack of solidarity on
this side of the House. One leader only is under threat and the members sitting very close to
him are providing that threat. We are dealing with an issue which is part of the Leader of the
Opposition's feeble attempts to bolster his leadership position.
There will be no resiling from what needs to be done to sort out these matters. As the
Premier said earlier this evening and I said last week, despite the best endeavours of the
Opposition to drive wedges, we are united on these matters. There is absolutely no doubt that
we believe the actions we took earlier this year to wind up Petrochemical Industries Ltd
which resulted in these charges appearing in the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund)
Bill were warranted nor is there any reason to suggest that those actions should have been
approved by the Parliament.

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (23)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr House Mr Minsou Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Claxto Mr Kierath Mr Nicholls Dr Turubull
Mr Court Mr Lewis Mr Omodel Mr Wiese
Mr Cowan Mr Macinnon Mr Shave Mr Blaikie (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr McNee Mr Strickland
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Noes (27)
Dr Alexander Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Taylor
Mrs Beggs Mr Graham Mr Parker Mr Thomas
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mr Carr Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Watkins
Mr Catania Mr Gordon H-ill Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Mr, Cunningham Mr Kobelke Mr D.L. Smith Mxs Buchanan (Teller)
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Leahy Mr P.J. Smith

Pairs

Ayes Noes

Mr HasseUl Dr Lawrence
Mr Want Dr Watson

Amendment thus negatived.

Schedule 2 put and passed.
Clauses I1 to put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adapted.

Third Reading
MIR PA R KER (Fremnantle - Treasurer) [ 11. 14 pmJ: I move -

That the Hill be now read a third time.

NMR MacKINNON (Jandakor - Leader of the Opposition) [11. 15 pm]: The Liberal Party
wil oppose the third reading of this Bill. There are three basic reasons that we believe the
present Labor Governiment has forfeited its right to continue as the Government of this State.
Firstly, its avoidance of parliamentary approval in its actions, and we have just debated a
couple of those. Secondly, and this is the understatement of the year, the Government's gross
financial mismanagement. Thirdly, its misleading of the Parliament and the community.

If there is any doubt that the Treasurer has any concerns or knowledge of the feelings of
members on this side of the House, I advise him that every member of my party is
100 per cent behind the move to vote against the third reading of this Bill. It is not a decision
we have made lightly and it has nothing to do with my position. It has everything to do with
my party's distaste, displeasure and abhorrence at the typ of Government of which members
opposite appear to be proud to be a part.
The Government's avoidance of parliamentary approval for its actions is quite clear. At no
time has it come to the Parliament for approval for the huge corrumitnient of the vast sums of
public moneys to which my colleague. the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, referred. The
only time this Parliament has had any opportunity to debate this matter in a legislative sense
was when the Western Australian Petrochemical Industries Authority Bill was before it.
Even then the Government could not help itself; it could not bring itself to tell the Parliament
the real reason that it had introduced the Bill. It said it was to do with the accountability-
legislation. However, what it was about is what the documents lodged in the Supreme Court
show;, that is, providing legislative support for guarantees. We know that the Bill was
defeated and thank goodness it was. How many more millions of dollars would the
Government have committed if the Liberal Party and National Party had passed the Bil at
that time? How many more millions of dollars, in the form of guarantees, would the
Government have committed itself to had the Bill not been discharged?
All we have heard is bleating from the Goverrnent that that would not be the case, but
almost $500 million had been spent on this project. The Treasurer and his colleagues should
remember that this is a parliamentary Government; it is not an Executive Government and the
authority for the Government's actions rest with this Parliament, not with the Premier and not
with the Ministers. The United States of America has an Executive form of Government,
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but importantly it has a mechanism to handle the sort of problems I am referring to and that is
called impeachment. Under the Westminster system of Parliament the only discipline we can
enforce on the Government is via this Parliament. That is the reason we want to voice our
protest at what has become a litany of abuses of the parliamentary process by this
Government.
The Premier and his Ministers have ignored the Parliament amd have used every means at
their disposal to avoid coming before it to seek approval for their actions. They knew that if
they had done that and had explained the facts to the Parliament they probably would not
have received approval. They had many reasons for ensuring that occurred, including several
people in St George's Terrace to whom they owed significant favours. They could not take
that risk and they did not rake it. They abused the parliamentary process and, as a
consequence, we all now know what the result is. We are still paying for it and we have a
Government sitting opposite which is nor prepared, even today, to quantify the full extent and
nature of the losses for which it is responsible.

Of course, subsequent to the February election some of the Government's actions have
become known. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition said that we will probably have to
wait until the court cases proceed next year for all the facts but inevitably, until such time as
we become the Government, there will be a full inquiry in order chat the shroud covering the
mystery which surrounds the majority of actions which have been taken by the Government
is lifted. Several serious questions should be answered by any such inquiry, some of which I
will list. Why did the Premier reject advice to disclose everything about Rothwells to the
Parliament when he became Premier in February 1988? We know he was given that advice -
why did he reject it? Was it because of the debt he owed the former Premier for putting him
into the job in the first place? Why did he not disclose it all at that time?

Why did the Premier and his Government claim not to know the real state of affairs in
Rothwells, even after Tony Lloyd was appointed to the board of Rothwells in October 1987?
All the way through the Government's appointee was a member of the board; why did the
Government not ask Tony Lloyd to find out what was going on? If the Government did ask
him, what did he tell it and when? Why did the Government continue to throw good money
after bad when the true state of affairs in Rothwells was known, as admitted by the Treasurer
last week? Even when the Government knew the state of affairs, it continued to throw good
money after bad. Why did it continue to support the petrochemical project after the Western
Australian Petrochemical Industries Authority Bill was rejected when it had been secretly
advised that the project was unviable without the guarantee the authority could provide?
Why has the former Premier, Brian Burke, not been asked any questions by independent
authorities inquiring into this affair? Perhaps he has been to the Corporate Affairs
Department, but why has he not been before a public inquiry and asked what he knows, what
action he took and when, and what his involvement has been since February 1988? 1 submit
that he has been involved quite a lot.

For what reasons could Rothwells not be allowed to collapse in October 1987? Why in The
West Australian of 28 November is it reported that a man has been charged with 178
additional offences in relation to ramping up of shares in Paragon Resources? The Treasurer
admitted in the Parliament that at the very same time, and I quote from the article -

The support scheme was allegedly designed to keep the price of Paragon shares above
700 between September and November last year.

The State Government Insurance Commuission bought 8.5 million shares during that period,
and what average price did it pay? It paid 680 a share. The person referred to has been
charged with an additional 178 offences; should questions be asked about what the
Government knew about Paragon Resources and who was supporting that program? That is
just part and parcel of the huge number of questions that should be asked. Undoubtedly, as
Colin Jamieson, the former State ALP President, said during the weekend in relation to one
aspect of this whole affair - the latest police inquiry - the only desirable course left open is a
Royal Commuission.
I refer also to the Government's gross financial mismanagement. Nobody can deny that this
State has been managed in a way that has cost Western Australia and the taxpayers dearly.
As I have indicated before, losses in the Rorhwells and PICL arrangement total $467 million,
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with losses in all totalling $800 million. That is not taking into account the huge potential
loss should the Bond Corporation action succeed against the Government; that would involve
a further $225 million. In layman's terms, that is equivalent to $ 1500 for every household in
Western Australia. Every mortgage payment for every person with a mortgage in Western
Australia could be paid for six months with that money. Every Western Australian
households' power bill could be paid for two years with that amount - one would not need to
worry about the kids leaving die lights on, and for two years it would not be necessary to
discipline the children or one's wife for leaving the lights on. Of course, the increases in
financial institutions duty, stamp duty, payroll, fuel and tobacco tax would not be needed in
the Budget.

Finally, the Government has misled Parliament and the public. Perhaps the most serious of
all the charges to be levelled at this Government is the way it has misled the Parliament in a
deliberate attempt to avoid the true nature of its actions becoming known to the electorate
prior to the State election, arid even subsequently. As I said earlier, under all the conventions
of parliamentary democracy, a Minister who has been found to have misled Parliament is
duty bounid to resign. It is a measure of the lack of honour of this Government that Ministers
who have been proved to have misled Parliament time after time have refused to resign.
Under the rules of Cabinet responsibility, Ministers who have discovered that one of their
number has misled Parliament should prevail upon that Minister to resign. If they cannot,
they are duty bound to resign themselves. The Minister for Water Resources, who states he
will look into the matter, is just as culpable as you, Mr Speaker, the Premier and the Attorney
General. All Ministers are jointly and severally liable, having done nothing to put right what
they know is very clearly wrong.

There are countless examples of the deliberate misleading of Parliament by this Government.
I could go through probably 20 but I will refer to only a few tonight. Firstly, the Treasurer's
most infamous statement that -

There is no guarantee, there will be no guarantee; no guarantee was issued by the
former Treasurer; no guarantee was issued by me.

As the newspapers in this State have reported over and over again, that was probably the
most blatant deceit of this Parliament ever witnessed in this State. Secondly, the denial that
the Government had agreed to use taxpayers' funds to make up any deficiencies in the
financial obligations of PICL, on terms that meant the full amount of funds extended would
not be recouped except from the Government's share of the eventual PJCL profits. In reply
to a question in Parliament on 30 March this year the Treasurer said -

I can confirm that the Government will not be providing a guarantee of PICL's
obligations.

Does the Treasurer deny that?

Mr Parker: It is absolutely true.

Mr MacKINNON: The cash deficiency deed signed 10 days before the election on 27
January 1989 and tabled in Parliament on 29 August revealed all those obligations.
Thirdly, the Government claimed that the First Boston Corporation report confirmed that
non-recourse project financing would be available without Government guarantees. We
know that the First Boston report said the money would not be gained without the
Government's support in the form of a guarantee.

Mr Parker: That is not true.

Mr MacKINNON: It is absolutely rock solid true and die Treasurer cannot deny it. Fourthly,
I refer to the Government's insistence that the $400 million entry price paid by Bond
Corporation and the Government was an accurate representation of the value of the project at
the time of purchase in October 1988. The National Companies and Securities Commission
and Mr Kevin Karlson are but two independent authorities which shake their heads in
disbelief that anybody could pay $400 million for nothing.

[ could go on to indicate how the Government has misled the Parliament, particularly the
Premier and the Treasurer in respect of the price paid in relation to the PICL debt, by the
Government's insistence at the time the Rothwells guarantee was extended in 1987 and when
it collapsed in November 11988 that Mr Connell's assets were behind the rescue, or prior to
AIZ7 91-5
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February when the Premier stated that he would implement all the recommendations in the
Burt Commission on Accountability report. The first Bill introduced into this House after
that was done so on a false premise. I refer to the Westemn Australian Petrochemical
Industries Authority Bill that WA Governiment Holdings Ltd's Supreme Court action
indicated was in place for another reason. The Government cannot help itself. There is a
litany of evidence to support the case I have put forward and a litany of evidence to justify
the Opposition's taking the very serious action - not without some care and forethought - of
opposing the third reading of this Bill.

Oposition members: Hear, hear!

[Applause.]
MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [11.30 pm]: I will raise amatter I
have raised twice during this Budget debate. It deals with the constitutional question of what
forms pant of the ordinary annual services of Government.

Mr Pearce: We thought you might tell us about your lunchtime conversations.

Mr COWAN: With your indulgence, Mr Speaker, it might be advisable I do that. I assume
that the Leader of the House is referring to a comment that appeared, I think, in one of the
weekend papers. I can assure him that my meeting with Mr Terry Burke was to arrange an
itinerary for a relative of mine who won a trip to Japan. Mr Burke is chairman of the
Government's overseas relations committee, so I thought he was the most appropriate person
to contact people in Japan to make those arrangements. I cannot help it if he invited the
Ambassador to Ireland to the same function; that has nothing to do with me. Nevertheless, I
have no doubt that the comments will be taken as gospel by those people who like to do as
much as they possibly can to discredit me. I assure the Leader of the Opposition that it was a
prearranged meeting to discuss an itinerary for a relative who is on a trip to Japan and was
not for the purposes outlined in the paper.
Mr Pearce: I won't have dinner with you. I don't want my name in that column in the
Sundayv Times.

Mr Peter Dowding: If you have dinner with my wife that will get into the column too,
because I had dinner with her the other night and that got a mention as well.

Mr COWAN: As I was about to say, section 46(6) of the Constitution states -

A BUi which appropriates revenue or moneys for the ordinary annual services of the
Government shall deal only with such appropniation.

We have heard discourse from the Treasurer about an opinion given as to what constitutes the
ordinary annual services of Government. We have also debated the opinions that have been
given by other people in relation to that matter. One person quoted was Commissioner
Edwards, who looked at this whole constitutional issue. It becomes very clear that over a
period of time there has been broad definition given to that section of the Constitution. As a
consequence we fund that in the Budget papers there is invariably an appropriation, generally
included under Miscel-aneous Services, of funds for items which could never be recorded as
part of the ordinary annual services of Government. I suggest that there are at least four such
appropriations in the Budget this year. They, of course, are the Rotfiwells appropriation, the
Swan Building Society appropriation, the WA Teachers' Financial Society Ltd appropriation
and the Western Australian Government Holdings appropriation. I do not think that any
member of this House could say that by appmopriating those funds we provided a service that
Government would normally be expected to provide during the course of its operations.

It is quite appropriate that we examine the question of what is a constitutional matter. Very
clearly, if I understood the Treasurer correctly, he said that the Solicitor General said that
although it has been the practice to include in the Budget some appropriations which do not
form what would normally be regarded as an ordinary service of the Government it has been
the practice to include them and it is a matter for the Parliament to determine that issue; it is
for the Parliament to define what constitutes the ordinary annual services of Government.

It appears to me that we have a fundamental question about this whole issue of the Budget.
The Liberal Party has taken the line that it cannot support the Budget; in other words, it wants
to block Supply. The question we must ask ourselves is, are we angry about WA
Incorporated and the deception of the Parliament or are we really wanting another election in
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lieu of the one chat was lost recently? The first is a matter of honouir and strengthens the
political process because we are saying we do not approve of WA Incorporated and we do
not approve of the appropriation of funds for the Government's business failings and we want
to debate that issue. But the second issue, in many respects, weakens the political process. It
is my view that we, as parliamentarians and legislators, come to this place to examine
legislation; we are here to accept legislation, amend legislation or, if we wish, to reject
legislation. We are not here to make or break Governments; that is the responsibility of the
people and it is the people who should make that decision, not members of Parliament.
If we are talking about accountability and what really is our role as legislators, we have to
look at the designs or objectives of those people who are raking the case of voting against the
third reading of the Budget. Are we acting as legislators or are we deciding that we can make
or break this Government? If we are acting as legislators, the more appropriate line for us to
take is to say to this Government that we should take the Appropriation Bills and divide
them - there should be the normal CRF appropriations which deal with the allocation or
appropriation of funds for the ordinary annual services of Government and there should very
clearly be those special appropriations which provide no service whatsoever but which are
there purely and simply to cover those guarantees or financial comforts chat have been
offered by the Goverrunent during the course of its operation and during the course of its
seeking to be re-elected. Those issues should be separated. If we have two separate
Appropriation Bills we can never be accused of saying we are dealing with this issue on the
basis of seeking to force yet another election but are dealing with them because we are
strongly opposed to WA Incorporated and want to debate that issue and to make it very clear
that we, as members of the Parliament, do not approve of what the Government, the delegated
authority of this Parliament, has done with taxpayers' funds. There is a substantial
difference.

The National Party will be moving in the other place to send a message back to this
Government to request that the Budget be split into two parts. We want to see a CREF
appropriation containing those items which deal with the ordinary annual services of
Government and a separate Appropriation Bill dealing with this Miscellaneous Services or
special appropriations which very clearly do not constitute - notwithstanding the comments of
the Solicitor General - the ordinary annual services of Government. It is very important that
we instinct the Government that under no circumstances will we in future tolerate a situation
where these items, which deal with services which could not be regarded as ordinary services,
are buried in the normal Consolidated Revenue Fund appropriations. It is important because
when we are talking about WA Inc. and saying to the Government that it should not have
advanced that money, or should not have issued that guarantee, we are faced with the
problem of blocking Supply. The people of Western Australia have already been made to
suffer the indignity of having to meet the cost of the loss of a substantial amount of
taxpayers' money. I question the wisdom of this Parliament's saying to the people of
Western Australia that not only do they have to continue to suffer that but also they should
suffer the loss of those essential services which one would normally expect a Government to
provide. If we were to block Supply, we would in effect be saying to the Government that it
will now be forced to run down all the essential services which would normally be supplied
through this appropriation. Governments do not generate money; they take it off taxpayers,
and redistribute it. In this case, the Government has redistributed it into its financial losses,
but who really wants to see the lights turned out, and the loss of the services of hospitals,
teachers and the police?
This Government has to consider the question of taking the issue of WA Inc out of the
normal Consolidated Revenue Fund appropriations and putting it into a special Bill so that we
can then debate that issue on its merit, rather than have this other difficulty that we are facing.
[ make it very clear that we will be moving in another place to have the Government consider
that question. One of the advantages of that move is that never again will the people of
Western Australia be forced to meet the cost of the financial mismanagement that has been
incurred by this Government, because no Government, knowing that there would be a
separate appropriation for these items, would ever be able to say to businessmen around the
table, "We will fund equity in this project through the form of a guarantee", because they
would know that they first had to have parliamentary approval.

So while we may not at this particular time be able to correct the ills of this Government,
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what will certainly happen is that in future no Government will ever be able to commit
taxpayers' funds to private business dealings. There will always be the knowledge that the
accountability of the Government to the Parliament is paramount, and that the Parliament will
have to give approval under the accountability of this provision, if it is granted. That
accountability, which comes with the Government's seeking the approval of the Parliament
before the guarantee or the money is committed, is something that will really make progress
in this State, and we will never again see what has occurred in the last 12 months.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [ 11.45 pm]: The party is over
for this Government. If we were to vote for this Budget before us tonight, we would be
giving our approval to the scandalous events which have surrounded this Government's
actions in recent years. We would be giving approval for the way the Government has
handled the Rothwells and the petrochemical deals, and the way it has mismanaged the
State's finances. We would be approving the deceit and the lies that have taken place as a
result of the Government's actions.
Last week the Treasurer took the first step by saying that perhaps the Government had made a
few mistakes. Instead of trying to cover up, and saying that the petrochemical deal was a
".you beaut' deal, he has finally admitted that the taxpayers will have to bear the costs
associated with it. We cannot support this Budget because of what has taken place with this
Government. The Westminster system of Parliament has been built up over many years; it
depends on comrnonsense and a sense of justice. The people of the State have put their trust
in us, whether we be in Opposition or in Government, and this Government has betrayed
them.

Mr& Peter Dowding: Not in you. You have failed them at every turn.

Mrt COURT: They voted us in at the election; we represent the people in our individual
electorates. The members opposite received the greatest number of votes, and they formed
the Government, so they have been responsible for looking after the taxpayers' funds for
some seven years. They have betrayed the trust which has been given to them. We have
seen this Government's giving guarantees, and paying out money, without coming to this
Parliament for approval. Members opposite have just been shrugging their shoulders, and
telling us that it is all okay. Recently there was an article in the paper by Professor Paddy
O'Brien.
Several members interjected.
Mr COURT: Members opposite will ridicule him.
Mr Peter Dowding: Everybody would!
Mr COURT: I fully support the comment Paddy O'Brien makes when he says that this
Government is dlestabilising the constitutional process, and has made a mockery of the
parliamentary system.
Mr Peter Dowding: Do you approve of his article?
Mr COURT: I certainly support the comments he made. I say to those Ministers who are not
in the gang of four which is responsible for the main decision making process that they also
are equally responsible for what has been going on in this State. They must all accept
responsibility for the actions of this Government. They have been sitting back for the last
few years, enjoying the perks that go with being Ministers, but they should have been paying
attention to what was taking place in their Government. The Labor Party in Australia has a
tradition of being one of Australia's great political parties. The forefathers of the Labor Party
would be disgusted with the behaviour of members opposite, who are meant to be
representing the working class in this country. That is the last thing that members opposite
have been doing.
Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COUTRT: Under our Westminster system, if a Minister misleads the Parliament and if he
is responsible for financial losses as a result of a major financial scandal - or not even a
scandal but a monumental blunder - he normally resigns. The Treasurer in Victoria stood
down from his position, but in this case none of the Ministers has accepted responsibility.
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Only after years of Opposition pressure has the Treasurer even had the decency to say that he
has made a mistake. The Premier wanted him to take the rap for the whole exercise.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr COURT: What a cowardly performance! Tonight for the first time -

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

M& COURT: For the first time the Premier has talked to his backbench.

Mrt Peter Dowdirng: Do you know there will be a leadership roll shortly?

Mr COURT: Yes, and the Prem-ier will roll.

Mr Peter Dowding: It is not on this side of the House.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr COURT: I would like to comment on the position being taken by the National Party,
because we disagree in some areas. We believe that the only way left to us now, because
these Ministers will not accept responsibility or take the decent course of action and resign, is
to say that the Government should go to the people. The Govemnment went to the last
election an false pretences.
Mr Peter Dowding: Nonsense!

Mr COURT: The Government has failed to accept its responsibilities and be accountable for
its actions. Instead of our suggestion weakening our parliamentary system, we believe it will
strengthen it.

Several members interjected.

Mr COURT: We believe, now that all this information has become known since the
election - since 4 February - the public have the right to be able to decide whether members
opposite should continue in office. After all these things which the Government refused to
tell us at the last election have become public knowledge, we believe that the public have the
right to go to the polls, and an election will strengthen the parliamentary system. Members
opposite have done everything they possibly can to destroy our system.

We would support dividing sections of the Budget and making them subject to separate
appropriations, because we agree that sections such as the petrochemical payment and the
Rochwells payment have been tacked onto this Budget Bill and they should not be there; they
should have had a separate appropriation from day one. Even tonight, while debating the
petrochemical project, the Treasurer has refused to tell us how the Goverrnent will pay back
the $175 million. Tonight we are talking about $38 million, but the Treasurer has not told us
how he wil repay the $175 million plus interest which the liquidator has said is lost.

If members support this Budget tonight, they will be accepting new standards in the way the
State is governed. They will be accepting the fact that Ministers can lie to this Parliament
and deceive this Parliament; that they can deceive the public and get away with it.

The SPEAKER: Order! It might be better if the member did not use that word.

Mr COURT: I will use "deception". If we sit back and allow this Budget to go through, it
will mean that the Govertnent can mislead and deceive, and that will become the standard
by which this Parliament operates. The people of Western Australia have suffered. The
Leader of the National Party is quite correct when he says that they have suffered, and we
think that that suffering should be brought to an end by giving the public the opportunity to
judge the Government.

No-one wants essential services to be cut, but who has said they will be cut? The Liberal
Party will give an assurance that, if the Government goes to the polls, Supply wil be
approved. If the Government sets the election date the Opposition will not oppose Supply.

Several members interjected.
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Mr COURT: I put it to you, Mr Speaker, that members opposite should have the decency,
once they realise. the seriousness of the situation, to accept the Governor's decision in this
matter. Na-one wants the essential services of this State cut, and the Liberal Party is certainly
not saying that the essential services would be cut. Of course Supply can be arranged while
those necessary arrangements are made. However, that is a debate for another day in another
place.

We in the Opposition will not support the third reading of this Budget for the three reasons
outlined by the Leader of the Opposition: We will not support the gross financial
mismanagement of this State; we will not support a Government which has misled the
Parliament and deceived it; and we will not support a Government which has avoided
parliamentary approval for major financial expenditure amounting to hundreds of millions of
dollars. We cannot be a party to these actions, and we believe the proper course of action is
for this Government to resign and allow the people of Western Australia a chance to elect a
new Government now that they know the truth about this Government's dealings.
MR PETER DOWDIN(G (Maylands - Premier) (11.56 pm]: This is not a debate I would
normally enter, but it is important to say that not only does the Treasurer speak for me but he
speaks for the entire Parliamentary Labor Parry.

Government members: Hear, hear!

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: All the journalists who walk out of their offices and are round this
place know that a leadership spill is on, and it is on the opposite side of the House.
Several members interjected.
Mr PETER DOWDIING: All members, even Opposition backbenchers, know that on this
side of the House there is no such discussion. People might not like my hair, or I might get
cross with someone occasionally, but no-one is talking about a leadership spill. The Leader
of the Opposition is cactus if he cannot deliver something from this debate and he knows it.
His deputy is sitting alongside him plotting his demise.

Mr Macinnon: That is your opinion; no-one believes you.

Mr Court: Your deputy has already plotted your demise.

Mr PETER DOWDJING; Sitting breathlessly next to him is the member for Cortesloe, who
is hardly able to contain himself.

Mr Hassell: You are pathetic!

Mr PETER DOWDING: This Government went through one of the toughest and hardest
elections that we have had in this State for some time. Members opposite were seeking to
persuade the community that we had done wrong things, that we were being deceitful, and
that the Opposition could do better. The community accepted that they were unhappy with
some of the actions taken by this Government.

Mr Macinnon: They did not know about most of them.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The community was prepared to see us lose some of our very good
members, excellent members of Parliament, but they were not prepared to put their trust in
the Opposition. That has been proved again in the South Australian election, and it will be
proved again in the Federal election. The community has seen the Opposition in action; they
have seen the way it manipulates the electoral system. They see the way in which the
Opposition manipulates electoral boundaries, they see the way in which the Opposition tries
to stop people voting, and they see the way in which the Opposition cannot be relied on to
deliver to the community. They have seen the way the Opposition ramped the electricity
charges in 1980; they have seen the way Nick Greiner dishonoured his election promises.
they know they cannot trust the Opposition. What we do see in this community is a
willingness to give the Governent another go. and since the election we have introduced
into this State more provisions to ensure accountability than have existed in this State since
its inception, and we are ensuring that those provisions of accountability are adhered to.

Let me address the question of conventions, because this State is as much governed by
conventions as it is by the written rules and regulations. The conventions in this State are
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that the people determine who will govern the State by electing a majority in this House, not
by electing a majority in the other House. While members opposite might find it
unfashionable to remember the breaches of the conventions that conservative parties have
brought to this country repeatedly since 1975, it is nevertheless the reason why
approximately 70 per cent of the community opposes the blocking of Supply - they recognise
the conventions1 and the conventions are that when the party with a majority is elected on this
side of the House it has the right to govern until the end of its majority on this side of the
House or until it loses the confidence of this House. The role of the upper House is to
consider those items of new legislation which we introduce into this Parliament and to
determine whether it wants to amend or pass them, but that does not apply to Budget Bills or
money Bills and it clearly cannot, because the Government is formed as a result of the
majority here. If members opposite want to argue when the next election comes Mround that
we have not performed, if they want to try to translate their allegations into political rhetoric
at the next election, the people will either listen to them and toss us out or they will reject
members opposite again. 1 suspect, because of the poor performance of members opposite.
that they will reject them again. Who knows? The judgment will be made at the next
election.
In the meantime, let there be no doubt about it: This Government will not sit down and see
the Liberal Pan-y break the conventions established in this part of Australia. If members
opposite recognise that Australia is currently in difficult economic circumstances, if they
want to see this country try to move forward in a productive way and get thirough the
difficulties, they will not plunge this State into an economic crisis. [ can tell this House now
that if Supply is blocked in the upper House the State will be plunged into a six-month crisis.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! That is not very nice and it is very difficult to take down everything
that is happening at that pace and volume. While some things being said may well be
unpalatable to one side or the other, they nonetheless ought to be able to be said, and to be
said in a manner which everybody in this Chamber can actually hear. If members do not like
what is being said by someone on the other side of the House, when that member has finished
members on the other side can stand up and say something members from the first side do not
like. Neither will worry me; what will worry me is if people will not let others have their say.

Ms PETER DOWDING: The Opposition will see a united Parliamentary Labor Party ensure
that the people of Western Australia do not have the conventions broken. We will not allow
the Opposition to reject Supply and simply assume that the thing will be over and done with.
Mr Hassell: You have broken every rule in the book and you ought to resign.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr Hassell: You have cheated and been dishonest.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! It was about to be my intention to speak with the member for
Cottesloc, having called for order on several occasions and been ignored. However,
subsequent upon my calling order several other members chose to interject, notwithstanding
that I was on my feet - and I am quite sure some of them saw me on my feet. So I will take
no action in respect of individual members other than to say that they should just be a little
more careful about how they interject.

Mr PETER DOWDING: If members opposite hold up tonight's newspaper and get some
comfort from it, they should do so by all means; it will be the last bit of comfort they get. At
any level this is a united party -

Government members: Hear, hear!

Mr PETER DOWDING: - and at any level it is not me who gets the kudos out of this, it is
the great Australian Labor Party. We will not allow members opposite to breach, as they
have so often done in the past, the proper conventions of this society, whether it is
manipulating the electoral system, gerrymandering the electoral boundaries, oppressing the
Aboriginal voters, lying to the public about electricity charges, deceiving the public about the
North West Shelf, introducing section 548 and not allowing public debate, or opposing
individual public servants as the member for Cottesloe did so successfully.
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Mr Hassell: You are a liar, Premier.
Withdrawal of Remark

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Cortesloe would be aware that it is contrary to the
conventions of this Chamber to use that terminology and it is appropriate that he withdraw it.
Mr Hassell: Mr Speaker. I am aware and I do withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Mr PETER DOWDING: Whatever the history of the people opposite, the, member for
Cottesloe can be assured that the people of Western Australia have very long memories, as do
members of his party, who would not trust him to lead his party and who would not stand
behind him now. Without wanting to be too personal, the people of' Western Australia have
seen through the Liberal Party, and the member for Cottesloe, often enough.
Mr Hassell: You're a thug who has broken every rule in the book.
The SPEAKER: Order! I am going to apply the rules during this debate as evenhandedly as
I can. When a member of the Opposition next speaks and is on his feet I will apply the rules
equally to Government members. I expect members opposite, when I call for order, to come
to order; by the same token I will expect members of the Government to come to order as
well if the same situation arises, which I hope it does not. However, having said that and
having asked for it, I think justifiably. on several occasions the time has come where I may be
forced to ask individual members to refrain from interjecting at all.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Finally, while the Opposition might be preoccupied about these
issues the community of Western Australia is doing better, in difficult circumstances, than
most of the rest of Australia. The people of Western Australia, despite all the economic
adversities that the world and the Australian economic situations might present, will continue
to do better because they are hard working and they are determined to do better. When they
look at the record, they see the things that the Labor Government has actually done. We have
not talked about deregulation, we have done it; we have not talked about productivity, we
have sought to introduce it: we have not talked about trying to improve industrial relations,
we have actually delivered. At the end of the day. on any of the economic indicators, the
community of Western Australia is doing better - and is a better place in which to live - than
anywhere else in Australia. This is a more caring community than may be found anywhere
else in Australia. Our economic and social policies have worked, and the people of this State
recognise that. Of course we have a long way to go, but the people have recognised the
advances we have made, both during the period under the Premiership of Brian Burke and
now under my leadership with my excellent team of Cabinet Ministers. No amount of talk
from the Opposition will excite the community into anything other than a recognition that this
State is doing as well as could be expected in these difficult economic circumstances, and
better than the rest of Australia. That is why the people do not believe members opposite.
Let me say one final thing about the allegations made by the Opposition in respect of the
expenditures: The fact is that the Opposition throws figures all over the place, wildly
asserting this, that and the other. The fact is that the Government can manage this economy
in a way which copes with the difficulties we have experienced, and in a way which ensures
that public accountability and confidence is there. However I ask the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, who is happily referring to Arthur's article, would he like to see that article
printed in the "Far East Economic Review"?

Mr Court: I am disgusted with what you have done to this State's reputation. You have
ruined it. Your actions have destroyed our reputation.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Would the Deputy Leader of the Opposition like to see it published
in newspapers overseas? That is exactly what the friend - the associate professor - of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition did. That is exactly what the Leader of the Opposition did.
Mr Court: You have given this State a stinking reputation and you should resign.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, when he is asked to
interject, to wait for a more appropriate time in which to do so and not to try to shout over the
person on his feet.
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Mr PETER DOWDING: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition wants to make this his debate
because everyone is saying that if the Leader of the Opposition does not get his way and the
Opposition does not block Supply, he will be cactus by Christmas, and the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition will be up there trying to get forward. There are those who think the member
for Contesloe has more talent, but his inability not to go over the top constrains people form
supporting him.

The Government has accepted as a Goverrnent - not the Deputy Premier and Treasurer
himself - that mistakes were made in the way some of thes difficult issues were managed.
They are difficult issues. If the Opposition had been placed in the situation in which we were
placed, it could not have coped. The truth is that the community of Western Australia knows
that the Opposition could not have coped with such difficulties. That is why they did not put
the Opposition into the Government benches.

Government members: H-ear, hear!

MR HASSELL (Cotresloe) (12.14 am]: The intimidation has begun with the Premier
leaning over the desk, threatening the Opposition that if the lawful processes of Parliament
are followed the Government will not stand for it. The Government has broken every rule in
the book; it has broken every convention of Parliament and every standard of decency. When
the Government is finally confronted with the possibility that Parliament will take appropriate
action, it starts to threaten, to push and to point out how it will not stand for it.

It is undoubtedly tre, as the Leader of the National Party said, that there should be a division
between the htems in the Budget which are not part of ordinary annual services of
Government and those other items which are. That is true, however the problem goes back to
1987. It goes back to the day on which the Government agreed to grant a $ 150 midlion
guarantee to Rothwells and deliberately chose not to bring that guarantee to Parliament for its
approval. The National Australia Bank and the Government knew then that the guarantee
was not founded in legality and was not a substantive guarantee. The Government knew that
it had made a deliberate decision not to put to Parliament the essential issue of whether a
guarantee should be given to Rothwells, and it chose not to put it to Parliament because it did
not want to run the risk that it would be disapproved, just as last year the Government
deliberately chose not to put to Parliament for its approval the deals it had already made in
relation to the petrochemical project. The Leader of the National Party said that we must
separate those items and that the National Party in another place will move to send a message
to this House demanding that they be separated. That is an appropriate action to take, but
there must be a sanction. The Government has said it will not allow the Budget to be split,
the Government has said it will not follow the parliamentary rules; the Government has said
that it denies the authority of the Legislative Council to require that the Budget be presented
in the proper form.

When the message is sent to this Assembly from the Legislative Council - if it is sent -
demanding that the Budget be split as suggested by the Leader of the National Party, the
question then arises as to whether the Budget will be accepted unamnended. The Leader of the
National Party says that we must have a cast iron guarantee that these things will not happen
in the future, but these things did not happen overnight. As I said, it goes back to 1987 at
least in relation to the Rothwells accounts; it goes back to 1988 in relation to the
petrochemical project accounts, and we say there must be a sanction. It is not a question of
stopping Supply, an expression which is so loosely used in the media and in this place. There
is no suggestion of stopping services to the public or stopping, for example, teachers being
paid. No-one has ever suggested that; it is a scare tactic being put up by the Government to
try to create an atmosphere in the commnunity which says that the Parliament cannot use its
authority. What Parliament can do is demand that the Government comply with the law; that
is the duty of Parliament, and should it be that the Government will not accede to the
demands of Parliament the Government can then be dismissed by Parliament. I make no
secret of the fact that I believe there should be another election. I believe there should be
another election because the Goverrnent deceived the public before the last election.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!
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Mr HASSELL; I will mention some of the things that have been disclosed since the election:
The National Companies and Securities Commission report described Rothwells, the
company which the Government backed, as a tragedy waiting to happen. The PICL
legislation was presented and defeated; that legislation was to make lawful a set of
agreements signed by the Premier eight days before the last election. The agreements were
not disclosed to the public before the election or to Parliament when the legislation was
presented. The Musca evidence was given as to what occurred in reality when the Premier
and the Minister for Economic Development and Trade went down to Rothwells in the
middle of the night -

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr H-ASSELL: - and attempted to bring in all sorts of unlawful arrangements to have yet
another rescue of Rothwells last year. All of these things have come out since the election.
Then, of course, on 29 August the Premier marched into Parliament and, in the pursuit of his
tactics against Bond Corporation, threw all the documents on the Table which had previously
been kept secret but then disclosed what had happened. We cannot accept the proposition
that Parliament cannot apply a sanction, because the ultimate sanction is for Parliament to
dismiss the Government; that is the role and the function of Parliament; that is the right and,
some would say, the duty of Parliament. Parliament is supreme, not the Executive.

Mr Macinnon; Hear, hear!

Mr HASSELL: Over hundreds of years people have fought tooth and nail to establish the
principle that Parliament is supreme; the people are supreme, not the Queen's Ministers and
the Queen in Council. The Queen and her Ministers are accountable to Parliament. The
Parliament as the people's representative is supreme; that is the principle that has been upheld
by the action the Opposition is seeking to take.

Of course, we are not opposing the third reading of the Budget Bill on the basis that it will be
defeated. We are opposing the third reading on the basis of demonstrating our belief that the
Budget is improperly presented, that it represents a fraud on the taxpayers of Western
Australia. Let it be clear that we believe Parliament must take action against the Ministers,
that the Ministers must face up to their responsibility for misleading Parliament, for the huge
losses which have been incurred, and for the conduct in which they have been engaged.

I refer now to the presentation of the First Boston report last year when the Government said
that that report established the value but it concealed the conditions upon which the value was
established. The Government has failed every test of integrity, decency and convention. The
Premier talks about conventions but he would not know how to spell the word; he does not
understand the meaning of conventions, propriety or honesty. The Ministers should be
dismissed and the State should go to another election.
MR PARKER (Fremantle - Treasurer) [12.25 am]: We have just heard from a man who
fundamentally does not believe in democracy and most certainly does not believe in the
democratic process. Not many people remain here who were in this House when the member
for Cottesloe was the Minister responsible for what is now called parliamentary and electoral
reform, when he was the Chief Secretary responsible for the Electoral Office. I was here; I
remember the member for Cottesloe standing approximately where the Minister for Labour
sits now and defending to this House his decision to bring in a Bill which drew lines on a
map to create a situation which he and his party hoped would ensure their victory in the 1983
election because he did not trust the people. He did not tmust the democratic process to
produce that result. Therefore, he drew lines on a map, and stonewalled for hour after hour
and refused to concede there was anything other than propriety in that. H-e knew it was
anything but proper. He knew his actions were anti democratic. He was doing it for one
reason alone;, that is, to stop the democratic process.

Despite his actions the democratic process succeeded. Some members of his own party
suggest that part of the reason for that success was his adventures as the short-lived Minister
for Employment with Job Bank. When the member for Cortesloe was Leader of the
Opposition during the 1986 election, he did not want the democratic process to succeed then
either. He tried to engage in a fear-mongering campaign to warn the people of Western
Australia of what dreadful things would happen if the Government was re-elected - with red
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hands and black hands and various different pants of the State being covered by various
people. None of that has happened, and again the democratic process has prevailed; again the
people elected the Government led by Brian Burke in 1986.
In the 1989 elections, the member for Cottesloc was one person who wanted to ensure that
scurrilous claims were made before the election, which he hoped would prevent the exercise
of the democratic process. Despite his best endleavours, of maybe because of them, once
again the democratic process prevailed and this Government was re-elected for a four-year
term. After the third election, at which a Labor Government has been returned, the member
again wants to renew his attempts to deny the democratic process, to subvert the Constitution
of this State, to undermnine the very fabric of the community which he so blithely claims to
represent. The member is not a democrat, he is someone who believes in oligarchy; he does
not believe in the democracy of this State at all because he is not prepared to accept the
results of elections which have returned the Labor Government to power. He has made that
very clear because he thinks elections should be held whenever he chooses or whenever his
colleagues in the undemocratically elected upper House choose to support him in that regard.
The member for Cottesloe's history demonstrates at every turn, in every action he has ever
undertaken, that he will do anything to deny the Labor Party the right to govern. If the Labor
Party is given the right to govern, he will do anything to stop it governing and throw it out of
Government. That is his position; that is the position he has put to Parliament and
consistently advocated over the 10 years at Least that I have seen him work in Parliament. I
was not here for his first three years and I cannot comment on that time. But that is what the
member for Conesloe's comments relate to; he is a person MinQ believes in intimidation, and
believes that there is nothing to be said in favour of the demnocb,1 ic process.
One issue of substance has been raised in this debate; that is, lte ordinary annual services of
Parliament. Let there be no doubt, as I have said before in the context of the debate of the
amendments moved by the Leader of the Opposition, that the ordinary annual services of the
Government include the payments which have been referred to by members opposite. The
member for Cottesloe deceptively and deceitfully tries to portray himself as the upholder of
the Constitution but is actually its subverter.
Mr Clarko interjected.
Mr PARKER: If members of the Opposition want to ally themselves with John Troy, they
should go right ahead. John Troy has proved everything I ever said of him when I defeated
him so handsomely for preselection 10 or I I years ago. Unfortunately, the member for
Couesloe is still with us. It is alleged that he should be more with us than he is at the moment
by being reinstated to his former estate as Leader of the Opposition.
The ordinary annual services of the Government, set out clearly in the Constitution as it was
amended in 1921, are intended to cover all those things which the Government, in its
wisdom, power and authority, decides to include as ordinary .mntual services. That is not just
the view of the Government of Western Australia or the vi. w of the Solicitor General, Mr
Parker. Again, I recall the member for Cottesloc saying to me soon after I became a Minister,
in a different context, that I could rely on the advice of the Solicitor General, for whom he
had a high regard and whose advice he found to be invaluable. We did not rely only on the
advice of the Solicitor General. He referred to the practice of the House of Conmnons and of
the House of Lords. He referred to views of a Solicitor General reporting to Robert Menzies
in the 1950s. He referred to the views of Sir Robert Menzies, for what that is worth. All of
those views coincide with the view of the Government which is that the payments which are
allocated in this Budget form the ordinary annual services of this Parliament.
Mr Cowan: We have a right to change that.
Mr PARKER: Parliament has the right to amend the Constitution. As I said to the Leader of
the National Party a week or two ago, if what is sought is a political position that the
Government and the Parliament should look at the Constitution and decide whether it
requires amendment in this or any other respect, let us do that. However, I would want to put
on the agenda a broader range of constitutional reform than that. I agree with the Leader of
the National Party: There is nothing wrong with looking at the Constitution. However, it has
to be looked at on a particular basis. Section 46 is in the Constitution for one reason and that
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is to determine what the Legislative Council may or may not amend. One thing which is
absolutely clear is that the Legislative Council may not amend Appropriation Bills. It may
not seek to amend them by some devious, underhanded means like refusing to pass them
until -

Mr Hassell: It can request an amendment and well you know it.
Mr PARKER: As I said, if it insists on an amendment by refusing to pass the Budget Bills
until the amendment is agreed to by the this House, that is a subversion of the Constitution
because it is an attempt by the Legislative Council to assume for itself the power of
amendment, albeit by another means. That will not be tolerated by the Glovernent. We are
prepared to look at the Constitution, but we want also to look at other issues. Some members
on this side of the House would like to rewrite the Constitution.
All our advice suggests that the payments were lawful and constitutionally proper. As the
Premier said, all our advice is that the actions taken by the Government, although not wholly
Correct, were actions taken for the benefit of the State. I recommend that the House approve
the third reading of this Bill.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)
Dr Alexander Mlr Peter Dowding Mr Leahy Mr P.J. Smith
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Taylor
Mr Bridge Mr Graham Mr Parker Mr Thomas
Mr Carr Mr Gnil Mr Pearc Mr Troy
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Watins
Mr Cunningham Mr Gordon HWl Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Mr Donovan Mlr Kobelke Mr D.L. Smith Mis Buchmnan (Teller)

Noes (23)
N& Ainsworth Wr Hassell Nr Mensaros Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradlshaw Mr House Mr inson Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Clarko Mr Kierath Mr Nicholls Dr Tunbull
Mr Court Mr Lewis Mr Omodel Mrf Wiese
Mr Cowan Mr Macinnon Mr Shave Mr Blaikie (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr McNee Mr Strckland

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Dr Lawrence Mir Ghayden
Dr Watson Mtr Watt

Question thus passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council.

ACTS AMENDMENT (PARLIAMENTARY SUPERANNUATION) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 2 November.

MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) (12.38 aml: The Opposition will
support this Bill. By way of background, there are two main provisions of the Bill. The Bill
needs to be examined firstly in relation to its current position. We currently have a
parliamentary superannuation fund from which *members of Parliament receive defined
benefits. They do not vary with the performance of the fund. They are defined according to
the term and type of service of a member. Periodically, the Consolidated Revenue Fund tops
up this fund. Members of Parliament do not administer the fund; tmustees administer it. The
legislation before the Parliament is as a consequence of laws brought in at the
Commonwealth level to change the taxation assessing provisions of this type of fund. Funds
like the parliamentary superannuation fund will now be taxed. We would be foolish not to
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take action in this instance because we would be imposing on the taxpayers an additional tax
which is estimated, according to the Treasurer's second reading speech, at $1.3 million. The
money would go the Commonwealth Government and the taxpayers of Western Australia
would have to contribute $1.3 million to top up the fund because of the money lost in tax.
The legislation invests the fund in the Government to ensure that no tax will be paid to the
Commonwealth and, therefore, a saving will be made. I would prefer the fund to stay as it is
because the changes to the Commonwealth Government's legislation are not sensible in that
respect. It would be sensible to impose the least possible cost on the taxpayers. The
legislation before the House is similar to legislation which has been passed in South Australia
and the Commonwealth.
The second proposed amendment relates to the trustees. As the fund will no longer exist
trustees will be replaced by a board which will provide advice on these matters. The
members of the board will be elected on the same basis as the current trustees. The
Treasurer, or his nominee, will be the chairman and two members from each the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council will act as trustees.

I am pleased that the Government has assured proper accountability by ensuring that the
Financial Administration and Audit Act applies to the board. I have checked with three
separate agencies my concern that there may be some impact on members in terms of the
taxation changes. I am not familiar with the taxation law in this area, but I have been assured
by Mr Tindale and separate tax advice that it will not change the taxation position of
members. It will merely take account of the taxation changes at a.Commonwealth level and
ensure that taxpayers will not have to foot the bill and send more money to Canberra as a
consequence of the changes imposed on this State by the Commonwealth.

The Opposition supports the Bill.

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [12.43 am]: The National Party supports the Bill, although it
has some reservations. I am concerned that this fund will mean that we are moving to an
unfunded situation which is obviously of great concern. The cost to Government should be
clearly understood in order that it can be met by the revenue raised by the Government. I am
not saying that the cost cannot be estimated. However, we have been making sure that
Government agencies have moved towards not having unfunded superannuation schemes. I
have fully supported the Government over the past decade in its move away from unfunded
schemes.

I will give half a bouquet to the Government because it has definitely tightened some aspects
of Government agencies in regard to unfunded situations and that is very good news for the
taxpayer. Unfortunately, if we do not pass this legislation the tax imposed by the
Commonwealth will be close to 50 per cent on this fund. That 50 per cent will not be home
by members of Parliament, but it will be borne by the taxpayers of Western Australia and that
is the only reason we are prepared to support the legislation.

It is interesting that we are moving to align ourselves with the existing situations in South
Australia and the Commonwealth. I suggest it has happened because South Australia and the
Commonwealth have been so slow to react to their own circumstances that the wheel has
turned a full circle. Without any doubt there is no way we wish to impose on the taxpayers of
Western Australia a further impost of any amount regardless of whether it is $1.5 million or
whatever.

All funds will go to the Consolidated Revenue Fund which is hardly a superannuation
scheme and there will be a change in regard to the trustees because they will become board
members and they will not be administering investment funds - there will be no investment
funds. The moneys will be in the CRF and will not be under the control of the trustees or a
superannuation scheme. The current trustees will form a board and they will administer the
superannuation fund.

[ repeat that the National Party does not support this Bill in total comfort because it is doing
to our superannuation fund what we say should not be done in respect of other funds; that is,
moving to a totally unfunded superannuation scheme. Be that as it may, it is a choice - it is
six of one and half a dozen of the other - and it is the better of two evils. We certainly do not
wvish to impose any further impost on the taxpayers of this State.

MR PARKER- (Fremantle - Treasurer) [12.47 am]: I thank members opposite for their
support of the measure. The Leader of the Opposition simply outlined the measure and
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supported it. The member for Avon indicated that he saw this as a move towards an
unfunded fund. I do not think the question of the level at which this fund is funded is
affected in any way by the move.

The member was right when he said that we will need to extract out of the CRIF fund -

Mr Trenorden: I used the term 'unfunded" as a superannuation scheme which does not have
a -
Mr PARKER: That is the way the member sees it. The term is usually used in the sense that
funds have not been appropriated.

Mr Trenorden: An unfunded scheme applies to those people who do not have funds directly
taken from them.

Mr PARKER: There is a distinction between the two and I disagree with the member's
assessment. However, I now have an understanding of what he is talking about. I do not
think it is a concern because it is intended that the Government will continue to show in its
appropriations from the CREF the amounts necessary, the actuarial reports which show the
amount members contribute and the amount the Government contributes to make up
deficiencies in the fund. In reality, there will be no change to the situation which currently
exists. The big change will be the lack of having to pay moneys unnecessarily to the
Commonwealth Government as a result of its changes to the tax law.

I thank members for their support and I commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Parker (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES SUPERANNUATION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 November.

MR MlacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) (12.50 am]: The Opposition does
not oppose this Bill but I certainly wish to comment on it. I advise the Treasurer not to pick
too many arguments with the member for Avon because not too many people in this
Parliament know more about insurance matters than he does. This Bill will change the
entitlement of members to withdraw from the fund. The member for Avon and I can say with
some justification that we told the Government so when the original legislation was before
the Parliament. The member for Avon did so in much more forceful terms than I because he
spoke from a position of full knowledge of the industry.

A series of amendments are contained in this Bill, the first of which I have referred to. This
amendment relates to changes made to withdrawal from the scheme. The Opposition
indicated that these benefits were too great and would potentially lead to the problem the
Government now faces. It has little alternative but to take this action and, therefore, although
the Opposition would have preferred it not to be necessary in the first place, it will support
the amendment.
The second amendment will allow members of the Government fund to transfer to the
R & I Bank staff superannuation scheme. It is a sensible amendment and the Opposition
supports it. The third basic amendment will ensure that no public sector schemes can be
established without the Treasurer's approval. Given the new comprehensive approach by the
Government, that makes sense. There is no point having multiple small schemes when the
Government is committed to a major scheme such as -this. The Opposition supports that
amendment. Fourthly, the Bill will clarify a matter brought to the attention of the Opposition
on many occasions and lately by representation from the member for Marmion, relating to
indexation procedures for past service benefits. Due to an oversight, they were not extended
in the earlier legislation. I understand this has been dealt with and will solve the problems of
the constituents who have made representations to the Opposition.
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The transfer options of the existing scheme will be improved and the Opposition supports
that amendment. Also reciprocal arrangements with other public sector schemes are
addressed in the legislation. That is a sensible move which the Opposition supports. The
extension of insurance cover to people who take unrecognised leave without pay is also
covered. Provision is made for such people to pay an appropriately assessed premium to
ensure they are covered by insurance for death and disability benefits during the period of
absence. There is no reason to penalise these people provided they pay an appropriate
premium. The Opposition supports this amendment.

I ask the Treasurer to comment on the provision that interest will be paid on delayed payment
of benefits. Why would any delay take place in payment of benefits?
Mr Parker: There is a range of circumstances, but mostly it would arise in the case of a
deceased estate or where there is doubt as to whom benefit should be paid when someone has
died and there is, for example, a widow and children.

Mr MacKIINNON: It is not day to day delays?

Mr Parker: There might be day to day delays, but any lengthy delay would be in chat area.

Mr MacKIINNON: The legislation will give authority to the board to pay interest on the
delayed benefits paid. The Bill also addresses retrenchment benefits, inward portability, and
payment of the three per cent productivity entitlement. It includes a sensible provision to
allow productivity benefits of less than $500 to be paid to a person on termination of
employment, rather than that amount being preserved for the employee. That is a sensible
arrangement because otherwise it would involve a lot of administrative work for nothing.
Part time employment is also addressed, along with several other mtinor amendments. In
general terms the Opposition supports the Bill.

I ask the Treasurer to comment on the three per cent productivity payment which will not be
extended to members who remain in the old scheme. When this Bill was before the
Parliament previously, I indicated that was an anomaly, and asked why that benefit had been
extended to some members of the Public Service in this arrangement but did nor apply to one
section of the work force. I would have thought that as, the Labor Party purports to represent
all working people, the Government would ensure that any benefits extended applied evenly
across the Public Service. The Opposition supports the Government's allowing employees to
transfer to the new scheme. It may have been an over generous offer - and that is the reason
for the amendment in this B ill - but that has nothing to do with passing benefits evenly to all
employees. It is time the three per cent productivity benefit was extended to all members of
the old scheme and the new scheme.
Mr Parker As a result of these amendments they will have the opportunity of transferring to
the new scheme if they wish to. Of course, members of the old scheme on an actuarial basis
are getting a 25 per cent Government contribution to their pension on an annualised salary
basis, compared with members of the new scheme who are getting 12 per cent, including the
three per cent. The members of the old scheme are doing very well in that regard.

Mr MacKINNON: That does not alter the fact that if the Government wants to provide an
incentive to transfer to the new scheme it should do so. However, it should not differentiate
between workers who choose to stay in the scheme which they entered in good faith. The
Opposition does not agree that these people should be treated differently.

I refer to another matter that has been brought to my attention relating to the difference in
treatment of men and women in the superannuation scheme. At present if a male
superannuant dies his wife receives his pension; however, if a female superan~nuant dies her
husband does not receive her superannuation.

Mr Parker: That is true of the old scheme, but it is not true of the new scheme.

Mr MacKINNON: Why is it so?

Mr Parker: Because the Equal Opportunity Commnission says the Government can do one of
two things: Correct the old scheme or provide an opportunity for people to move to a scheme
with no discrimination. This Bill provides those people in a discriminatory scheme with the
option of transferring to a new scheme which is non-discriminatory. That is regarded equally
as acceptable as fixing up the old scheme.
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Mr MacKINNON: I accept the Treasurer's advice.

Mr Parker: If the Leader of the Opposition is aware of anything discriminatory in the new
scheme, he should advise me.

Mr MacKINNON: My further point relates to a letter drawn to my attention by my
colleague, the member for Scarborough. The letter relates to comments received from the
Government Employees Superannuation Board and is dated 17 November. The part of that
letter which attracted my attention and which attracted the attention of the person to whom it
was written states -

While the Commonwealth Government's tax laws are now in force, the State
Governm-ent has not made a final decision on the way the GES Scheme is to be
treated for tax purposes. Until this matter is resolved, it will be difficult for the
Trustees to provide information objectively comparing the merits of the two schemes.
Without such information, members would not be able to make informed decisions on
whether to transfer or remain in the WAPS ES Scheme.

Will the Minister advise me when a final decision will be reached on the way in which the
scheme will be treated for tax purposes? There was publicity about that matter some time
ago because as I recall the implications were significant unless action was taken. When will
that decision be made? Why has no decision been made, as it seems to me it is time it was
made? Given that this is the Government Employees Superannuation Board, I am tempted to
enter into a lengthy criticism of some of its investment procedures and some of the huge
potential liability that board faces at the present time. The Treasurer knows that only too well
having been hawking one of its projects around the world in arn attempt to reduce the board's
potential liability. However, I will leave that matter to one of my colleagues in another place
to expand on.
With those reservations about the scheme, we support the Bill.

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [1.02 am]: I was pleased to hear the Leader of the Opposition
point out that when the original Bill relating to this matter was introduced into this place I
made a fair bit of noise about the vesting portions of it and was told in no uncertain terms by
employees of the Superannuation Board who came into our party room to discuss the
propositions in the Bill, and during the debate, that I was wrong. History has proved me to be
right. At the rime I said the terms were far too generous and that people would take
advantage of them. I have been proved right. Unfortunately, when a Governm ent Or any
other employer makes promises to its employees and then withdraws those promises later that
is a matter of extreme concern, particularly in the area of superannuation which involves base
benefits in any system.
Mr Macinnon: Particularly when they were told.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Government was told clearly of the problems that would occur and
we were told when we raised that matter that we had no idea what we were talking about.

Mr Kierath: Don't you worry about that.

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes, "Don't you worry about a thing." The cost to the Superannuation
Board has been so heavy that it will not be able to meet its commuitments. It seems that it was
only a short time ago that we were laughed out of this place for criticising those
commitments. I can understand the concerns of unions and public servants in general that
they have been given benefits which are now to be taken away. It sticks in my throat to say
that we will support those withdrawals, and we are only doing so because of the amount of
money involved.

An employer with a clear understanding of what he is doing should not make promnises and
then withdraw them because that is really on the nose, but that has happened in this case
against all the advice given at the time. It was obvious that public servants would take
advantage of that situation. In a time of crippling interest rates and mortgages biting into
their standard of living they had the option of opting out of the fund, picking up a cheque and
coming back at a later date. Of course they would do that. What else would they do? They
would take advantage of that opportunity in ever increasing numbers as the squeeze on their
standard of living increased. I find it difficult to say to public servants that they have been
promised something but that promise will now be removed. The new provisions do not
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allow people back into the scheme. I agree with that as we made noises about chat matter a
couple of years ago. Anyone who withdraws fromn the Public Service fund should not be
allowed to return to that fund.

The National Party also agrees with the legislation to allow the R & I Bank to proceed with
its own superannuation fund. That is logical and we have no problem in agreeing to that
proposition. We also have no problem in agreeing that there should not be any further blow
out of new schemes. A situation arose over a number of years where schemes were doing
their own things. A number of those things were unfunded so there was an unknown liability
on taxpayers. Having a scheme which includes approval for people to start their own scheme
is not a good thing.

Seeing the Chairmnan of the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee sitting here
reminds me that a report is coming from that committee which members of this House should
read as it is an excellent one and makes some points about superannuation. I hope that
members of this House take notice of that report. Any provision that does not allow growth
in the Government scheme is good.

The proposals relating to local government require discussion. Before being elected to the
seat of Avon I was involved in the formation of the local government scheme. In my opinion
that scheme was built out of greed and nor out of sound decisions. It was done at a time
when earning rates for superannuation schemes were in the high 20s to 30 per cent which
attracted people to put the local government scheme together. We know from history that if
one chases big money one is likely to experience a corresponding dip when things go the
other way. That is what happened to the local government scheme; they picked a few
managers and a few circumstances that looked great when they were riding high. However,
the volatility of the funds must be taken into account when one is choosing a manager for a
superannuation scheme. They were told at the time that the volatility of several of the funds
they were looking at was not that crash hot, but the local government people decided on a
formula which unfortunately has brought to local government a considerable amount of pain.
We do not have any argument about the provisions in the Bill concerning local government;
it is a matter of history that those sorts of decisions will be made by individuals and groups of
people who, when the times are hot, will forget about the years when the system has gone
the other way.

We accept the oversight in the previous Bill about the withdrawal arrangements. We also
have no argument about the discrimination in the old scheme, because if people feel that they
are being discriminated against, they will certainly have the opportunity of going into the new
scheme. The old scheme does have some benefits: People are able to retire early; they have
better rates, because of the higher mortality situation; and those women who want to stay in
the old scheme, because they are close to retirement, will receive a benefit which is at a rate
of 25 per cent. An indexed pension will be attractive to many people who are close to
retirement, whether they are male or femnale. The opportunity of moving into the new scheme
should be a carrot and stick situation because those who stay in the old scheme are costing us
25 per cent compared with 12 per cent.

It is the same in respect of the three per cent productivity payment. A lot of public servants
are very upset about the three per cent payment, but we were clearly told at the beginning of
this legislation that the three per cent productivity payment was only for those people who
went into the new scheme. It is unfortunate that it was indicated in some of the
correspondence which went out from the board at the time that people could expect to get
three per cent under the old scheme. This goes back to the promises and indications made by
employers. I am prepared to accept that a mistake has been made in the case of the three
per cent productivity payment, much more than I am prepared to accept the previous mistake
in respect of the vesting situation in the new scheme, because that was clearly pointed out in
the new scheme; the three per cent provision may have been an oversight.

The Leader of the Opposition raised an important point about the way Government
employees will be treated. That is not an issue before this House; it is a consequence of the
Federal legislation. The National Party has written to the new Commissioner of Life
Insurance and Superannuation, asking that the public servants who have been caught by the
new provisions be given some consideration. I do not think there is any necessity to go
through what those provisions are, because that will take time, and will confuse most of the
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people here, but I presume that the State superannuation board will be making representation
to the Federal Government to ensure that people are not disadvantaged by the changes to the
Commonwealth legislation.

It is interesting to note from the second reading speech that 32 per cent of the pension scheme
members are under the age of 40. There has been an extension of time of the new offer to try
to get those people out of the old scheme and into the new. We support that move, which is
important in terms of reducing the cost of State superannuation. If those people who are
under 40 look at and seek advice about which scheme is the best for them, they will find
many shortfalls in the old scheme, which was very restrictive; and even though the pension
arrangements were extremely attractive when one got to that stage, one first had to get there.
The disability benefits under the old pension scheme were also not very attractive. I hope
that the superannuation board, and the system in general, will encourage people to move out
of the old scheme and into the new one.

We support the availability of additional insurance cover, because in many cases people wish
to have a bit more life insurance or total disability cover which they can purchase out of the
system. That is available itt most private enterprise schemes; there is no reason why it should
not be available within this scheme. The payment of interest on delayed payments is also
important, and was probably an oversight in the previous scheme. There will be cases where
the payment of benefits will be delayed for some time when people die intestate, or when
they put down the names of beneficiaries on forms, only to find that those people have died,
or another set of circumstances has occurred. In the circumstances where the trustees of the
scheme will have to delay in paying out the funds, then obviously the moneys within the
scheme should be able to earn interest, and that benefit should flow on to the recipients of the
scheme.

We do not see any great problems with the part-time employment situation; it is obvious that
in the 1990s people will job-share and deliberately take on part-time employment. There is
no reason why superannuation should not be extended to them. The provisions within this
Bill will tidy up and make the existing legislation much more workable. It does, however,
stick in our craw somewhat that the promises made to employees by employers will now be
withdrawn.
MR PARKER (Fremantle - Treasurer) [1.18 am]!: I thank members far their comments on
this legislation. I think I answered, by way of interjection, the Leader of the Opposition's
point in relation to the interest to be paid on delayed benefits. The member for Avon has also
commented on this, and I endorse his comments. From what I understood the member for
Avon to say, I believe that he and I are on similar ground in relation to the three per cent
productivity payment. which is that while there are problems with the old scheme for those
who are in it, it is an extraordinarily generous scheme for those who stay In Government
service for a long period of time and go through to retirement, remembering that there are
now provisions for early retirement. The scheme is generous to the extent that the actuarial
studies show that although it is an unfunded scheme, the real benefit that the taxpayer is
paying to the beneficiaries of the scheme is 25 per cent of income. In other words, if
someone is earning $50 000 a year, on top of that, $12 500 is being paid by the employer into
the superannuation scheme. The three per cent productivity gain was intended largely to
furnish an occupational superannuation scheme throughout the country. As the member for
Avon said, that was the reason the ACTU and the Federal Government fought for it so hard.
The Government made it clear that it was prepared to concede three per cent only to those
who joined that new scheme, because it was felt that those in the old scheme were doing very
well. All the non-contributory members of the new scheme have is the three per cent
productivity amount. It is only where one pays one's own contributions that one gets up to
12 per cent. The 12 per cent very clearly includes the tee per cent.

I can recall the debate which took place within the Government and between the Government
and the trade union movement about that issue. The Government was very frm about that
matter. I do not agree with the Leader of the Opposition that there is any unfairness involved.
I endorse the comments of the member for Avon concerning the difference in the treatment
between men and women in the old scheme as compared with the new one. Many people
transferred from the old scheme to the new the last time the transfer option was open. We
now propose to open it again to allow those who are dissatisfied with what they see as
discriminatory provisions in the old scheme to transfer into the new. In addition we propose
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to do something which will be of particular benefit to women. It is not specifically directed
at women, but most people in this category will be women. Where people move from full
time to part time employment they will have the opportunity to move to the new scheme,
which will remove any discrimination.

I cannot comment on the points raised about the debate on the withdrawal option. Although I
was a member of the House, I must admit that I did not take much notice of the debate in
those days, never thinking I would be the Minister responsible for the Government
employees superannuation fund. There is no doubt chat the withdrawal option arrangements
need to be changed, and that is widely recognised. In relation to the issue raised by the
Leader of the Opposition about how the State scheme is to be treated for tax purposes, as a
result of the Bill we passed a few moments ago we have made a decision in relation to the
parliamentary superannuation scheme, which is a tiny scheme in comparison with this one,
and a very simple one, because there is only one classification of member in it. This scheme
is a very huge and complex one with a whole range of benefits.

The first point I make is that the Commonwealth, despite having stated a whole range of
intentions with regard to superannuation taxation, has not yet fully clarified how the scheme
will operate.

Mr MacKinnon: Its about time it did.

Mr PARKER: I agree, particularly in relation to public sector schemes. Many of my
colleagues ask me, and judging from comments made by members opposite to the
superannuation trustees, I am sure the same concern exists on the Opposition side, about our
own entitlements from the tax point of view. There is no doubt that people in public sector
schemes are equally concerned. People have every reason to be concerned and we should try
to find the answers as quickly as possible.

Most members would know Mr Tindale. He is a very capable man and he runs the
superannuation and insurance side of the scheme. He has been pressing the Commonwealth
for information. We do not know how the Commonwealth arrangements will affect public
sector schemes. It is fairly clear how they will affect private sector schemes but not public
sector schemes. The best thing to do with this scheme is as yet unclear. Members of the
Superannuation Board have commiissionied a leading firm of chartered accountants, Coopers
& Lybrand, to do a report for them, and ultimately a recommendation for me, I suppose, on
how the State scheme is to be treated for tax purposes. As soon as those things coalesce, as
they need to, we will have the picture.

Mr Macinnon: Have you any idea when that will be?

Mr PARKER: The Commonwealth keeps promising information in relation to public sector
schemes, but it has all sorts of excuses ranging from the pilots' strike onwards about why it
has not been able to get people together to sort it out. We were at one stage promised the
final details by 24 October.

Mr Macinnon: A change of Governiment will fix that for you.

Mr PARKER: I do not think we want to fix it that way; there has to be a better way. The
intention is to do it as soon as possible, and members will want advice on their tax liabilities
as soon as possible. One thing is absolutely clear, arnd that is that the Comnmonwealth is
trying to encourage people to pay lump sums into annuities or take pensions rather than lump
sums. That is crystal clear, and everything the Commonwealth is doing is designed to that
end.

I dealt with the comment made by the member for Avon. If he wants to say that he told us
about the withdrawal option, I accept that criticism. I was not involved at the time and I
cannot specifically comment, except to say that the precise restrictions we are placing on the
withdrawal option were the subject of extensive negotiations and numerous discussions with
the Civil Service Association representatives. While some civil servants were upset with the
decisions, they meet with the approval of most people who are the potential beneficiaries.

With those comments I conmnend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
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.Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Commnittees (Dr Gallop) in the Chair; Mr Parker (Treasurer) in
charge of the Bill.
Clauses I to 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Section 3 amended -

Mr PARKER: I move -

Page 4, after line 29 - To insert the following subsection -

(8) Without limiting subsection (5)(b), where a person appointed to an
office created by a specified provision of a written law is declared under
subsection (5)(a) to be an employee of an employer, the Government of
Western Australia is deemed for the purposes of this Act to be the employer of
that person while he holds that office.

The reason for this amendment is that when the Bill was drafted one of the clear intentions -

and that is referred to in the second reading speech - was that certain persons be entitled to be
regarded as continuing employees at the discretion of the board. As the Bill is drafted, clear
parameters were laid down as to how someone would be regarded as an employee, and
people who would not ordinarily be regarded as employees, such as magistrates and so on,
could be admitted as employees. The Crown Solicitor looked at this Bill and he found that
while there was no doubt these people could be admitted as employees, that did not mean
much unless there was a designated employer. A magistrate does not have a clear employer,
so the Crown Solicitor came up with this amendment to the effect that where a person is
deemed to be an employee in the -way designed by this Bill, the employer will be the
Government of Western Australia. That, according to him, will meet all the requirements of
the legislation.

Mr TRENORDEN: The National Party will not oppose the amendment because the
Treasurer has clearly spelt out the problem. Certain people do not have a direct tie to their
employers and we believe the amendment will cover their situation and clear up a minor legal
problem.

Mr MacKINNON: 'The Liberal Party will support the amendment for the reason outlined by
the member for Avon.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 5 to 33 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, with an amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Parker (Treasurer), anid transmitted to the Council,

House adjourned at 1.33 am (Wednesday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

STATE GOVERNMIENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - SPEDLEY SECITIES
LTD

Deposits - Bills Purchased

1270. Mr MacKIN4NON to the Treasurer:

Concerning the financial dealings between the State Government Insurance
Commission and Spedley Securities Ltd -

(a) what cash deposits were made in Spedley Securities, how much for,
when and under what conditions;

(b) what bills were purchased or endorsed through Spediey Securities Ltd,
when, for how much, and under what conditions, and who issued the
bills and who held the bills prior to the SOIC purchase/endorsement;

(c) has any other Government agency had dealings with Spedley
Securities Ltd of the nature outlined in (a) and (b); and

(d) if so, what were those dealings under the criteria outlined in (a) and
(b)?

Mr PARKER replied:

The SCIC advises me as follows -

(a) Funds of the State Government Insurance Commission placed on deposit
arangements with Spedley Securities Limited were -

Februaiy 1988 $ I0.O0m Rollover deposit
August 1988 $4.00m Rollover deposit
October 1988 $5.50m Initial deposit with a third party

security given to State Government
Insurance Commission. Security
subsequently not met.

October 1988 $11 .O0m Bills held secured by a Spedley
associated company. Subsequently
not met on due date and amount due
convented with Spedley to unsecured
deposit.

$30.50mn

(b) On 2 September 1988 the following bills were ENDORSED by the State
Government Insurance Comnmission.

Amount - $15.00 million
Denomination - 3 x 5.0 million Nos 8701,

8704, and 8705
Issue Date - 2 September 1988
Drawer - Aldershot Limited
Accepter - Spedley Securities Ltd
Conditions - Acceptance Fee 1L5%
No call made upon State Government Insurance Commission.

(c) Unknown to State Government Insurance Commission.

(d) Not applicable to State Government Insurance Commissioii.

BUILDING INDUSTRY TRAINNG FUND - NEW LEGISLATION
Current Session - Government Intention

1419. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Labour:

(1) Is it the intention of the Government to introduce legislation to establish a
building industry training fund during the current session?
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(2) If so, when?
Mr TROY replied:

The building and construction industry training fund is the result of the
tripartite overseas mission for increased industry involvement in the area of
employment, and training and the subsequent decision by unions and
employees in the building and construction industry to approach the
Government to prepare appropriate legislation.
The Government is keen to introduce the Bill in the current session but that
objective is being hampered by the slow progress of the existing legislative.
program.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE DEPARTMENT-
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS

Asbestos Roofs and Ceilings - Complaints

1465. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Labour:

(I) Has the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare received
complaints regarding asbestos roofs and/or asbestos ceilings at Government
schools?

(2) If so, which schools?
(3) Have inspectors attended these Government schools to investigate?

(4) If so, please describe the tests carried out to determine whether the asbestos
roofs and/or ceilings constitute a health risk?

(5) Which schools were found to have asbestos roofs and/or ceilings which did
constitute a potential health risk and/or which the department indicated
required replacement?

Mr TROY replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) As at 14 November, complaints have been received from the following

schools - Dwellingup. Pinjarra. Belmont, Yokine, Perth Modem School and
Midland TAFE - current location of Middle Swan Primary School. Advice
has been given to other schools.

(3) Yes.
(4) Visual assessments have been undertaken by qualified persons to determine

the potential risk of fibre release. Air monitoring has been carried out at some
schools to supplement the visual assessment.

(5) Dwellingup.

PORTS AND HARBOURS -FREMANTLE PORT
Stoppages

1490. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Transport:

(I) How many stoppages were experienced in the Port of Fremantle during the
1988-89 financial year?

(2) What was the duration of each of these stoppages?
(3) What was the cause of each of these stoppages?
(4) What was the cost incurred by the Fremantle Port Authority, exporters and

shipping agents?
(5) Have any ships and of what tonnage bypassed Fremantle on account of each

of these stoppages?
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Mr PEARCE replied:
Questions (1), (2) and (3) are answered in Fremantle Port Authority's
"Industrial Disputes and Stoppages' report attached.
[See paper No 635.]
(4) The Fremantle Port Authority does not keep costing records for

stoppages and does not have access to costing records of exporters and
shipping agents.

(5) Records indicate that the Anro Adelaide of 13 488 gross tonnage was
the only ship which bypassed on the 18 September 1988 due to a tug
dispute the involving Seamen's Union of Australia.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE DEPARTMENT -
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTONS

Prohibition Notices - Education Ministry, Notification Procedure

1496. Mrs EDWAR-DES to the Minister for Labour:

Will the Minister please advise what procedure is carried out by the
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare to notify the Ministry
of Education when the department issues improvement and prohibition notices
to various educational institutions?

Mr TROY replied:
Improvement and prohibition notices issued to educational institutions are
issued to the most senior person present, usually the principal or deputy
principal of the institution.

Under Sections 48 and 49 of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act
it is the responsibility of a person to whom a notice has been issued to
forthwith give the notice, or a copy of it, to the employer.

Advice of the requirement to notify the employer that an improvement or
prohibition notice has been issued is contained on the reverse side of the
improvement or prohibition notice.

Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare inspectors advise
recipients of improvement and prohibition notices of requirements outlined on
the reverse side of improvement and prohibition.

EDUCATION - CAKE DECORATING COURSE
Eaton - Shortened Course

1588. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Labour:

(1) Is the Minister aware that a cake decorating course is being cut short at Eaton?

(2) Is the Minister aware the students have completed nearly two years of the
study and will not receive a certificate for completion of the course?

(3) Will the Minister allow the course to be completed?

Mr TROY replied:
(1) The cake decorating course has not been cut short. The students have already

received more than the approved number of hours for the subject, and have all
passed the subject.

(2) Eleven of the 16 students have already received their certificates of
completion, and the remaining five will receive their certificates at the end of
this year.

(3) The course has been completed. Students may receive additional tuition if
they pay the normal Adult Education fees.

LAND TENURE - NEW LEGISLATION
Introduction Date

1664. Mr COWAN to the Minister representing the Minister for Lands:

Is the Minister able to conifinn that legislation relating to the tenure of pastoral
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land will be introduced into the current session of Parliament so that the
industry and other interested groups have adequate time to assess its
consequences?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -

I am unable to confirtn at this stage whether changes to pastoral land tenure
will be introduccd this session. Notwithstanding this uncertainty I have
assured all industry groups that adequate time will be available prior to a Bill
being introduced even if it means delaying its introduction.

NATIONAL PARKS - D'ENTRECASTEALJX AND SHANNON MANAGEMENT
PLAN

Horse Riding Corridors - Location Reasons

9. Mr THOMPSON to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) With regard to the D'Entrecasteaux and Shannon National Parks management
plan, what were the reasons for locating horse riding corridors - map 15 -
through -

(a) areas affected or at risk of infection by dieback disease - map 9;
(b) areas of poorly represented or fragile plant communities - map 9;
(c) areas of high to extreme susceptibility to soil erosion and degradation?

(2) (a) Is horse riding presently permitted in these identified dieback risk and
fragile flora areas, and areas of high/extreme soil erosion/degradation;

(b) if so, is the activity confined to the corridors shown on map 15;

(c) to what extent are horse trek support vehicles permitted to use these
corridors, particularly between Fish Creek and Broke Wnet, and
Coodamurrup Beach to Lake Maringup/Gardner River?

(3) What specific permits or concessions are required or operate for the following
for horse riding in these national parks -

(a) commercial horse trekking operators:

(b) organised amateur groups;

(c) informal riding by individualsfsmaU panics?

(4) What steps have been taken to -

(a) ensure horse riders can follow designated corridors;

(b) ensure horse riders and organisers are aware of the implications of
dieback spread?

(5) (a) To what extent has an assessment been made of possible introduction
and spread of dieback by horse riding - and associated activities - in
these national parks;

(b) what conclusions were reached;

(c) would the Minister please table a copy of the assessment?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(I) Horse riding within the Shannon and D'Entrecasteaux National Parks is
recognised as a traditional use which has been associated with grazing for over
100 years. Current horse riding activity is essentially recreational and
confined to corridors which follow some of the traditional routes. No
degradation is expected in these areas from continued horse riding.

(2) (a)-(b)
Horse riding is permitted in all areas identified as corridors on map 15
of the Shannon Park and D'Entrecasteaux National Park management
plan.

1 67~
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(c) All vehicles, including horse trek support vehicles, are conFined to
existing tracks. Tracks will be progressively upgraded, designated for
4 x 4 vehicles or closed and rehabilitated according to the strategy
outlined in the management plan. This will be dependent on the
availability of funds and when the additions to the D'Ertcrecasteaux
National Park are declared. Horse riding corridors and vehicle tracks
coincide in many areas.

(3) (a) Commnercial horse trekking operators require a licence to operate
within national parks.

(b)-(c)
All other horse riding activities take place without permits or
concessions on approved designated horse riding corr idors.

(4) (a)-(b)
When individuals, groups or organisauions contact the Department of
Conservation and Land Management regarding horse riding, they are
informed of the requirements for horse riding within these parks.
Corridors will be delineated in the field and publicised dependent on
the availability of funds and when the additions to the D'Entrecasreaux
National Park are declared. A code of practice for horse riding will be
developed in consultation with user groups.

(5) No specific assessment has been made yet of the spread of dieback by horse
riding in the Shannon and D'Entrecasteaux National Parks. Monitoring and
assessment of horse riding activity will be conducted during the life of the
management plan.

MINING TENEMENTS - M70/406, M70/407
Application Dares -Applicants

1687. Mr THOMPSON to the Minister for Mines:
(1) With regard to mining tenements M70/406 and M70/407 -

(a) when were they applied for;

(b) who applied for them;

(c) on what dates were they approved or refused, and for what reasons?

(2) With regard to mining tenement M70/406, prior to approval -

(a) was it necessary to obtain surrender in whole or part of mineral rights
of that part of tenement mineral lease I SA over which it is placed;

(b) was the necessary surrender in fact obtained;

(ci was it necessary for the Minister to consult with the Minister with
whom Reserve No 1774 is vested, and the Kalamunda Shire Council;

(d) were the necessary consultations with each in fact carried out, and in
each case were the parties agreeable to the tenement application being
approved?

(e) was it necessary for the Minister to consult with the Minister for Water
Resources;

(f) was the necessary consultation in fact carried out and did the Minister
express arty objection or reservation to the tenement application being
approved?

(g) was it necessary for the Minister to consult with and obtain the
concurrence of the Minister for Conservation and Land Management;

(h) was the necessary consultation in fact carried out, and was the
necessary concurrence obtained;,

(i) what conditions were applied to the concurrence?
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Mr CARR replied:
(1) (a) Application was made for mining leases 70/406 and 70/407 at

12.20 pm on L4 April 1988.
(b) Both leases were applied for by Vinci and Sons Pry Ltd.

(c) Application for mining lease 70/406 was granted on 23 December
1988. This followed the concurrence of the Minister for Conservation
and Land Management in regard to the encroachment onto State forest
No 22 - and the recommendation of the Minister for Water Resources -
in regard to the encroachment onto Victoria Reservoir catchment area
Reserve 1774.

The Minister responsible for the adjustments of the Alumina Refinery
Agreement Act 1961 - at that time the Minister for Economic
Development and Trade - detenmined in accordance with section 25A
of that Act that the granting of the lease application would not
prejudice the bauxite mining operations being carried out on mineral
lease I SA.

Application for mining lease 70/407 was refused on 23 December
1988. The Minister for Conservation and Land Management did not
concur to the grant of the lease application in regard to the
encroachment onto State forest No 22 and the Minister for Water
Resources refused his consent in regard to the encroachment onto
Canning River catchment area Reserve 59L3.

(2) (a) No. Section 25A of the Alumina Refinery Agreement Act 1961
provides that the Minister responsible for the administration of that Act
determines whether the granting of a mining tenement would interfere
or prejudice bauxite mining operations or economically extractable
bauxite reserves within mineral lease I SA. The Minister responsible
shall either advise the Minister for Mines of a favourable
determination or by serving a notice on the warden refuse the mining
tenement application. Upon the grant of a later mining tenement the
land is deemed to be excised from mineral lease I SA but reverts back
to that lease upon the expiration or sooner determination of that later
mining tenement.

(b) See (2)(a).

(c) Yes, it was necessary for the Minister for Mines to consult with the
Minister in whom Reserve 1774 is vested. No, it was not necessary for
the Minister for Mines to consult with the Kalaniunda Shire Council.

(d) The Minister for Water Resources - with whom Reserve 1774 is
vested - was consulted on 12 October 1988 and agreed to the grant of
application for mining lease 70/406 on 7 December 1988 subject to
conditions. The referral of application for mining lease 70/406 to the
Kalamunda Shire Council was not necessary nor made.

(e) Yes.

(f) Yes, the consultation was carr ied out. No objection or reservation was
expressed by the Minister for Water Resources although specific
conditions were requested to be imposed in the event the tease
application was grant.

(g) Yes.
(h) The Minister for Conservation and Land Management - with whom

State forest No 22 is vested - was consulted on 22 July 1988 with
concurrence to the grant of application for mining lease 70/406 being
forwarded on 30 September 1988.

(i) The conditions applied to the concurrence of the Minister for
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Conservation and Land Management are conditions 8 to 18 and 22 to
24 of the schedule of conditions of grant of minihg lease 70/406 - see
attached schedule.

[See paper No 634.J

MINING TENEMENT APPLICATIONS - D'ENTRECASTEAUX NATIONAL PARK,
PINGERLJP PLAINS AREA

Conservation and Land Management Department - Action Taken

1688. Mr THOMPSON to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) What action have the following taken regarding mining tenement applications
in the Pingerup Plains area of the D'Entrecasteaux National Park -

(a) Department of Conservation and Land Management;

(b) National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority?

(2) What consideration has been given to requesting the Minister for Mines to
refuse the applications in the public interest?

(3) Does the park management plan identify the Pirigerup Plains area as -

(a) affected or at risk of infection by dieback;

(b) containing poorly represented/fragile plant communities?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) (a) No action has been taken under section 24 of the Mining Act. The
national park is subject to the Government policy on mining in
national parks and nature reserves. I refer to pant (a) of my answer to
question 1618.

(b) See (l)(a).
(2) None, see (1(a).

(3) Yes.

MINING TENEMENT APPLICATIONS -D'ENTRECASTEAUX NATIONAL PARK,
BROKE INLET AREA

Conservation and Land Mdanagement Department - Action Taken

1689. Mr THOMPSON to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) What action have the following taken regarding mining tenement applications
in the D'Entrecasteaux National Park in the Broke Inlet area and to the east -

(a) Department of Conservation and Land Management;

(b) National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority?

(2) What consideration has been given to requesting the Minister for Mines to
refuse the applications - particularly tenement E70/413 - in the public interest?

(3) Does the park management plan identify the eastern end of the national park
as -
(a) affected or at risk of infection by dieback;

(b) containing poorly represented/fragile plant communities;

(c) very susceptible to soil erosion and degradation?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) (a) No action under section 24 of the Mining Act. I refer to part (a) of my
answer to question L618.

(b) See (1)(a).

(2) None, see (1)(a).

(3) Yes, in parts.
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EDUCATION - NOTRE DAME PRIVATE UNIVERSITY
Establishment - Government Support

170 1. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Education:

(1) Does the Government support in principle the establishment of the private
university, Notre Dame?

(2) Does the Government support, in relation to that university, the principle chat
students should receive the same scholarship and other direct benefits
available to students attending State universities?

(3) Has the Government been requested support in relation to the establishment of
Notre Dame?

(4) If so, what requests have been made?

(5) What package of support is under consideration?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) In principle, Austudy benefits should be available to all students who qualify,
regardless of whether they attend public or private universities.

(3) Discussions have beetn held between the Government and the proponents of
Noise Dame Australia on the support which might be provided.

(4) No formal request has yet been received for consideration by Cabinet.

(5) None. See (4).

ASBESTOS ROOFING - LEASEHOLD FARMS
War Service Land Settlement Scheme - Government Responsibility

1705. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the Minister aware that potentially dangerous asbestos roofing was used in
the construction of buildings on leasehold farms under the war service land
settlement scheme?

(2) What responsibility, if any, does the State Government take for the potential
health hazard that has existed and continues to exist in many cases?

Mr WILSON replied;

(1) No. There have been no complaints or inquiries received to date either by the
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, the Department of
Land Administration or the Federal Department of Primary Industry and
Energy with regard to the presence of asbestos on scheme land.

(2) The war service land settlement scheme was established to provide farm land
and farm buildings for Word War II retrned servicemen. The scheme is
administered by the Federal Department of Primary Industry and Energy, with
the Western Australian Department of Land Administration acting as the local
agent. Under the scheme, leaseholders have full responsibilities for any
structures on their land. If leaseholders employ persons on their properties
they have a responsibility under the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare
Act 1984 to protect their employees from hazards to their health or safety.

TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL - TRAINING UNIT
Location

1716. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Employment and Training:

(1) Where is the Trades and Labor Council training unit funded by the
Government currently located?

(2) Who are the owners of the building?

(3) What rental is pa-id for the building?

(4) What space is tented by the unit for this purpose?
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Mr TROY replied:
(1) 401-403 Oxford Street, Mt Hawthorn.

(2) The building is conjointly owned by the Amalgamated Metal Workers Union
and the Electrical Trades Union.

(3) Current rental, including outgoings, paid by the representative training unit is
$5 882.63 per month.

(4) 476 square metres,
Additional Information -

(a) Prior to accepting the lease the representative training unit had a
commercial assessment carried out by Brendan Rubble Pry Ltd.

(b) The rent fur 1988-89 was $44 178 - audited accounts. However, this
was for the period October 1988 to 30 June 1989 only.

(c) The monthly rental figure is broken up as follows -

Rent 4557.16

Outgoings 1 099.22
(Cleaning, etc)
Management Fee 226.25
(Milton Cooper Real Estate)

ELECTIONS - ELECTORAL ENROLMENT DECISIONS REVIEW
Federal Administrative Appeals Tribunal - Federal Minister's

Approach

1737. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

(1) Has the Federal Minister for Administrative Services approached the
Government with a view to having the review of all electoral enrolment
decisions undertaken by the Commonwealth Administrative Appeals
Tribunal?

(2) If so, what was the Government's response to this approach?

(3) If not, would the Minister inform the House about the Government's polic ' on
this subject?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) No. The Commonwealth Government considers that it is most unlikely that
the States would agree to a Commonwealth agency being the firiai statutory
arbiter on questions involving State electoral enrolment.

(2) Answered by (1).
(3) The State Goverrunent's policy on this subject is reflected in section 48 of the

State Electoral Act 1907 and the arrangement between the Commonwealth
and the State for the single enrolment procedure. A copy of that arrangement
was tabled with the answer to parliamentary question 1279.

EDUCATION - DISTRICT EDUCATION OFFICES
Budget Allocation - Expenditure Guidelines

1765. Mr HOUSE to the Mintister for Education:

(1) What guidelines exist for the expenditure of the Budget allocation to District
Education Offices?

(2) Who is required to approve that expenditure within District Education Offices
is of educational value?

(3) (a) Would the costs associated with moving the office accommodation for
9 student services personnel in the Albany District Education Office to
another space within the district office be deemed of educational
value;
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(b) if so, on what grounds would such an expenditure be considered to be
of educational value;

(c) what is the total cost associated with this move?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Expenditure must be in accordance with requirements of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act and Ministry of Education policy.

(2) The district superintendent is responsible for expenditure against the district
office budget.

(3) (a) The proposed move has been designed to allow the more effective use
of space in the three buildings which make up the district office. The
particular objective is to improve the ability of the office to provide
professional development. No final decisions on the matter have yet
been made.

(b) Professional development of the Ministry's work force is a key role for
district offices.

(c) Since the relocations are still under review no final estimate of costs is
available.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT - TRADERS
Consumer Complaints - Public Naming Criteria

1769. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:
What criteria are used to decide whether a trader is named publicly by the
Minister's department in relation to complaints lodged against him/it?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
The naming of traders is not treated lightly by the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs and is generally done only in very serious instances as a last resort
where traders will not honour their legal obligations or are involved in
unethical practices. Each case is different and no firm rules can be utiised.
Among the matters that are considered are -

(1) Level of complaints in relation to the size of the enterprise.
(2) Consistency of consumer complaints.

(3) Seriousness of practice or conduct.
(4) History of complaint resolution including response to approaches by

the Ministry to improve matters.
(5) Time taken to redress or deal with consumer complaints.

SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNAL - PROFESSIONS
Consumer Claim Hearings - Exemption Legislation

1770. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) Will the Minister table a list of the professions against which a consumer is
prevented by law from having a claim heard by the Small Claims Tribunal?

(2) What criteria are used to determine which professions are exposed to action by
a consumer in the Small Claims Tribunal and which have the privilege of
being exempt?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1) There are none.
(2) Not applicable.
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WATERFRONT WORKERS - EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Government Agency - Responsibility

1772. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Transport:

Is the Fremantle Port Authority or any other agency responsible for ensuring
that there are equal employment opportunities on the waterfront?

Mr PEARCE replied:

The Fremantle Port Authority is a "public authority" under section 139, part
LX, of the Equal Opportunity Act.
Pant IX of the Act requires that -

Each authority shall prepare and implement an equal opportunity
management plan in order to achieve the objects of this pant - section
145.

Each authority shall report to the Director of Equal Opportunity in
Public Employment at least once in each year after the date on which
the implementation of its management plan commienced - section 146.

Those authorities, excluding Commonwealth, not covered by part IX of the
Act are obliged to comply with the other pants of the Act.

SWAN BREWERY SITE - ARRESTS
Kerruish, Ms Valerie - Bail Conditions Complaint

1778. Mr HIASSELL to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

(1) Did the Attorney General receive the letter from Ms Valerie Kerruish, senior
lecturer at the Law School at the University of Western Australia, complaining
about the bail conditions imposed on those arrested at the Swan Brewery site
on 9 October 1989?

(2) What action has the Attorney General taken on this issue?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(I) Yes.

(2) The Attorney General is awaiting departmental advice.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - PORT KENNEDY
RESORT DEVELOPMENT

Expenditure

1786. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

Further to my question 1645 of 1989, would the Premier detail for me the total
expenditure made to date by the Western Australian Development Corporation
on its share of the Port Kennedy development?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The corporation has paid 50 per cent of the cost of land purchased by the joint
venture for $801 000. With legal costs, the corporation's payment was
$420 089. In addition, WADC has paid $330 000 in project development
costs.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS - STATE ABORIGINAL PROGRAMS
Cabinet Subcommittee - Meetings

1788. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) Since I July, how many times has the Cabinet subcommnittee appointed to
assist the delivery of State Aboriginal programs met?

(2) What decisions have been made to date as a consequence of those meetings?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Five.

(2) The Cabinet subcommnittee was established to assist and provide a coordinated
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approach to improve effectiveness of service delivery to Aboriginal
communities in WA. Day to day implementation of service continues to be
the responsibility of the relevant Ministers and agencies, who draw on the
advice provided by the Cabinet subcommnittee.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN EXIM CORPORATION - ZANETIC MANUFACTURING
DISPUTE

Out of Court Settlement - Premier's Approval
1789. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(I) Did the Premier approve of the decision by Western Australian Exim
Corporation to settle the Exinv'Zanetic Manufacturing dispute out of court as
reported last week.

(2) If not, who in Government did?
(3) Why did the Government agree to keep the detail of the settlement secret?

(4) Will the Premier now detail to the Parliament how much was paid by Exim to
conclude this settlement?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1)-(2)
The decision to settle the dispute with Zanetic out of court was made by the
Western Australian Exim Corporation's board on commercial grounds and on
legal advice. I was made aware of Exim's decision.

(3) The Government did not seek such an agreement. However, Eximn has advised
that during negotiations all parties agreed to a condition of settlement that no
details would be released without the approval of the pantics to the agreement.

(4) The Goverrnment has no objection to releasing the full details of the settlement
and I will direct Exirn to seek the approval of the other parties to do so.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN EXIM CORPORATION - ANNUAL REPORT
Tabling Date

1791. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:
When does the Premier expect to table the completed accounts for Western
Australia Exim Corporation for the year ending 30 June 1989?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

Under the provisions of the Financial Administration and Audit Act, Exim had
until 31 August to have its completed accounts available for audit. The
Auditor General then has three months to finalise the audit and present signed
audited copies to me as the Minister responsible. In accordance with the
provisions of the Act, I will lodge the accounts with the parliamentary Clerk
within 21 days of receipt of the audited copies.

EDUCATION - SCHOOL FEES
Secondary School Students - Parents, Government Payments Procedure

1800. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Education:

(I) Will the Government's payment of $100 per secondary school student be paid
direct to the parents?

(2) (a) Is it possible that in some instances that payment could be made direct
to the student;

(b) if yes to (2)(a), under what circumstances?

(3) (a) Is it possible that in some instances that payment could be made direct
to the school;

(b) if yes to (3)(a), under what circumstances?

(4) In cases where school fees have not been paid by the parents, would the
ministry make the payment direct to the school?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) (a) No.

(b) Not applicable.

(3) (a) No.

(b) Not applicable.

(4) No.

CAPITA CENTRE - COMMUNITY FUNCTIONS
1801. Mr BRADSHAW to the Premier:

(1) How many functions have been held at the Capita Centre this year where
people from the community are invited to lunch or other social functions?

(2) Who has been invited to such functions?

(3) What is the cost this year for such functions?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(l)-(3)
1 have no knowledge of the number of functions that have been held at the
Capita Centre as the responsibility for hiring venues in the Capita building
complex rests with Capita. However, if the member has any specific queries
concerning particular functions, he should put them in writing and I will have
the matter investigated.

EDUCATION MINISTRY - STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS UNION OF WA ([NC)
Deregistration Proceedings - Legal Advice

1804. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

Did the Ministry of Education seek legal advice as to the deregistration
proceedings of the State School Teachers Union of Western Australia, and its
consequences?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

No.
EDUCATION MINISTRY - STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS UNION OF WA (INC)

Deregisrration Proceedings - Hull. Mr Darrell, Employment
1805. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

(1) Did the Minister or the Ministry of Education engage or employ Darrell Hull
as an adviser or in any other capacity in respect to tlhe deregistration
proceedings of the State School Teachers Union of Western Australia and/or
any other aspects relating to the recent teachers' dispute?

(2) If so, on what basis was Darrell Hull employed or engaged?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) The Ministry of Education sought the assistance of Asia Pacific Strategies Pty
Ltd of Brisbane, an organisation with expertise in the field of strategic
industrial relations planning to advise on the recent industrial dispute.
Dr Darryl Hull is the Director of Operations of this Company in Western
Australia.

(2) Dr Hull's services were provided on a contractual basis.

EDUCATION MINISTRY - STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS UNION OF WA ([NC)
Deregistrauion Proceedings - Committee Appointment

1806. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

Would the Minister advise whether the Ministry of Education set up a
committee to look into the question of deregistration of the State School
Teachers Union of Western Australia?

A72
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

No committee was set up.

EDUCATION - FOUR YEAR OLDS
Esperance Community Kindergarten Inc President - Premises

Application
1807. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

(I) H-as the Minister received an application from the committee president of the
Esperance Community Kindergarten Inc for premises to meet the need of
providing preschool education sources to four year olds?

(2) If so. what steps have been taken or will be taken by the Minister to ensure
that suitable premises will be provided?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

A request for assistance has been received. A recommendation has been made
that the local group approach the Office of The Family for assistance.

EDUCATION - EMBLETON PRIMARY SCHOOL
Remedial Teaching and Support Services - Demand

1808. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is there a demand at the Embleton Primary School for more remedial teaching
and support services'?

.(2) If so. what strategies are being put in place to meet these demands?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(l)-(2)

The level of demand is no greater at this school than any other in the district.
The school is reorganising its class structure to provide a greater level of
support - support teacher - for 1990. This in the opinion of the principal will
allow the needs of such children to be addressed. Also, the district office is
monitoring the situation and will provide additional support in 1990 if it
appears this is required. This support will be available in terms of time and
advisory services from a specialist learning difficulties education consultant.

EDUCATION - WEMBLEY DOWNS PRIMLARY SCHOOL
Student Set-D ow,, Ba 'vs. Busley Road - Application

1809. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has an application from the Wembley Downs Primary School for student set-
down bays in Busley Road been received?

(2) If so, when was the application received?

(3) When will the work commence?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) No recent application has been received. However, should the school wish
this work to be considered, an application should be made through the minor
works scheme at the district office level.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

EDUCATION - PARKERVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Car Park Extension - Funding Application

1810. Mrs EDWRES to the Minister for Education:

(I) Has an application been received from the Parkerville Primary School for
funding to meet the cost of a car park extension?

(2) If so, what is the cost of the proposed works?

(3) When will such funds be granted for these works to comnmence?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(I) Yes.

(2) $6 100.
(3) Negotiations are proceeding with the shire in relation to cost sharing.

EDUCATION - S ELDOM PRIMARY SCHOOL
Full Time Gardener

1811. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

Will the Minister advise if the Beldon Primary School had a full time
gardener - five days per week - for the years -

(a) 1985;
(b) 1986;
(c) 1987?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(a)-(c)
Yes.

EDUCATION - B ELDON PRIMARY SCHOOL
Permanent Library Resource Centre

1812. Mrs EDWARD ES to the Minister for Education:

(I) Does the Beldon Primary School have a permanent library resource centre?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) What is the cost for such a centre?

(4) When will these funds be made available?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(I) No. However, a new transportable building was provided in July 1988 for
library use as an interim measure until stage 2 of the school is built.

(2) Stage 2 has not as yet been built.

(3) $240 000 approximate.

(4) It is proposed to fund stage 2, which includes a permanent library, hrorn the
1990-91 Budget.

EDUCATION - BELDON PRIMARY SCHOOL
Extension Stage 2 - Funding Availability

18 13. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

Will the Minister advise as to when funding will be made available for the
stage 2 extension of Beldon Primary School?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

It is proposed to fund the stage 2 extensions from the 1990-9 1 Budges.

COMMUNiT-Y SERVICES - CHILDREN'S ACTIVITES FUND
Establishment Date - Funding

1815. Mr B LAIKIE to the Minister representing the Minister for The Family:

(1) When was the children's activities fund established?

(2) How much funding has been provided?

(3) Would the Minister provide details of those centres that have -

(a) applied far funding;
(b) had funding approved;

(c) an application pending?
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Mrs BEGGS replied:

(L) I am unaware of a children's activities fund. If the member clarifies whether
he is referring to Sumfun or another funding program, the information
requested will be provided.

(2)-(3)
See above.

NATIONAL PARKS LEGISLATION - AMENYDMENT PROPOSALS
Commercial Exploitation A llowance

181t7. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) Would the Minister advise why the Government is proposing to amend
national parks legislation to allow commercial exploitation of national parks?

(2) How does this reconcile with the Australian Labor Party policy on this matter?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) The Conservation and Land Management Amendment Bill 1989 seeks to
allow dhe Department of Conservation and Land Management to issue licences
to remove and sell exotic trees occurring on conservation reserves. The exotic
trees such as pine or yellow stringybark were often planted for tinber
production purposes when the national parks were State forest areas. The
exotic trees are not appropriate in the specialised ecosystems and provide little
by way of food and shelter to the indigenous fauna.

The Bill also seeks to allow the department to issue licences to remove and
sell forest produce from conservation reserves as a result of essential
operations. The three activities which can be regarded as essential operations
are listed in the Bill1. Any such action must better serve the land than would be
the case if the forest produce were not removed.
The Act currently allows the department to remove exotic trees and forest
produce in the cited essential operations instances by way of necessary
operations deFtned in section 33(3). However1 the department cannot sell the
trees removed and would need to dispose of them and bear the cost of the
removal operation.

The removal and sale of the trees and forest produce cited under the above
conditions will require the approval of the National Parks and Nature
Conservation Authority and me as Minister.

The funds generated from such operations may only be applied to
conservation reserves.

(2) The powers sought in the Bill are deemed to be in accord with Australian
Labor Party policy.

AIRSTRIPS -SOUTH WEST
Upgrade Support -Government Action

1819. Mr BLALKIE to the Minster for Transport:

What action has the Government taken to provide support to upgrade local
airstrips in the south west and, if any, would the Minister provide details?

Mr PEARCE replied:

The State Government participated in a joint Commonwealth/State study of
aerodrome infrastructure requirements of the south west region of Western
Australia. The study group recommended that the future needs of the region
would be best served by the establishment of a network of aerodromes rather
than a major regional aerodrome. It was also concluded that the lack of
demand rather than a lack of aerodrome facilities was inhibiting the
development of services. Consequently any aerodrome improvement works
would need to be accompanied by increased tourism developments in the
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region. Because of the Commonwealth policy of withdrawing from its
traditional aerodrome funding role, financial support would need to be
provided from local sources such as tourism, mining or local goverrnment.

ROADS - BYPASS ROADS
Capel. Bridgetown, Busseleon - Progress

1820. Mr B LAIKIE to the Minister for Transport:

(I) Would the Minister detail the progress on bypass roads for -

(a) Capel;
(b) Bridgetown;

(c) Busselton?
(2) What is the expected cost of each bypass?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) (a) There is general acceptance of a bypass alignment on the western side
of the town, which is shown on the town planning scheme for Capel.
There are no current proposals for early construction.

(b) A bypass alignment for Bridgetown is under review by the Main
Roads Department.

(c) Planning for a bypass was undertaken several years ago and an
alignment was included in the town planning scheme for Busselton.
At a recent meeting I had with representatives of the Busselton and
Margaret River shires it was agreed that a review of the alignment for
the Busselton bypass would be undertaken. It was also agreed that as a
first stage of this review a traffic study would be carried out. A
consultant will commence work on the traffic study shortly

(2) The cost of the Capel bypass is currently estimated at $1.5 million. No
estinated costs are available for the Bridgetown and Busselton bypasses.

ROADS - CAVES ROAD, YALUINGUP
Upgrading Proposals

1822: Mr B L.AJKE to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Would the Minister provide details of the proposed upgrading of the Caves

Road, Margaret River-Yallingup?
(2) What is the amount of fuinding to be provided in the current financial year?

(3) What is the estimated total cost and length of time expected for the works to
be comple ted?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(I) Caves Road is a secondary road which is the responsibility of the Augusta-
Margaret River and Busselton Shire Councils. Upgrading of Caves Road
between Yallingup and the Margaret River turn-off involves widening of 38
kilometres of road and the work is being undertaken by the respective local
governments.

(2) In the current financial year the Main Roads Department has made a special
grant of $250 000 for the widening of 17.4 kilomerres to the blacktop stage.
In addition the Shires of Busselton and Augusta-Margaret River are each
contributing $50 000. With Main Roads Department financial assistance the
Busselton Shire Council has already widened 6.3 kilometres to the gravel
stage south from Yallingup and it is anticipated this will also be to the
blacktop stage in 1990.

(3) The estimated total cost of the project between Yaflingup and the Margaret
River turn-off is $1.7 million. Completion of the project will depend on the
availability of future road funds and contributory arrangements with the two
councils.
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ANNUAL REPORT - TREASURER
Land Tax Assessment Act Part 11, Section 6(2) - Tabling

1824. Mr LEWIS to the Minister representing the Minister for Budget Management:

(1) Was an annual report as provided to be furnished to the Treasurer for
presentation to Parliament under part 11, section 6(2) of the Land Tax
Assessment Act tabled in Padliamnent for the years -

(a) 1983-84:

(b) 1984-85;
(c) 1985-86?

(2) If not, why were the provisions of the Act not complied with?
Mr PARKER replied:

(1) (a) Yes.

(b)-(c)
No.

(2) Annual reports for the years 1984-85 and 1985-86 were prepared by the
Commissioner of State Taxation but do not appear to have been tabled in
Parliament due to an administrative oversight. Arrangements will be made for
tabling of the reports.

QUESTION 1657 - COMMERCIALLY CONFIDENTIAL ANSWER
Burt Commission Report, Accountability Guidelines - Minister's

Exemption
1825. MrHOUSE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Further to my question 1657 of 1989 to which the Minister claimed the answer
was commercially confidential, does the Minister consider the Minister to be
exempt from the accountability guidelines recommended in section 5.3 of the
Bunt commission report?

(2) If yes, on what grounds?

(3) If no, will the Minister now answer the question?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(I) No.
(2) Not applicable.

(3) Section 5.3 of the report referred to recommends that details of negotiations or
agreements may be held confidential at the discretion of the Minister. Details
of several sets of freight rate agreements are contained in State agreements
which are available for examination.

TRANSPORT - FREIGHT RATES
Mining Companies - Grain growers' Subsidy

1827. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Transport:

As the Minister has refused to make public the freight rates being charged to
mining companies by Westrail, how are grain growers supposed to know
whether they are subsidising the freight rates being paid by mining
companies?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Grain growers are not subsidising freight rates being paid by the mining
companies. Freight revenue received from the transport of mining companies
commodities exceeds the cost of providing the service.
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CO-OPERATIVE BULK HANDLING - LOAD PEAS CONTRACTS
Private Traders - Ministerial Approval

1834. Mr McNEE to the Minister for Agriculture:

With regard to the Minister's answer to my question 1322 of 1989 -

(a) will the Minister allow Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited to
contract to load peas for buyers other than the Grain Pool of Western
Australia;

(b) if not, why not?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(a) No.

(b) Section 29(4) of the Grain Marketing Act 1975 specifically states that any
specially approved grain - the current status for field peas - delivered to
Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited is deemed to have been received by the
Grain Pool. The Act therefore prevents me from allowing CBH to contract
load peas for grain traders other than the Grain Pool.

The ministerial review committee into grain marketing arrangements
recommuended that the status of field peas should be reviewed because of the
problem of private traders being prevented from using CBH. The Western
Australian Farmers Federation and the Grain Pool, however, have supported
the retention of specially approved status for field pease for the current season.

STATE FINANCE - BUDGET ALLOCATION
Education, Minor Works - District Offices, Expenditure

1835. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

(1) Referring to question 1485 of 1989, will the Minister advise if the amounts
allocated to each of the district offices in 1988-89 were actually expended?

(2) If not, will the Minister list the unexpended amounts for each of the district
offices?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Not applicable.

ASBESTOS - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
School Problems Review

L8936. Mrs EDWARDES. to the Minister for Education:

Will the Minister advise in respect of the Western Australian advisory
committee established to review asbestos problems in schools -

(a) what wil be the process of the review;

(b) what is the time frame for reporting on the conmnittee's Findings;

(c) which schools will it be investigating first;
(d) when may Parliament receive an interim report on these schools?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(a) 1. To review available scientific evidence relating to and- advise on the
health risks, if any, of the continued presence of asbestos cement
products in schools, other buildings and the wider environment.

2- To survey the presence and condition of asbestos cement products in
schools in Western Australia and advise, on the basis of the review
conducted under termn of reference 1, whether or under what
circumstances it presents a hazard to health.

3. To advise regarding the implications of this survey for the need to
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undertake similar surveys in other buildings or other constructions in
which asbestos cement products have been or may have been used.

4. To recommend and, where possible, conduct additional investigations
of exposure to asbestos from asbestos cement products where that is
indicated as necessary by terms of reference I and 2 above and to meet
term of referenceS5 below.

5. To recommend regarding any action that should be taken to eliminate
any unacceptable hazard to health that may be considered to exist as a
consequence of the continued presence of asbestos cement products in
schools, other buildings or the wider envirotnent.

(b) An interim report will be provided to me on or before 15 December 1989,
with the final report to be available by June 1990.

(c) Applecross Senior High School
Owellingup Primary School
Pinjarra Primary School
North Dandalup Primary School
Armadale Senior High School
Hollywood Senior High School
John Curtin Senior High School
Cloverdale Primary School
Huntingdale Primary School (Gosnells)
Maddington Senior High School
Willetton Senior High School
Duncraig Senior High School
West Balcatta Primary School
Claremont Primary School.

(d) Parliament will be provided with an interim report as soon as possible after its
completion.

HYMAN, KIMBERLEY WILLIAM - FRENCH, [AN JAMES
Charges Laid - Appeal

1840. Mr HASSELL to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

(1) Further to question 1000 of 1989, has an appeal been made?
(2) If so, what is the progress of that appeal?

(3) Otherwise, what is the position?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) The appeal is listed for hearing on 5 December 1989.
(3) Not applicable.

POLICE - TAPE PRODUCTS
Research Verifiable Recording Procedure - New South Wales Manufacturer

1842. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the tape products research verifiable recording
procedure recently offered by a New South Wales manufacturer?

(2) If so, what is the appreciation of this procedure?
Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) If the New South Wales manufacturer referred to is STAT. RIGHT - formerly
3M - yes.

(2) While any research in this field is to be encouraged, it deals in depth with
audio tapes, and it is not directly applicable to the video trial project being
conducted in Western Australia. The WA police have deliberately chosen to
trial with the video recording of interviews to avoid the costly method
associated with audio tape verification procedlures.
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PRISONS - PRISONERS
Annual Keeping Costs

1843. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister representing the Minister for Corrective Services:

What is the presently estimated annual cast of keeping prisoners in the
following institutions -

(a) Albany;

(b) Bandyup;

(c) Banions Mill;

(d) Canning Vale;
(e) Campbell's Remand Centre;

(f) Fremantle;

(g) Karnet;

(h) East Perth Lock-up?

Mr DL. SMI'TH replied:

(a)-(h)
The cost of keeping a prisoner will vary from prison to prison depending on
the security rating applicable, the programs available at the prison, and the
number of inmates. As at 30 June 1989 the average annual cost of keeping a
prisoner in Western Australia was $48 345.

Matters relating to the East Penth Lock-up should be addressed to the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services.

PUBLIC EDUCATION ENDOWMENT TRUST - TRUSTEES
1845. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who are presently the trustees of the Public Education Endowment Trust?

(2) When were they appointed and what is their respective qualifications?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) The Trustees of the Public Education Endowment are -

Hon C.M. Lawrence
Dr J.H. E. Taplin
Ms A.M. Heine
Mrs S. Macknay
Dr R. Donovan

(2) Qualifications and appointment -

Hon C.M. Lawrence, B Psych., PhD), MLA.
Minister for Education. Appointed e-officio.

[.HE. Taplin, BA, MAg, Econs, PhD).
Acting Chief Executive Officer,
Ministry of Education. Appointed ex-officia.

A.M. Heine, Qualified Teacher.
Appointed 24 August 1985. Reappointed 24 August 1988.
S. Macknay. BA.
Appointed 24 August 1988.
R. Donovan, B Psych (Hans), PhD, MA, PsS, FMVRS. Appointed 24 August
1988

POLICE - CRIMINAL OFFENCE SUSPECTS
Audio/Visual Recording Interviews - Further Consideration

1846. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Has any further consideration been given to taping and/or video recording
police interviews with suspects having committed criminal offences?
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(2) If so, what is the result - translated into action - of such consideration?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) On I May 1989 the WA Police Force commenced a two year trial period of
audio/visual recording of police interviews with suspects in selected areas for
offences which carry a penalty of above 14 years' imprisonment. The
localities selected for these trials are arson and major crime squads, at Police
Headquarters, Perth; two suburban CIB offices, namely Annadale and
Midland; and country CEB offices at Bunbury, Kalgoorlie and Broome. The
cost of equipment for these trials is in excess of $250 000. Early findings
have indicated a potential 60 per cent reduction in court time. Only
4.8 per cent of suspects refused to be videotaped and were interviewed in the
traditional manner. The practicalities, costings, technical and legal issues
involved in this process are being monitored and evaluated.

PLANNING - MONTGOMERY DRIVE-STEPHENSON AVENUE
Shenron Park Study - Fine lisation Date

1848. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Further to question 1587 of 1989, when is the fialisation of the Shenton Park
study likely to be?

(2) Will its recommendations be made public before Montgomery Drive is
connected with Stephenson Avenue?

(3) What community groups are involved with the consultations of the study?

(4) Why was the Graylands Parents & Citizens' Association not consulted during
the course of the study?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
(1) Early 1990.

(2) Any recommendation in relation to the Montgomery Drive-Stephenson
Avenue link will be made public prior to connection.

(3) Following is a list of organisahions that were sent a preliminary copy of the
- report and invited to make comnment/written submissions -

Government Departments

WA Water Authority
* Department of Land Administration

Environmental Protection Authority
Main Roads Department

* State Planning Commission
State Energy Commission
Asset Management Taskforce
Health Department
Homes we st
Police Department
Department of Defence - Australian Army
Westrail
Transperth
WA College of Advanced Education
Tertiary Institutions Service Centre
Department of Administrative Services
csmRo
LandCorp
Defence Housing Authority
Ministry of Education

Local Government

City of Perth
City of Subiaco
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Town of Claremont
City of Nedlands
Others

University of Western Australia
WA Sporting Centre
John X)MI College
Graylands Primary School
Guild of Undergraduates
Riding for the Disabled

Local Politicians

Mr A.C. Rocher, MP
IHon A. Mensaros, MLA
Mr W.R.B. HasseUl, MLA
Mr R.F. Court, B Corn, MLA

(4) The Graylands Parents & Citizens' Association will be consulted during the
course of the study and has already made a written submission.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

ROYAL COMMISSION - POLICE DEPARTMENT
Corporate Affairs Department - Government Business Dealings

352. Mr MacKfN1NON to the Premier:

In view of the continuing problems in the Police Department, the problems
which emerged recently in the Corporate Affairs Department and public
disquiet about the Government's numerous business dealings, and clear public
support for such a move, will the Premier undentake to appoint a truly
independent Royal Comnmission with broad terms of reference and a
commissioner of high repute to inquire into all these matters?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The Leader of the Opposition is like a kid who has tasted a particular flavour
of ice-cream -

Mr H-assell: Why don't you answer the question instead of abusing pebple?

Mr PETER DQWDING. I will. The Leader of the Opposition is like a kid who has
tasted a particular flavour of ice-cream and that is all he can ask for. The
Leader of the Opposition is trying to convey to the people of Western
Australia that there is some major problem in almost any area of Government
because on the one hand he wishes to try to create fear and loathing in the
community of the Government, and on the other hand he wants to distract
people from the non-performance of the Liberal Party as a decent Opposition.
Let us take each of those issues separately. Firstly, the Police Department -

Mr Hassell interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The answer is no.

Mr Hassell: Why don't you answer the question?

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is difficult to answer the question when the Opposition
wants to keep talking all the time. The first issue is about the Police
Department. What is the appropriate response to concerns about the Police
Department? Is it a Royal Cornmnission? If so, what justifies the Royal
Comimission? Is it that the procedures adopted by this House and the other
place in order to deal with concerns about the administration of the Police
Force ought to be allowed to take their natural course? The Opposition has
not presented me with any evidence to suggest that the course of conduct laid
down by this Parliament could not take its proper course. The Opposition has
not presented anything to suggest that it could not. What is wrong with that?
The Leader of the Opposition cannot tell me.
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Secondly, let us deal with the Corporate Affairs Department. It is a big
agency which has a heavy workload; it has concerns about the Commonwealth
takeover of thie corporate affairs area; it has had the pressure of that being the
subject of a great deal of public discussion; and it has had all sorts of roles and
responsibilities in respect of corporate failures in this State. Some of the
problems that have emerged appear to be of an administrative nature, for
which a procedure is laid down by the Public Service Commurissioner. The
Public Service Commissioner has put a review panel in place and it has
brought down its judgment. The Public Service Commissioner is involved in
the matter. What is wrong with that as a procedure? The point is reached
where the Opposition calls for a Royal Commission mindlessly. There axe
procedures which are being followed, and the public are entitled to conclude
with every confidence that this Government will not turn into a three-ring
political circus on every issue the Opposition wants to pump up in order to
distract attention from the core problem in this State, which is that we have a
very poor Opposition.

HOUSING - TRANSPORT HOME
Lot 71, Moorpark Avenue, Yanchep - Erection Approval, Minister for Planning's

Responsibility, Incorrect Information

353. Mrs WATKINS to the Minister for Planning:
Is the Minister aware that residents in Yanchep are being informed that the
Minister for Planning was responsible for approving the erection of a
transportable home on Lot 71, Moorpark Avenue, Yanchep?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
I thank the member for Watmeroo for that question. No doubt she has
received the same number of telephone calls to her office as I have to mine;
my husband has also been subjected to telephone calls from irate residents
about a decision made to approve the erection of a transportable home at Lot
71, Moorpark Avenue in Yanchep. It was disturbing that each of the callers
actually stated that Cr Rita Waters, who is the Deputy Mayor of the City of
Wanneroo, has been telling the people who brought this mailer to her attention
that 1, in my capacity as both the Minister for Housing and the Minister for
Planning, overrode a council decision not to approve the erection of a
transportable home on the lot. I do not presume to accuse Cr Waters of that
action, but I had my office contact the chief building surveyor at the City of
Wanneroo, who revealed that the approval for the transportable dwelling was
granted by the council on 21 September 1989. 1 am surprised that Cr Waters
should be so unaware of council business as to pass on that incorrect
information. I think Yanchep residents need to be informed by their local
councillor of the true situation. I certainly hope - although I am not sure - that
Cr Waters is not trying to duck the issue by transferring responsibility for that
decision from the council to the State Government, because the issue is very
clearly a decision made by the City of Wanneroo and I have absolutely no
hand in it. There were certainly no appeal rights to the Minister for Planning.

BOUNCERS - POLICE OFFICERS
Nightclub Work

354. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services aware that some off duty

police officers are working as bouncers in nightclubs?

(2) If yes, does he approve of that practice?
(3) If he does not approve, what action or steps will he take to stop that practice?

Mr Graham: Did you go out again on Friday night?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:

Despite the brilliant interjection and the levity which arose from it, I was not
aware that police officers are acting as bouncers. If that is the case, I certainly
do not approve of it. I want to make that very clear indeed. I do not think that
is a job for police officers and I wilt bring the matter to the attention of the
Commissioner of Police. I am aware that under the Police Act and
regulations, he has the authority, if he considers it appropriate, to prevent
officers from doing so. However, I will certainly bring this matter to his
attention. I will take the opportunity to report back to the House on the
outcome of that discussion.

BIKERS - MONGREL MOB
Senator Ray's Response

355. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

Has the Minister had a response from the Federal Immigration Minister,
Senator Ray. regarding the matters associated with the Mongrel Mob?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Yes, I have had a response from Senator Ray, and apart from a little personal
abuse from Senator Ray regarding the issue, I am pleased with his response; it
is an important one for Western Australia and for Perth. I see no reason why
this community should be subjected either today or in the future to a group
whose reputation in New Zealand is one of abhorrence to most members of the
community. Even though Senator Ray responded that I stepped out of bounds
in saying that these people should be deponted. I am heartened by the response
I have had from New Zealanders at my office saying that their experiences
with the people associated with the Mongrel Mob were less than pleasant.
Senator Ray has moved very quickly to respond on this issue by saying that
already the immigration people and the police in Australia have been given a
list of 1 000 people associated with the Mongrel Mob in New Zealand, and
those names are now available to Australian authorities. It is the Minister's
intention, should there be any move to bring in reinforcements as such, to see
that those people are turned back if they are on the list of 1 000 names. He
says that, as the Federal Minister for Immigration, he has the authority to turn
the people back at the gateway to Perth, or wherever it may be. This is a
positive development.
It is my intention to raise this matter, as the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, at the next Police Ministers' conference to ensure that
our interests are properly safeguarded by making sure that our police, the New
Zealand police and the immigration officials are aware of the problems and
can try to prevent them from occurring, rather than having to respond as in
this case.

BURKE, MR BRIAN - CORPORATE AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
Interview Reason

356. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

For what reason or purpose was former Premier Brian Burke interviewed by
officers of the Corporate Affairs Department last Tuesday morning?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

Firstly, I am unable to confirm whether it is true and I certainly hope that the
Leader of the Opposition checked it before he asked his question; secondly.
there is no reason why I should be briefed on that matter; I am not aware of it
and nobody has brought itto my attenti on.
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ROCK LOBSTERS - GLOBAL POSITONING SYSTEM
Minister's Opinion

357. Mr LEAHY to the Minister for Fisheries:
What is the Minister's view on the use of the global positioning system by
rock lobster fishermen?

Mr GORDON H-ILL replied:

Members of the Fisheries Department have brought to my attention concern
about the potential overfishing of rock lobster sites through the use of the
global positioning system - or GPS as it is commonly known. That system has
the ability to pinpoint areas where rock lobster fishing is specially productive
and is extensively used by rock lobster fishermen in the north, around
Geraldton. It is not my intention to place any control on the use of this
system. I have asked the rock lobster advisory committee to examine the use
of the CI'S system. Because so many people have invested in the GPS
system, I have decided it would be inappropriate to apply controls to its use.
If there is concern about the overfishing of rock lobster spots, it would be
more appropriate to apply some of the more traditional methods of resource
control, rather than a control over the use of this system; any future controls
would be imposed only as a result of extensive consultation with the industry.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - DEPUTY PREMIER
Serious Mistakes Admission - Resignation

358. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier:
In view of the Deputy Premier's admission last week to making serious
mistakes, and the now acknowledged loss of hundreds of millions of dollars
associated with these mistakes, and the established written record that the
Deputy Premier deliberately misled the House and the public, will he resign?

Mr PARKER replied:
If making mistakes were a criteria for resignation, there would be no-one on
the Opposition benches.

Mr Pearce: Voting for their present leader was probably one of their biggest
mistakes.

Mr PARKER: I was about to say that the current leadership was an example of a
collective mistake which has cost, and continues to cost, the Opposition very
dearly.

Mr Gordon Hill: It went straight over the top of their heads.
Mr PARKER: That is proof of what!I said.

On behalf of the Government, I acknowledged last week - this was widely
reported - that, with the benefit of hindsight, the decision to invest, and the
manner of investment, in the petrochemical project was not a wise one.
However, in the same statement I pointed to the context in which the decision
was made, and the alternative scenario to which the Leader of the Opposition
drew attention which would have prevailed had we not made that decision.
Regarding the so-called written proof of evidence of my misleading the
House. that is simply untrue.

An opposition member interjected.
Mr PARKER: I know that Bevan Lawrence does not say it. I know that the

Opposition's People for Fair zand.Open Government and the Save Our State
campaigns do not believe it - although it is a constant catchcry of theirs - but
we have had this debate in this House and the people who are being untruthful
to the public are those who selectively and misleadingly take out of context a
quotation which was made in the context of a long debate in this House.
These people have failed to report other points made in the same debate; they
have failed to report a whole range of statements on a whole range of issues
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made by myself and other Ministers on this issue which very clearly lay down
our views about this matter. 'The guarantee and the issues constantly referred
to members opposite, and by their acolytes in the group for so-called fair and
open government, has not resulted in the loss of one single cent because the
losses involve the investment decision that was made with the winding up of
the company, and that had nothing to do with those matters. I reject
absolutely any suggestion made by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
ask him how long will it be before he leaves his seat and moves to the one on
his left.

MINING TENEMENTS - PRIVATE LAND APPLICATIONS
Mining Act J1978 - Signed Compensation Agreement Requirement

359. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Is the Minister aware that under the provisions of section 29(2) of the Mining
Act 1978 an application for a mining tenement on private land cannot be
granted unless there is a signed compensation agreement?

(2) If he understands the above, can he explain why he accepted the
recommendation of the warden that a mining base be approved on private land
owned by a Mr Trevor Naley of Kalgoorlie?

Mr CARR replied:
(l)-(2)

My understanding is that the point at the crux of this case is the definition of
".cultivated land'. My understanding of the section of the Mining Act is that
where land is defined as cultivated, the tenement cannot be issued for the top
30 metres of the land involved without the consent of the owner of the
property. Alternatively, where land is not deflied to be cultivated, the
tenement can be provided including the top 30 metres of soil. In the case
referred to by the member the warden was called to rule on whether the land
involved was cultivated, and after hearing the arguments the warden

concluded that it was not cultivated and the recomnmendation was made to me

on that basis, and, accordingly, it was perfectly legal for me - so I am advised -
to have granted the tenement arising out of that decision.
I understand that an argument still exists as to whether the warden should have
considered that land as cultivated, but if people want to contest the warden's
opinion, that is a matter that would need to be taken up in a legal manner.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - PREMIER
Government Mistakes - Resignation

360. Mr HASSELL to the Premier:
In view of official admissions of Government mistakes, the loss ofI hundreds
of millions of dollars and written proof of the Parliament and the public being
deliberately misled by the Premier and his Ministers, will the Premier resign'?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
I think that is a bit uncharitable.

Mr Parker: You are next, Bob.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I suppose the Opposition could go along the front bench.

The State Government has made a number of very significant efforts to get
industry going in Western Australia to grapple with many of the problems that
have confronted this State, and particularly those problems that confronted the
State over the post-crash period when a number of financial institutions fell
over and needed to be supported. That was regarded by the National Party
and other commentators that have not appeared in the past to be supportive of
the Labor Government as appropriate. That is part of the hundreds of millions
of dollars about which the former Leader of the Opposition is talking. He is
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referring to the Teachers Credit Society and the Swan Building Society. I
think the people of Western Australia regard the actions of the Government in
that regard as appropriate.

The decision to support Rothweils was made publicly and for very proper
reasons. The outcome of that, as everybody knows, has been very bad. We
have taken steps to ensure that the matter is fully investigated. It is not a
disaster for this State. The Stare can manage its way through these issues
because we have a healthy economy and good government, and have had good
management since 1983. We have been through the issue of the
petrochemical project. The Opposition cannot be critical of one decision
made by the Government since the last election, but it was critical of our
decision to wind up the petrochemical project. It was the hard decision and
the right decision. The sooner we clear away those issues and get on with the
business of running Western Australia the better.

We do not believe that there are grounds for the Deputy Premier to resign. I do
not believe there are grounds for me to resign, and I do not believe there are
grounds for my colleagues to resign. However, while Australia is facing some
difficult economic times, the Opposition is unable to focus on any of the
issues related to the future of this country and I think we are the poorer for
that. Perhaps the Opposition should resign so that we are able to get on with
taking this country through these very difficult times.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON STATE IVESTMENTS RELATING TO PIL,
WAGH AND ROThWELLS

Members of Parliament - Leave Granting and Appearance

361. Mr LEWIS to the Premier:

Message No 35 delivered to the Legislative Assembly last week states -

The Legislative Council requests the Legislative Assembly that it may
be pleased to order that leave be granted to the members for Maylands,
Fremantle, Eyre, Jandakot, Nedlands and Cotteslue to appear before
the Select Committee on State Investments relating to PIL, WAGH and
Rothwells and be examined.

Will the Premier assure the House that that matter will be dealt with this week
and supported by the Government to enable all members listed, including the
Premier, to appear before the commnittee?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

The precedent set by the member for CottesLoe for appearing before Select
Commnittees is an important one to examine. The precedent that he set is that,
if one does not have anything to support one's argument, one runs a mile and
does not appear. The present Leader of the Opposition in the upper House
also did something similar. He made a scurrilous allegation, could not support
it, was given the opportunity to present his evidence, declined to support it,
did not appear, and ran a hundred miles.

This Government regards many of the committees that have been set up by the
upper House as departures from whatever traditions remain of the Opposition
dominated upper House. The conservative parties repeatedly depart from
complying with conventions of Parliament when in Government. We have
seen them do it in Queensland, they did it when in power federally, and have
done it when in power in this House. Ever since the establishment of
responsible government they have-had power in the upper House. However, I
do not think there has ever been such a blatant political use of the committee
system in the upper House, certainly since I have been a member of
Parliament.

The Leader of the House and the Governiment will detenmine the order of
Government business in this place.
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MNING TENEMENTS -PRIVATE LAND APPLICATIONS
Uncultivated Land -Warden's Court Grant Policy

362. Mr COWAN to the Min~ister for Mines:

Is it the policy of the Warden's Court to allow mining tenements to be granted
on private land which is not cultivated but which remains in its natural state
and forms part of a landowner's conservation or natural vegetation retention
program?

Mr CARR replied:

The question began by sounding hypothetical and then concluded -

Mr Cowan: It is not hypothetical.

Mr House: It is a question of your interpretation of cultivation.

Mr CARR: The question refers to situation "such and such" which is hypothetical.
Be that as it may, the member is asking me about the policy of the Warden's
Court. I think that is an unusual question to be directed to a Minister who is in
a position to receive advice from the Warden's Court.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT - COMMISSIONER APPOINTMENT
Applications - Recommendations

363. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) Have applications been called for the position of Commissioner of Consumer
Affairs?

(2) Will the Minister advise whether a recomnmendation has been made?

(3) If so, is the recommended applicant Mr Harrison?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(1)-(3)
Advertisements appeared in the Press across Australia for the position. A
selection panel of four people has been appointed by the Public Service
Commission. That panel has met and has conducted its interviews in the
normal way and will make further recommendations to Cabinet in due course.

MINERAL SANDS PROJECTS -JANGARDIJP AND BEENUP
Mineral Sands Taskforce -Transport Route Srudy

364. Mr OMODET to the Minister for South-West:

(1) Has the mineral sands taskforce completed studies into transport routes for the
Jangardup and Beenup mineral sands projects?

(2) If yes, what is the selected transport route for -

(a) Jangardup; and

(b) Beenup?

(3) Will the routes be subject to EPA approval?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(l)-(3)
I thought the member for Warren would be aware that two reports were
prepared in relation to the transport options. One was a technical report in
relation to the methods that could be used and the costs and the other was a
social impact study that looked at the social cost of the transport options. Both
reports have been completed. I thought the member would be aware they had
been released for further public comment. The Government has not made any
decision in relation to those options and will not seek to make any decisions
until after there has been a reasonable opportunity for public feedback from
those reports.
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